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The

Cost

of

Raising Horses.

On

I commenced

eight years since with two
superior mares to breed from, and have
raised twelve colts. Of these I have lost
six of different ages, some of them I was
offered six hundred dollars for, but did not
see ill to sell, hoping to get more.
1 have
now six out of the twelve on hand, all of
which are very promising, but whether 1
shall ever realize a dollar from them or not
is to lie proved. Under the circumstances
1 am not aide to say whether horse raising
Is profitable or not.
I hope it will prove
so ; but to get what mine have cost me, I
must sell them for about three thousand
dollars, for jio man cau raise a horse up to
six tears old for less than five hundred
dollars, and that does not include the service of the stallion.
I do not mean in tliis
estimate to include common horses that
are put to work at two years old, aud made
to earn their living and become worthless
at live or six years old.
| H. G. Abbott, in
Maine Farmer.
Time for Pruning.
In 18G6 I had a
young orchard that I began to prune in
February, and continued at intervals till
\ugust, and those pruned in June, did
better, healed over sooner, than any pruned
either before or after that period.
In 1871
1 began to renovate an orchard ten years
old, that had been trained according to the
absurd fashion of low heads which prevailed at that time.
It took a great deal of
cutting and trimming, but 1 was determined. and persevered; the result was that
every wound made in June—the time the
work was done,—began at once to heal
over, and by the time growth stopped in
the fall, every place where a branch had
been cut off, had a beaulilul ring of new
bark and wood, of from one-third to onehall' inch in width all around it, and still
they are doing well. [Cor. Gardener’s
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i,r nr woo! alone, is to be
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late farmers’ convention in New
Frol. Gould r<ad a paper on
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dairy

Cost ok Abusino Mii.ch Cows.
Harris
le wis, the eminent Herkimer Co., N. Y.,
dairyman, said lately, in an address to milk
nr Klucers, that lie had known a cow which
uniformly gave eigiiteen per cent, of cream
to her milk, to decrease her yield to six
per cent in the short space of twelve hours,
inetely from the excitement caused by the
had treatment of a brutal milker.
It was
not guess work, because be used graduated
This shows
glasses to test the matter.
pretty conclusively tiiat it does not pay
cows
to be illtheir
dairymen to allow
treated.
And In ill-treatment is to be included anything that will alarm or excite
them—fast driving to and from pastures,
worrying by dogs, yelling at them and
threatening demonstrations by boys, Ac.

BY

the

Beach.

PHILLIP USHER.

Tlir- moonlight slanted o’er the heaeh
And leapt across the glancing waves,
It made the night too pure for speech,
And saddened with a sense of graves.
We had been rambling all the day
Breathing the sea-air, she and I,
And as the sunlight left the bay
We climbed the rocks to see it die.
Then waited for the rising moon
To east the glamor of her light
On cliffs too common-place by moon.
And the long sea-line left and right.
So all our talk to silence grew.
Unbroken by a word or sign,
Till nearer to my side she drew.
And laid her little baud in mine.
The stars came out and in the West
The las! faint glow of glory died.
And night, in jewelled sables dressed.
Came on us sitting side by side.
Then when the

moon

with rounded light

S'ppped queenly o’er the horizon,
A long the coast-'ine stretching white.
With

arms

entwined we wandered

on.

And many a creek and winding cove,
And charming prospect did we miss,
Our eyes and thoughts were all for love.
And lips were surely made to kiss!
1 Boston Ulobc.
The

Ghost
BY

A.

of Willowdale.
M. DANA.

and Kat ? Armitage
friends, linked together by a
common
orphanage, and a womanly
struggle for daily bread. All through
the first bright years of their youth they
had toiled side by side—one as a teacher,

Lizzie

were

Edwards

fast

the other as a copyist—sharing the one
meagre onm. which they called home,
and which they managed to transform
into something not unworthy of the name.
Together, they enjoyed every chance good
which came in the way and, when the
death ot a half forgotten relative placed
Lizzie in possession of a small property,
away down on “The Eastern Shore,”
there was no vexing question of “mine
and thine,” to mar their rejoicing. Those
who had been partners in poverty could
hardly be less in prosperity.
it was but a trilling legacy after all,
for the estate, originally a noble one, had
dwindled down to a few poor acres; but
it held an old homestead, and the girls
thought it would go hard, but it should
furnish them with, at least, a snug resting
place lor a year or two.
“We will only have to come back, and
go to work again, if we find that the produce won’t support us,” said Kate, in one
of their many talks. “And, meanwhile
we will have had time to breathe.”
This was their sweetest thought. They
had no idt a that they were so tired tiil
there was a prospect of rest; but now
they embraced it with all the joy and
abandon of unsatiated youth.
A tierce Autumn storm was raging on
the morning they left the city; but no
merry tourists, starting forth under unclouded sunshine, ever carried lighter
hearts or chatted more gayly upo their

journey.
A

single menu appeared at tne depot
wish them Cod speed. This was Mr.
Carroll, a knight of the later, nobier
chivalry which reveals itself in aiding
women to help themselyes.
Otherwise, a
bachelor of forty-five—a substantial tea
merchant, a school director, a warm supporter ot social rtfrom, and a man of
weight and influence generally.
And yet the girls laughed at him. Why,
it would have been hard to tell.
But
even as he held a hand of each, lamenting the necessity of parting, their eyes
sparkled with merriment; and when,
to

after a feint of departing, lie returned to
turkey, beloniug to t (liver Cromwell of lay a huge package of cream chocolates
astonished
its
Mercer,
owner, recently, by in Lizzie’s
lap, their suppressed fun
A

presenting him with an egg, which, on being broken, was found to contain another
perfect, egg, shell and all, the inner one,
occupying the place of the yolk, being separated from the outside shell
of tiie outer egg.

by

the white

The Chronicle says that Stephen Itobinof Mo. Vassalboro’, recently sold a mare
for $500, and the buyers paid him $100 to
s. cure
for a few days, tlie refusal of two
Knox colts at $5000 for the pair.

snn

The Fairfield Chronicle says that Dr. N.
K. Boutelle has recently sold from his
Jersey herd three choice heifers to E. L.
Hibbard of East Franklin, Vermont.
A

Thousand Dollar Bill.

Away back in tiie state of New York
lives a Dutch fanner, well to do in the
world, who always keeps around him a
thousand dollar bill. With this in his
pocket and a shabby coat oil his back, he
prides himself on playing tricks with
strangers—particularly such country merchants as have recently commenced business

in the

neighborhood,

acquainted with

his

and

arc

not

pecuniary circum-

stances.
As an instance of this kind, he went
lately to a new merchant, with his clothes
all in rags, his toes sticking out through
his shoes, his hat without a crown, and

his beard

a

fortnight old,

and ordered

a

lew dollars’ worth of goods.
The merchant stared at him ; but as there was no
great hazard in laying out articles for
him, none of which were to be cut, lie
executed the demand. When tiie goods
were

ready, the merchant stared still

to hear his scurvy
ask him to charge them.
more

“Charge

looking customer

them!” exclaimed the

man

of

merchandise, “ha! ha! ha! we’re not in
the habit of charging our goods to everybody. We keep a lookout for breakers.”
Won’t you charge ’em den ?”

“Not to you, 1 thank you. You must
have a hotter coat upon your back, to
expect to get credit from us.”
“Den if you won’t charge ’em,” continued the Dutchman, with great moderation, “L must try and pay for ’em down,
if so lie supposin’ I can muster money

Then taking a thousand dollar
bill from his pocket, lie extented it to the
merchant, with a sly leer on his face, and

enough.”

and other light use,
Is to put a light drum on a centre post,
high enough to have the belt clear the
hor-i s head. Attach a sweep ten or twelve
feet long to the centre post so that the
track in which the horse walks will be
■m tv cm v to twenty-four feet in diameter
possible. Let the track be soft ground.
I
whole arrau ement may be made of
pine, except the sweep, which should
rd wood.
Let the drum lie about ten
lc
n
diameter and six inches face. Use
1 v "inch
a
rubber belt.
Make a small
from four inches to afoot in diam; u
eter. according as you want fast or slow
If von want the motion still
too': in.
taster, gear up with a second belt and set
The direction of the motion
of pulleys.
nay he changed bv a quarter twist in the
second belt., or by passing the first belt
over idler pulleys.
This arrangement will he almost noise!i -I, while the clatter and jar of a circular
platform would be enough to drive a sensi< ive or nervous
Heperson almost crazy.
sldes, it is much easier uud safer to teach a
horse to follow a circular path than to keep
hi- halence on a revolving platform.
[Cor.
Country Gentleman.
■

rom uie nrst. to ttie twentietn

June,
say the Maine Funner, is the only season
of tiie year when bark lice oil apple trees
an be destroyed by a simple wash that will
not injure tiie tree. At this period the shi ll
which covers tiie insect becomes loosened
from the hark of the tree.
A wash of lime
or strong
>up suds will destroy both tiie
lice and the eggs.
If applied later in the
season, after the shell becomes hardened
over the insect, no liquid ran penetrate
beneath the shell, and the insect is not del-

said, “will you change dat?”
“That—what! a thousand dollar bill P
Is it possible that—-that a man of your
appearance—

“What, misthur, be s you scar’t, ha?
Did you never see a tousand dollar bill
alore?”
“A man of your appearance ?” continued the merchant, “with a thousand dollar bill! I could have sworn—”
“None o’ your swearing here, if you
please misthur, but give me mine change,
dat I may be off to mine farm again.”
“Off to your farm!
A thousand dollar
bill!
Who are you it I may be so bold ?”
“Who be’s I ? Wy, don’t you know
your own neighbors’ man? My name is
Fritz Van Volger. a poor farmer, mit no
more as one tousand acres of lant, and
dis small bill in mine
pocket, dat was—so
it you’ll change
it, and let me be gone,
I'll tank you.”
“Change it! Lord, sir, where shall I
get money of a morning to change a
thousand dollar bill?”
“Trust you ! Mr. Van
Volger, that I
will, to the amount of a thousand dollars,
if you wish. You didn’t suppose I was
afraid to trust you ?” said the merchant
growing very complaisant.
“Haw! ha!” roared the Dutchman, as
loud as he could laugh—“you begins to
haul in your horns a little, does you ?
Strange Wat wonders a small tousand
dollar bill will work in a man’s goot opinion ! So you’ll drust me now, will you ?”
“Certainly, certainly sir.”
“No, I’ll be vip’t if you shall—if so bo,
supposin’ I can find silver enough in mine
boeket to bay you.” As he said this he
hauled out an old stocking full of dollars,
paid for the goods, and giving another
hearty haw! haw! haw! at the astonishment and sudden change of opinion of the
merchant, he departed.
•»

YV riling under date of May 2, of u uview held in St. ReLersbnrgh, in honor t
the visit of the Emperor of Germanv to
the Czar, the correspondent of the London
Daily News says:
“The great attraction of the day was
the cavalry, anil that tar surpassed anything which I have ever seen. The two
elements of excellence were, of cour.-e.
the horses themselves and the horsemanship f the riders. Can anybody explain,
the peculiar charm about Russian horses?
YVithout presuming to answer my on n
question, I think I may point out that one
Curious Facts About Seals.
They did not think his greeting too demsecret with trainers here seems to be to
onstrative now.
Kate’s bright eyes
educate the horse; to make him tru-tSt. Johns Correspondence Montreal Gazette.
wore brimming with tears of
and
joy,
Our Legislature will pass an act this worthy, faithful, and ambitious, and to
Lizzie’s hand lay eagerly enough in his
session prohibiting steamers from leaving dispose of all those contrivances, which,
prolonged clasp.
in more civilized countries, crush tin:
“Now toll me all about it,” he said, in port tor the seal fishery before the 10th of
spirit out of the poor beasts. In what
March
and
vessels
before
the
,0th
sealing
a tone which somehow
completely lifted of March. The
oilier country can one see horses like
is
to
the
object
prevent
the burden from their shoulders, and
so
destruction of seals when too
and those which dash along the Nveska
drawing their chairs closer to the fireside, the disturbance of the mother young,
free and fresh, and graceful? In what
seals
when
they began the recital,
The evidence other country do they have such a glossy
flow the mere telling of it lightened bringing forth their young.
turnished
some
ot
the sealing skin, such swan-like necks, such delicate
lately by
the trouble
They could almost joke
limbs? And in what other country do
ot
to
a
committee
the
Legislative
about it.
As Kate, who had been the captains
they otter such material for cavalry? One
out
some
remarkable
Council,
brought
principal speaker, finished her story, lie
facts about seals which were not previ- must reflect, too, that Russians ot a cersaid, i|iiietlv.
tain class are born, like Arabs, in the sad[t appears that the dispro“I will slay to-night, and watch with ously known,
of tiie sexes among seals is verv dle. The horse is a member of the family,
portion
but
do
not
let
those
you;
a brother, a companion in every advennegroes suspect considerable.
Captain Graham gave it
my purpose, for I imagine that they are as
The Russian Government had,
Ids opinion, founded on careful person- ture.
at the bottom of the mischief.”
it has emal observations as well as that ot numer- therefore, good material: but
Accordingly, at ten o’clock, Aunt l)ebployed well, and the proof is the superb
ous crews carried
that
to
the
him
iee,
by
by was called to bring a light, to show
hv
tin1 number of male seals exceeds that of horseman who to-day galloped along
the visitor out, tho'girls
Kaiser Wilhelm and bis German officer-.
following into tho females
this
three
that
to
and
one,
by
hall with merry good-byes.
The Russian cavalry has the ordinary
Be sure to come again soon,” said holds good of the old as well as young divisions found in all Continental armie?
seals.
a
most
Captain White,
intelligent
Lizzie, with a parting smile. “You will
and experienced sealing master, goes far —namely, hussars, dragoons, cuirassiers,
have to walk fast to catch the train.”
us
some species
us well
and
declares
that among old | uhlans, <&e.,
“And don’t be alarmed if you meet a beyond this,
I passover the forme:,
seals there are twenty males tor 'very peculiar to itself.
ghost in the avenue,” added audacious
and only call attention to the hor-e
Kate. “Willowdale is said to he haunt- one female, and that this is true also of These sleek and muscular beasts had eviyoung seals. lie states that lie lias reed.”
as carefully as tintested tin matter, and. after a dently been selected
Aunt Debby glared at her.
A girl who peatedly
men themselves.
For each battalion they
could jest upon such a subject was evi- close investigation, his arrived at this were all of one
black,
color, now a
conclusion.
Captain Delaney considers now a rich brown, now a glossy
dently something beyond her comprehen- that two males
light gray, and
are born for every female.
sion.
the uniformity seemed to extend even to
Alter a ten minutes walk under the In a ease where there is such difference ot their size,
shape, and motion. The eHi c
it is difficult to arrive at the
opinion,
leafless willows, Mr. Carroll was silently
was
singularly strining. The Teheek and
hut it is clear the disproportion of
tiutli,
re-admitted, and escorted up stairs, to the sexes is
Co-sack cavalry has been so often do
1 should he in- j
very giv: t.
await the opening ot the performances.
scribed that there is nothing new to c
dined
to accept Captain While's testimony
A room at the front of the house, half
j said about their appearance.
The detachas nearest the truth.
If it he true, then,
ni
library, halt-dressing room, commanding that there are
1 ment which took part in the ceremonies
twent
males
for
each
a view of the
nt
long hall, was chosen as the \
! to-day wore bright red jackets and a
it
is
dear
that
lie
seals
must
lady
watch tower. It was a strange situation. female,
of fur huts of the same color, and rod'Had any one, a week before, predicted he at a premium, and we do not wonder j chestnut
ponies. ()n their backs carbii i-s
the
tierce combats that lake place
such a thing, the girls would have met it at
'
j
were strapped, and in their bands tiny
with derisive laughter. But now, though among the males in the matrimonial sea- j carried long red lances.
They led tinson.
It is also evident that old maids I
they were fully alive to the irregularity
cavalry division.
must he I
this
among
family
interesting
ot the affair, they were too grateful—had !
'1 In; first circuit of cavalry was mere \
it 11 k 11 < w 11,
wmu* men1 :.ru pn>n:tiw\ m:ui\
too much confidence in their friend, to
for inspection the second was for evoiu
who
arc old bachelors
their
will,
against
make any prudish demurer. Mr. Carroll,
tions.
How impatiently the Cossacks
more especially as the
males practice
too, though he made no allusion to their
■vent through the first, and how eageily
the
scarcity
anomalous positions,evidently appreciated polygamy, notwithstanding
entered on the second! The pone
of the opposite sex.
The “law of battle” they
As th
even, trembled with enthusiasm.
it; he dropped entirely that air of light determines
which shall wed—the strongcavalcade approached the emperors, the
gallantry, which was such a bete noir to est win and
harems.
the
keep
largest
the girls, and spoke and acted with the
riders settled firmly in their saddi<
These are curious facts; but we have no
loosened the reins a little, and—the wm.l
gravity of an octogenarian.
to
of
criticise the arrangements
But would tho noises never begin P If right
Like a llasli of lightning, and
given!
In the struggle no doubt the
nature.
I
the horses shoot off,
they should fail on this one night, what fittest survive. The
seals suckle simultaneously,
mother
a predicament would they be in !
The
before the spectators have caught tin i
their young, it seems, very much as the
girls became eager as they had before female
breath, are half way around the squatpig her offspring, and they have What an astounding
been leaifui. But just as they were grow
If a horse
pace!
the power oi extending ui .> uhdiaw mg
should stumble, the rider would m-\ing impatient, a slow, muffled step was their teats at
Much
remains
pleasure.
yet mount
heard ascending the step, and, like a flash
again. The Cossacks crouch Inn
It is not
to be known regarding seals.
the patent lantern, brought by Mr. Carin the saddle and shout like fiends; win
known as yet at what age they become
roll, was darkened, while anxious eyes
their long glittering lances, stretching m,r
or how long they continue
far beyond the horses, a
peered out into the surrounding gloom. reproductive,
or
to
As
a
what
live.
rule, horizontallyeven to
age they
A window at the opposite end of the hall, so,
friends and non-comterrifying
a
but
one
at
birth,
produce
young
batants.
The Germans do not spare tlicii
and, though not moonlight, enough light they
but one of our captains is of opinion that
was
admitted to reveal a tali figure
plaudits
one in three ot the females yields twins.
shrouded in white. An instant it paused
They love the I’hlans who trampl'd
down the Turcos, and the Bismarck cult t-upon the landing, sending a terrific shriek
A lady but lately settled in Concord, N.
through the echoing passages, then took It., relates the Patriot of that city—went siers who rode into the jaws of death .t.
the way leading to the attic!
Mars lo 'four, but nothing like these mi
into a drug store and innocently asked
“Now 1” exclaimed Mr. Carroll, startearthly horsemen from the plains ot Bus
for a pint of alcohol to be used in
spirit
Let me not do negative injustice,
ing up in quick pursuit; but with all their
“Have you a prescription?” in- sia.
lamp.
haste they were only in time to see it
At
the clerk, politely. “A what?” however, to the rest of the cavalry.
quired
the
vanish within the closet.
asked the lady, in surprise. “A prescrip- the second turn around the field,
t“It’s always the way,” Kate.
“\Ve tion from a
whole body formed at the rear, opp
the
physician!” explained
1
can follow it no farther.”
the Emperors and the amphitheatre.
clerk, “we are not allowed to sell alcohol
“We will see,” was (he quiet reply, and unless it is
front stretched the whole length ot tieordered by a physician.”
a comp
entering, he began a thorough investiga- “Not even alcohol?” said
the astonished field, somewhat longer—to use
tion. Not content with overturning the
son
which many English readers w
I was
customer. “Well, that is strange.
ancent furniture, he examined the very
from the Seine to ti
not aware that any one ever drank pure appreciate—than
walls.
Panel alter panel of the oaken 1
barracks at the foot of the Champ- •!
I
alcohol as a beverage
true.
“Very
wainscot resounded to his sharp taps, j think
Mars, and several regiments deep. Tin
myself that such a regulation is were
Then one sounded different from the rest
probably lb,0i>0 in all—tlie cuir ibut we must obey it. 1 am
ridiculous,
and Ida
—hollow.
if you are inconvenienced, but can- siers, with their white coat*
sorry
A gleam ot triumph shot into the cam
the hussars with their pikes, t
not sell vott any alcohol unless you bring horses,
mounted grenadiers and dragoons, ai.d it
gray eyes. “Here. Kate, hold the lantern. a
prescription.” The lady left the drug tlie
Don’t be frightened,Lizzie,’’ he said ; then,
wings the reckless Co-sacks :u
store, and when last seen, in the middle
with a slight exertion of manly strength,
The Grand Duke Nicholas waved
ot the afternoon, was circulating around
I
he burst in the worm eaten wainscot, resword, and the entire force moved tov
looking for a physician who would be
vealing a small aperture'wherein, crouch- willing to certify that her spirit lamp was i the Emperors and the spectators. At li
it was a. light trot, then an easy gale
ing upon the door, the very picture of
seriously ill—with some disease or other
abject terror, with sheet thrown off, and peculiar to lamps at this season of the [ then faster and taster, till one could
hands upheld for mercy, was a negro
see
thousands of glittering uniforms a
year—and that its ease was .me requiring
youth, clearly no other than the miscreant j treatment with stimulant.-.
superb horses dashing madly toward t
’Lonzo.
crowd. Nearer and nearer they e
“You young scoundrel!” exclaimed j
I’he young ladies of Vassar College and ever at the same terrific pace. It
the victor, dragging him forth, while
j include horseback riding and rowing he death for the Imperial party, who
Kate held the lantern aloft, and Lizzie
Suddenly t
other accomplishments. on the ground below!
among their
stood trembling, half with joy at the On the bosommany
Grand Duke’s sword tlies up again in
of the little lake at the toot
ending of the mystery and half with pity of the college hill there is quite a cluster air; the officers pass the word alon
for the frightened offender.
oi boats, and the fair-browed, saucy-eyed still the lb.OOit horsemen shake the eai
For an instant Mr. Carroll held him
The Grand Duke’s sword tall-, and
girls make themselves much at home on
there with a grasp like that of a savage the water.
mightv mass comes to a stop ai if tr o
an
oar. and in
'They
pull
easy
si!.
conqueror; then the magnanimous Chris
Ihe boats look the pictures of grace and fixed by an electric shock. Perfect
tian gentleman asserted himself, and the
fhe long line of cavalry iThere is common sense in the reigns.
beauty.
earnest warning and rebuke which bilcalm and steady as the marble pa!
the
management of Vassar. In
lowed, mingled with words ot noble- en- girls to take an interest in teaching
itself, and far back through the centre
physical
pascouragement and entreaty, would have times, the professors do much to counter- is tranquil. That was a glorious si>
softened a harder heart than that of the act
the effects of tight lacing and close and worth a journey to St. Petersbur
to see.
1 shall never look on such a sp.
ignorant black boy, who, at tho close, confinement in the study room. The
girls
was sobbing like a baby.
who practice rowing will make stronger, taelc again
The affectionate appeal touched anbetter, and purer women than those who
other heart. And when, ere he left, Mr. are
reared alter the fashion of hothouse
I‘T(ilili\i, m El it :r Mi.Nm-Wa
Carroll found an opportunity to ask that
The following page ot •‘future” iiistoi v
plants.
little question which had been so long
fhe tn
from the Nautie d Magazine
The Last Bvkun.
A correspondent,
hovering awkwardly upon his lips, Lizfleets having sighted each other, as u
zie was ready to give up tho contest, and writing from New York to the Chicago
have supposed, will, probably -for h
rest securely to an honest man’s love, find- Tribune, repeats the story that a pretended
we must enter into the region "I cot
thus
her
better
life.
son
of
lias
here,
ing
Byron
recently appeared
near each other.
As tin
“1 have taken the chocolate for the sake lie calls himself Captain George Gordon [ tnre—rapidly
1
lire will most likely lie opt
of the true, sweet cream within,” she DeLuiia Bvron; is about forty-live year.- approach,
from those guns (with which all edit
to
her
said, blushingly,
triend, after he of age; rather below the medium size;
are now provided) that are motm
had gone; and Kate, with a twinkle in and has a German look and accent, though ships
on the bow, so a- to lire ahead.
1 he
her eyes, that was not all merriment an- he speaks Knglish remarkably well.
Hithat can be tin d wir not lie anier
swered that she had done wisely.
story is, that his mother, whose family The hostile squadrons will -non lie
Willowdale.with all its windows thrown name was DeLtina, was of Spanish and close for “how-tire”
to lie ot anv turtle
open to the sunshine, with fresh paper on noble blood; tiiat the poet was clan- use. and as they get
very near each olh.
its mouldy walls, and half its gaunt trees
married
toiler
while
destinely
traveling captains will, perhaps, n,,t can to I
replaced by flowering shrubs, is a de- beyond the Pyrenees. A good many met: their view of the foe impeded -v clou ;■
Summer
residence.
on
the
Continent
born
at
the
There,
lightful
year
proger time of smoke hanging about their shipby year, the Carrolls forget the cares of might have reasons for supposing them- Eai’h vessel, slid
maintaining its sp.
the city, and there Kale, now a celebrat- selves fo he Byron’s sons; the moral latiwill no: improbably look for an oppoi
ed writer, but still, as she says, waiting tude which Ihe bard ever gave himself
in the neuty’s force upon whom to tiv
for her cream chocolate, is a beloved would render the hypothesis at least
‘ram.’
The enemy, on the other hand,
guest. Whenever a rainy day obliges the plausible; but that he could have been will most
likely lie preparing to do f
children to take (he attic lor their play secretly married to a feminine representasame, and between each pair ol -In
ground, their is great sport in a certain tive ot an illustrious line, whom nobody win
negm a game 01 skiii in maieeu
closet, turning over its treasures of the ovnr lipiinl .it i< m
ing, to avoid not only the hostile pi
past, and donning old time finery, while Captain Byron seems, however, to believe hut also the
torpedo, which will inevitab
a dark hole behind a shattered panel,
bis own story—perhaps he has become be towed
alongside. In addition to tin
makes a capital place of punishment for convinced of it by telling it so often—and
luamenvres
ot defense, there will 1
naughty dolls, or a not less capital place relates it with such circumstantiality of those by which il is
attempted to delisfor hide and seek.
detail as to make it interesting. He docs
thrust with the prow, to pour in t
Aunt Debb) still rules the kitchen, and not appear to be a swindler or a trickster deadly
concentrated broadside from the best poa sprightly maiden called Lute
spreads of any sort, but a quiet, good-natured tion, and also to plant the terrible torpi d *
pure white linen in the breezy chambers; person, who is a victim of deep delusion. beneath the
opponent's bottom. Slipp
but the most attached servant about the He obtained a commission as Captain
ing the skill on both sides to he nearly on
place is a young colored man, whose de- early in the war, with the expectation and an
equality, the fleets will at first pa
votion to his master excites general ob- promise of serving on Heneral Fremont’s
each other, then they will huv* to
servation.
To tho children and visitors staff, in the Southwest; but he never saw through
turn round necessarily with cireuiuspi
he is kown as Alonzo; hut Kate and Liz- any service?, and was soon mustered
out; lion, to avoid being caught in flank whi
zie sometimes, between themselves, desig- and has since wandered over the country
so doing, and perform the same evolutionnate him as—The Ghost of Willow- and
in
unthe
laudable
Europe, engaged
over again.”
dale.
of
fPeterson for June.
his
own
lie
bread,
dertaking
earning
talks of certain suits that have been
A M.vssACiirsF.TTs Tiiuni)Ku-Stoi;m
A Doctor’s Diary.
A pocket diary brought, or are to be brought, in his name,
has been picked up in tho street, and now against the Byron estate; but these are The extraordinary meteorological pi;•
nomenu of the present season do not seem
is in the linder’s possession,
awaiting its imaginings.
to he confined exclusively to the West, as
owner.
From the following extracts, it
would appear that the owner is a medical
Sunken Tkeasukes. In various local- appears from the following report in the
man :
ities about the lakes, says the Detroit Springfield Republican of a storm in lIn*
“Kase 230, Mary An Perkins. Bisness, Free Press, there are lying on the bottom neighboring “new city :”
washerwoman. Sickness in her hod. a number ot vessels, many of them of the
“Holyoke was visited, about ;» o’clock
Fisik sum blue pills a soaperilik; age 52. better class, laden with railroad iron and Wednesday atternoon, by a thunder-storm
Ped me one dollar, 1 kuarter bogus. other property of great value, among which, for violence, surpasses anything
Mind get good kuarter and make her take which may be included both iron and ever witnessed by the oldest inhabitant-.
For a time the air seemed fairly ablaze,
mo fisik.
copper ore. With some ot the new appliKase 231, Timmies Krinks, bisness, ances tor raising wrecks from great and each Hash of lightning was almost
Nirishman. Lives with Molonny whot depths, nearly all of these vessels with instantly followed by a terrific crash ot
keeps a dray—Sikness, digg in ribs and their cargoes can be recovered without thunder, which shook buildings to their
tow blak eys.
Fisik to drink my mixter much difficulty, should no storms inter- very foundations. Men who had unflinel
twice a day ot sasiperily here and jellop, vene.
The weather thus far this season inglv braved many a battle turned, pale
and fish ile, with asifetidy to make it tast has been unusually favorable for such and fairly held their breath; hats seemed
sit a little higher on the popular head,
fisiky. ltubed his Case with grese lini- undertakings, and possibly may thus con- to
ment, aged l!f years of age.
Drinked the tinue during the summer months, and, and when the storm subsided every one
mixture and wuddn’t pay me bekase it from what can be learned of those en- gave an involuntary sigh ot relief. !Du
ing the thickest oi' the electric battle. ■>
tasted nasty, but the mixter’ll work his gaged in such
enterprises, the experiment horse
I n n M vr? « T v£»r»lr«-»ri
(lightened bv the unusual disturbwill soon be entered upon. One of these
Kase ‘232, Old Misses Boggs.
Ain’t lost vessels is the schooner Saltillo, laden ance, dashed through the street, and no
one cared to venture to the rescue.
A
got no busnis, but plenty of mutiny. with railroad iron, which sunk in the
Siknes awl a humbug. Gav her some of River St. Clair some twenty years since. noise as of crashing glass was heard abo\ .•
the roar, and it was at first supposed that
my celebrated ‘Dipsefloriukon,’ which she Parties are now engaged in recovering
the church near by had been struck, but
sed drank like cold tea—wicli it was too, the
vessel
was well
its
the
but
cargo,
Must put somethink in it to make her sik
hull has doutless be- it was afterwards found to be uninjured.”
her
in
along
years
and bad. The Old Wommen have
got come broken by ice, and is of little value.
the roks.”
The amount of property thus buried beThe Litchfield (Conn.) Sentinel gives a
neath the waters has been estimated at little colloquy between parson Elliot and
which
is
of $3,000,000,
I have great hope of a wicked
probably Lawyer Andrews, some time ago. Tin y
man, upwards
slender hope ot a mean one. A wicked below the actual figures.
were talking about winch way the wind
man may be converted and become a
was, Andrews said, “We go by the Court
“And we,” replied the
A man courting a young woman was lleuse vane.”
prominent saint. A mean man ought to
be converted six or seven times, one
right interrogated as to his occupation. ‘‘I am parson, “go by the church vane.” “Well.”
alter the other, to give him a fair start a paper-hanger on a large scale,” he re- said the lawyer, “in the matter of wind
and put him on ail
equality with a bold, plied. lie married the girl, and turned that is the best authorityand the parwicked man. rBeecher.
out to be a bill-poster.
son went home* to cogitate.

to burst all bounds ot ladylike decorum. Luckily anxietv as to his
safe exit from the already starting train
cut short their unseemingly laughter.
As the cars whizzed along through
sheets of blinding rain, which shut out all
view of the landscape, save an occasional
corn
field, where the ripened tassels
tossed wildly like funeral plumes of the
dead ’summer,their conversation naturally
turned upon this gentleman—the last Unit
with their old life.
“Kate, why is Mr. Carroll like a cream,
chocolate ?” asked Lizzie, pausing with a
dark brown mound of sweetness halfway
to her lips.
“Because he’s soft?”
“Oh, preposterous!” was Lizzie’s indignant exclamation. “Why, Kate, I’m
ashamed of you. You know he isn’t; he’s
only demonstrative, and that is a good
fault in this hard, cold world. Besides it
he were w’hat. you insinuate, I have too
much of the Arab in my nature, to eat a
man’s salt and then revile him. And I’m
sure these are a good deal better than
salt,” passing the bag to Kate, who with
a laugh, helped herself liberally.
“No,
our kind friend is like one of these comfits,
because he is better within than without.
That is, he has a good heart.
Now,
never say that I cannot make a conundrum.
“Oh, that is is it!” answered wicked
Kate, with mock gravity. “Pray accept
my most humble apologies tor the mistake. But, since you so highly appreciate
the gentleman’s inward virtues, my I ask
how it is that you do not overlook his
outward appearance, and honor \ ourself
by becoming Mrs. Carrol) ? I’m sure you
might have the opportunity any day ?”
“Ah, my dear, that’s a transposition of
the scale—elegant for horse of another
color. I have not slruggled through all
these years, a slave to school bells and
committees, to lay my first taste of independence at the feet of any man. It is
only the pampered bird who voluntarily
returns to its cage, and my life has not
had much pampering. No, thank you.
We will have our fling at freedom for a
while, though it he freedom to live on
bacon and corn cakes.”
“Bravo!” cried Ivate, and immediately
the conversation turned to the future, and
the unknown home they were nearing.
Meanwhile, the storm was increasing
in violence. More and more wildly beat
the rain against the windows, fiercer and
fiercer raged the wind, and the garments
of passengers,enteringat wayside stations,
were dripping with moisture.
But more
outward discomfort than this was needed to
damp the feelings of our young travelers.
Once in a while a group of fresh cheeked
school-gills came in for a few miles, rain
drops glittering upon their dishevelc'
hair, fun sparkling in their eyes, and a
perfect chorus of merry clatter issuing
But the two demure
from their lips.
figures wrapped in waterproof, a seat or
two behind, felt no envy of their buoyant
youth. They, too, had been to school—
at the world’s hard academy, and it was
with spirits in true holiday tune, that they
drew near the end of their journey.
“I trust you will find everything comfortable,” said the polite agent of the
property, as he placed them in a carriage,
in front of his office, in the little town
nearest their destination,
“I have taken
the liberty of engaging an old servant for
you; indeed,” with a smile. “I could
not well do otherwise, for aunt Debby
seems to regard herself as a fixture on
the estate.
She holds strongly to the
tenet that ‘possession is nine points of the
law,’ and, even in these days of reconstruction, refuses to show her freedom by
sdeking another home. However, I dare
say you will be able to manage her nicethreatened

ly.”

A servant already engaged, and an attacked family servant at that! Both girls
agreed that it was grand. Despite their
high spirits, they were cold and hungry,
and a vision of a rousing fire awaiting
them, with a supper of delicate bay
oysters, [and crispy brown waffles, or
genuine Maryland biscuit and tender
chicken, was far from being objectionable.

A straggling avenue of weeping willows, their weird branches almost sweeping the ground; a litter everywhere of
narrow leaves of pale gold ; an ancient
brick mansion of moderate size, half
hidden in ivy, and with wood work which
had received its last coat of paint in some
forgotten Spring time. This was Willow-

won’t find any inconvenience; but we
couldn’t stand it. Which room shall I
fix, Missp”
“The one where you carried our wrappings will do as well as any,” answered
You can leave the
Lizzie, quietly,
light burning, and we will go when we
are ready.
The fire is too pleasant to
leave yet awhile.”
It was midnight before they could tear
themselves away from its glorious corn-

dale.
“Not over cheerful, is it?” said Lizzie,
in a disappointed tone, as they stood in
the porch, awaiting an answer to the tort.
“Now look ut for aunt Debby’s ghost,”
“I’m sure there are owls in
summons.
said Kate, with a light laugh, as they
ivy.
“Oh, Liz. dear! you’re an owl your- gained the landing on the way to their
self,” cried lvate, with assumed vivacity. chamber.
“I’m sure it is a charming old place.
“.Stop, Kate, replied Lizzie, pausing,
What could look cheerful in a storm like and speaking gravely. Don’t let us menthis? Well, Poppet, here we are!" she tion that nonsense, even in fun. It strikes
said, as, in reply to her last vigorous as- me that we two girls, alone in a strange
sault upon the wheezy, old, brass knocker, house, in a lonesome neighborhood, have
a bright little black girl opened the door enough real perils without conjuring up
a few inches, and peeped out.
“Where’s imaginary ones. We-”
A wild, mocking laugh cut short her
your grannie?” she continued, guessing
rightly the child’s relation to the present speech, ringing through the lonely pasincumbent. “And where’s the fire?”
sages, and fairly freezing the blood of the
Granny was not far away. Her great startled listeners.
“Great Heaven! what is that?" asked
eyes were gleaming a few leet back in
the hall, and, as the shivering girls pressed Lizzie, in a terrified whisper, clinging to
her scarcely less frightened companion.
in, she came sulkily forward
For one awful moment they stood mo“’Pears like we didn’t ’xpeet you,ladies,
it’s so stormy,” she mumbled, by way of tionless, holding fast to each other; then
Kate rallied her courage.
surly apology.
“’Pears not, indeed !” mimicked Kate
“Only one ot your owls. I guess, LizAs you say, it won’t do for us to get
sotto yoce, as they entered a room whose zie.
walls were almost leperous with damp- nervous. We’ve undertaken this thing,
See !
ness, and whose great fire place held the and we will go through with it.
white ashes of a long extinct tire. Then yonder is the light in our room. Now for
aloud to the little maid, “What’s your one brave dash along the hall. Come!
name sis ?”
Quick !”
A breathless rush of light feet over the
“Lute,” answered the child, pouting
her dusky lips.
echoing floor, and they had gained their
“Well, Lute, see how (quickly you can shelter; but just as the door closed upon
get us a fire made here. A rousing one, their retreating figures, that unearthly
mind.”
laugh again resounded through the house
How Lizzie thanked her friend lor —and this time it had a tone of triumph.
taking command of the situation ! Cold, The girls looked silently into each other’s
fatigued, and depressed as she was, she eyes. “O, Kate! wiat is it? It is no
owl !” gasped Lizzie at last. She was
felt entirely unequal to it.
Ten minutes of patient pacing up and standing with her back against the door,
down the long room, with their wet wrap- and trembling like a leaf.
“Goodness only knows!” answered
pings still on, followed, then, half suffocated with the smoke that tilled the Kate, with lips of ashy whiteness. “But
apartment. Kate went over to the hearth one thing is certain—we’re in an awful
where Lute was down upon all fours, fix. It those darkies only slept in the
making a bellows of her puffy cheeks house, it wouldn't be so bad. But all
alone ! Lizzie, you must make them move
before a forlorn hope.
“Well, Lute, what ails the fire ? Why in to-morrow.”
“To-morrow! Yes, if we survive to see
won’t it burn ?" she asked cheerfully.
its light.”
“Chips is wet,” was the laconic reply.
“Have you no dry ones?”
Gradually they grew calmer, and reaA negative shake of the woolly head, son began to assuage their fears, at least
and a fresh application of oxygen, was those of Lizzie.
“We never harmed any one who lived
her only answer.
“See here. Lute,” sniff the bright girl, here,” she said. “And why should they
who was not to be baffled. “1 want to disturb us ? Let us try to forget it.”
“If it were only a ghost,” began skepknow what you kindle the lire with when
you’re in a hurry to get breakfast. Come, tical Kate; but she forbore to suggest her
more tangible
fears—those of robbers
tell me.”
The youngster glanced up quickly, and and assassins.
rui a win its mere was no iatn>'r uisturnseeing something like mastery in the
merry but resolute blue eyes above her, ance, and they were beginning to feel
more at ease, when a
muttered the single word, -‘Cobs.”
rapid succession of
“Heaven knows what they are 1” ex- groans, footsteps,and poundings broke upclaimed the city bred girl in an aside to on the silence of the night. The sounds eviher friend, “lint any combustible short dently proceeded from the garret—a portion
of nitro-glycerine will be welcome. Come, ot the house as yet unexplored ; but both
child, bring them along; the sooner the girls, now that they had time to recover
better. Here, perhaps, these will hurry trom the first shock, felt that the mystery
you,” and, transferring the remainder of must be explained. It would not do to
the chocolate to the dark, little hand, she be overcome by fear at the yery outset of
took her turn at fanning the dickering their house-keeping. Both were self-reliant women, made so by hard experience;
flame.
The delicate confections, which were as and, though Lizzie possessed less natural
unknown to the little maid as the guarded courage than her friend, yet, when the
trait of Hesperidcs, had the desired ell'ect. latter, taking trom her baggage a small
In a tew minutes, a royal lire was blazing but elegant pistol, said gravely, while she
in the chimney roaring and crackling carefully examined the weapon, “Well,
among ttie mossy logs, and sending forth Lizzie, this will have to be investigated,
and we have only ourselves to depend
waves ot light and heat into the chilly
room.
Even the greatful tea, which soon on,” she was ready to take the candle and
after made its appearance, must have follow.
Back through the long hall, and up the
owed something to their saccharine influence.
winding attic stair they went. Then, just
It was while the meal was being served at the top, though there was no draught,
that Lizzie attempted to make her bargain out went the light, leaving them in fearful darkness.
or alliance with the reigning power.
For this, however, they
“1 did not intend keeping more than were prepared, and the quick stroke of a
match from the box in Lizzie’s hand,
one servant; perhaps not that,” she said
after some conversation concerning wages awoke a sudden glow; but ere they could
“but its Lute is your grandchild, I have get the candle lighted, there was a hasty
no objection to her remaining
lor the scuffling of feet along the floor, and its
gleam revealved a white form vanishing
present.
“’Tisn’L Lute!” exclaimed aunt Debby, in the distance at the end of the long
indignantly. “’Course, a lily baby like room.
“Ah !” said Kate, setting her lips hard,
dat must stay with her granny. “It’s
’Lonzo, ’Louzo’s a mighty pert young and taking tho candle from Lizzie’s
chap, Miss. Make a splendid waiter or trembling hand. That glimpse of the incoachman. He kin make a dollar a day truder put her upon her mettle, and she
down in the oyster beds; but. I’d rather advanced boldly to the door through
keep Him at home. It’s more ’spectable,” which the figure had disappeared.
As it proved, this opened into a
and tlie old woman drew herself up with
large
all the dignity ol it southern matron.
closet; and now the girls were sure that
“But I don’t need his services,” re- they had the offender trapped.
But,
monstrated Lizzie. “I shall keep neither though they searched carefully, turning
over and over the piles of rubbish,
waiter nor coachman.”
tang“How you ladies gwine to get to town, ling their hair in the bunches of thyme
and
horehound
the
then?” was her pointed question.
rafters,
hanging from
Both girls smiled. Clad refugees from and raising a general commotion among
the
the din and bustle ot a great city, it was
spiders, whose dusty webs festooned
not likely they would bo much tempted every corner, nothing could bo found. At
by the mild dissipation of the little country length they owned themselves battled, and
town.
returning to their room, threw their tired
“We shall not want to go often, and, forms upon the bed. without undressing,
when we do, we will walk,” answered where, toward morning, they fell into a
Lizzie, adding gently but firmly, “I heavy slumber.
The Autumn sun rose gloriously after
have told you the terms upon which I will
keep you and Lute. You can use your the storm, and, under its cheerful beams,
own pleasure about accepting them ; but
every corner of their scene ol midnight
terror was thoroughly explored, but with
I cannot afford to engage your grandson
in any capacity.
You must understand no satisfactory result.
Plenty of old
fashioned garments, quaint furniture, and
that this is decided.”
Either Lizzie’s unflinching manner con- curious nick-nacks were discovered, but
vinced her that farther pleading would ho no trace of the supernatural. Yet no peruseless, or her voluntary admission of suasion could induce aunt Debby to move
poverty astonished her beyond the power her bed into the aouse.
“Couldn’t do it, nohow, ladies,” was
ot speech, for she marched directly from
the room, wearing, however, an expres- the unwavering reply ; and, pitying the
sion of countenance which boded no com- abject terror she evinced, tho girls at last
fort for her young mistress.
gave it up.
That night was a repetition of the pre“Well, Lizzie, this ain’t so bad, after
all,” said Kate, when, half an hour later, viovs one, the next ot that, and so on for
they were enjoying the light and warmth. a week. Sometimes the disturbance was
“It seems as if we have all the necessaries confined to wild sounds of laughter; at
and luxuries we need. Even this jingling others, a sheeted form flitted through the
old piano—dear me ! I wonder who played passages; but never, with all their vigion it last?
I’ll tighten the strings, and lance, could they' follow it beyond tho
tune it up to-morrow, and we will have garret closet, where it finally disappeared.
uni a
uc i-iusei wnar oie mars ijouone resource more than we calculated
on.”
win done hang herself,” said aunt Debby,
Lizzie sat upon a rug before the great dropping her deep gutteral voice to a
fire place, watching the hickory logs as frightened whisper.
What was to bo done? The girls were
they were slowly transformed into a bed
of glowing coals, and letting the genial growing haggard with excitement and
warmth and cheer steal through her whole loss of sleep, and sadly admitted that the
nature.
present state of things could not continue.
“Talk about vine and fig tree,” con- Should they relinquish their darling
tinued Kate, giving a final run over the scheme and go back to a life of labor and
yellow keys; then coming and dropping boarding houses'? Never 1 There was a
down upon the soft bear skin beside her whole volume of ghost-defying resolution
friend; “but, on a night like this, the in their tones. Apply to the agent? Yes,
ingleside sounds better. Are you seeing and be laughed at, as a couple of silly,
pictures in the fire, Liz ?” she asked, superstitious girls Hire a man to sleep
presently, noticing the dreamy look in her in the house ? Then good-by to their
Each
eyes. “What are they—does our chocolate boasted womanly independence.
friend figure in them ?”
plan was vetoed as soon as suggested.
The last question was asked slily, with
“I tell you, Lizzie,” said Kate, one
a keen glance at Lizzie’s
face; but the in- morning, when they were wearily discusopportune falling of some embers, and sing the situation, “there’s nothing like
consequent Hashing up of the fire might the advice of an old friend.
Write to
have accounted for the warm flush which Mr. Carroll.”
crept to her very brow.
This was not the first time that the idea
“What a goose you are, Kate !” she ex- had occurred to
them; but, hitherto, each
claimed, with a light laugh, removing had felt disinclination to mention it.
her eyes from the fire. “As if I—”
“Would you?” said Lizzie.
“Then
She was interrupted by the entrance of you write.”
aunt Debby with a bed candle.
“No, you,” and, after some delay, with
“Which room is you ladies gwine to much half
merry chaffing from Kate,
Lizzie wrote, giving a detailed account of
sleep in ?" she asked, abruptly.
“Whichever is most comfortable, aunt their trouble, and
asking his counsel as to
their best course in the emergency.
Debby,” answered Lizzie, promptly.
“Humph !” with a ludicrous shrug of
It was on the second
evening, as they
her capacious shoulders.
“Reckon dar sat
upon the bearskin before the fire, the
ain’t much choice. De room ober dis is
comfortable place in the house, wonde one Miss Ann done die in ; but sperits only
how many nights of terror must
won’t stay shet up. Reckon all de house dering
elapse ere they heard from their friend,
is ’bout alike.”
and what his answer would be, that Lute,
A quick glance of amusement shot bea stirring knock
upon the door,
tween the girls; then Kate, with twink- answering
ushered in the very object of their speculing eyes, but awed voice, exclaimed.
to
as

“Surely,

aunt

Debby,

you don’t

say that we are in anything
a haunted house ?”

so

lation.

mean

grand

“Dutino, Miss, an’ least said’s soonest
mended. On’y me, an’ Lute, and ’Lonzo,
when he’s home, we sleeps out ober de
smoke house. P’raps you white ladies

How the homely honest face brightened
the lonely room! Could it be
only one
short week since they last beheld its well
known expressions and old angularities !
“Oh!” The cry of glad surprise burst
simultaneously from both girls as they
%rang eagerly forward to welcome him.
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PLANS OF THE GORDON HOUSE.

SIi«H"king Murder uiThorndikc
A

Fattier,
hn

1

Mother and Child

Axe.

an

Another

Terribly

Killed with

thrown into excitement
the report that a
who!, family had been murdered in their
beds iii the town of Thorndike, about 1*
■'tiles bom our city, on the line of the
Belfast Branch of the Maine Central, t hir

oily

was

true.

children. The buildings are large,
well cared for, and give evidence of
pros-

*ev»*n

The homestead has been for some

nine

past occupied by Almon M. (Jordon.
"he voungest son. his wile and three
hildren. who had received a deed from
tin tather,
during lite.

consideration of support
There they lived in peace.

m

ontentment

and

happiness

until the hor-

artair of Sunday night. The occupants ot the house on that night, besides

OF

PLAN

THE

UPPER

FLOOR, Without Ell.

ihose named, were John T. (Jordon, single
man. who i< an elder brother ot the murdered man

Klden Ward,

:

a

hired

man :

Anna (Jordon, a neice ot the murdered man. Almon (Jordon, his wife and
’w.i children,
slept in a bedroom on the
U M door, tinyoungest child, of 17 months
bed with it parents, the other, a
boy of

ami

■

n

n

wewere

* he

>vc.

tirst

known

was

auv

ighborhood.

r-«

'v

was

from ">one

?kcd

to

Mr

'i

one

aroused by the
outside. This

from

tine

»nn

bat

of the oc-

person outside the house.
the family of John X. Harmon,

that

:hc

that

hy

enee

vv

tin

man, in separate
(iordonthe father, and hi"
usually made their home there, but
absent on the fatal night.
a

■'

and

and tin* lured

ii.

1

the same room,

in

child ot three in a room above
the nei.*e, Anna Wordon. John 1.

•

*

crib

a

:i,<r

Ward,

young
He intorrned tliem
union's house was ou tin*. Mr.

'< roner’s

<

.Jury.

1 In-

bedroom where the awful deed
A t> don*-,
presented a fearful sight. The
rlo.e was
swimming in blood mingled
with

the

jiieneh

that

water

the

had

been

used to

The

bed. bespattered
with blood, with tin* frame work at the
bead knocked oil as if
by the blow of an
i\*'.

tire.

stood at

an

From

it

ment

angle

the apart-

across

had

ascended on that
Moody morning t he souls of three innocent
human n**mg-.
Tii*» crib in which had

reposed

the

isfi ot

;

stood
"till

boy.

now

struggling

rlu*

his young forehead,

axe on

in the tar corner, the (dotted
gore
clinging to its frame. Along the

•asihgs
i.e

little

life and d»*ath, with the fearful

net ween

of the door and

window,

and up
run the flames

hangings had

paper

kindled by tin*

whose demon work

man

;ll thi" was.
In the

long

shed

the barn,

to

lav

from the house
bodies so bravely

leading
the

OF

PLAN
•M! the

people

ol tile

THE

GROUND

FLOOR,

With

Ell,

neighborhood l>e-

mg; John T. started for front door, and said—
“let's dear the house”; [ went in and got a
chair; then thought of .Union's room; unboltcircumstantial only, hut is very strong, ed door to shed: Ashury Harmon asked—
h rout his sleeping room, in which he was "Where are the folks!"’; John T. went to
clearing front rooms: next saw him in doorI told Ashury where family was; 1 came
contined when we sasv him, a door
open- yard;
round to room with him; no one came with us;
ed into the room
occupied by Anna, the John T. did not come; we two got bodies out;
neice, ot in years ot age, and the hoy ot threw the axe iuto the yard; got Almon and
wife out before there was any attempt to put out
Alarm, aged three. The little girl, who tire; Almou was on foreside
of bed; saw nothtestified in the most intelligent man- ing of John T. during all this time; next saw
him in yard laid down; we went to putting on
ner, says that her uncle John aroused and
water; got out youngest child last, and both
took them down at the time of the tire. children after water was thrown; Anna and
little girl slept in room next John T.; when
The prisoner swears that the little girl coming back
met them going toward Mr. Harcalled to and awakened him, saying her mon’s; John T. and Almon were not cordial;
Hid not speak to each other sometimes; Air.
loom was full ot smoke.
Another door and Mrs. Gordon the elder and John T. made a
from the prisoner’s room led to that of separate family in the house.
Anna Gordon, the niece, to years old. Was
Ward, the hired man; this lias stains of here all day
yesterday : Elden went to bed beblood upon the easing. It is a significant fore I did; lather, mother, the children and
uncle John all here; he went to bed before I
fact that the prisoner swears that oi, the
did; I slept with Eddy; uncle Johnny this
alarm he went to Ward’s room to call him, morning took Eddy up and led me to front
door;
put a quilt round me, and told me to go
and lie was gone.
to Mr. Harmon’s; we put on our boots,'ami
went there; he said—“Come. Anna, get
up
from the scene of horror within, the
quick”; didn’t tell me why; saw smoke in the
blood, slaughter and desolation of that house; I told him house was atire: he run and
came buck witli Peter Harmon;
aunt Emilia
once happy home, so full of the evidences
used a lamp in her room; (a candlestick was
o! woman's care, thoughtfulness and love found in room); the candlestick was used to go
down cellar; they had a candlestick like this in
for those around her, we turned to the
grandpa’s part.
E. Ashury Harmon. Brother told me Gorouter air.
I’iie hillsides green with verdon’s buildings were on tire; got up and dressdur
stretched around, the sun shone ed ; run to the tire; brother Peter
was ahead
brightly, the summer breeze swayed the of me;I met the children first; met John T. at
said—“ What’s best to do?”; lie said—
door;
branches heavy with the foliage of June,
Clear the house”: I went into house and came
-wallows cleaved the air, fromt he mead- out and asked—“ Where’s rest of family?”; he
said—“ oh, dear, dear, they are all burning up
ow- came up the
gushing melody of the in the other part of the house”: next I saw Elbobolink, and the very blessings of heaven den Ward; I said—“ let’s save those bodies";
John T. was lugging
from frontdoor:
seemed to reign in earth and sky. The went round house, sawthings
axe inside door; looked
al it and said—“there has been (owl piny”;
to
a
man
contented
in
the love of
spot,
then went to bed room; he pulled bed railing
wife and children, seemed a
paradise. oil'; 1 went in and look Almon out; carried
Ami to think that the owner ot all this, body to yard; went in :igain and smoke drove
mp out; then went back and got Mrs. Gordon
altei the calm of ih“ Sabbath, while the out; the bed was all atire; then father threw
water iu: then I threw water, and took babe
mg ol his happy evening had scarce and
passed it out window; then shut door to
died upon his lips, while his loved wife keep tire in, and rolled feather bed over; father
took the wounded child out; next saw John
and cherished children lay in the peace ot T. near
door; he had on vest and pants, no
iptiet rest by his side—that a fiend should coat; he had nothing to do witli taking out
lie was lugging things out; noticed no
bodies;
steal to that room and do his bloody blood
except in bed room and on bodies; this
work. Where were tiod’s protecting and was between 2 and 3 o’clock.
Peter N. Harmon: aged 18: heard cry of tire,
avenging angels that this great crime was jumped out of bed and shoved window; came
not stayed?
Where was the pity, of down, put on clothes, and soon overtook Ward:
then met John T. Gorden ; he was taking on ;
which even the worst man is said to have we came
along, and at door lie said “let’s get
the things out;” we went to work at it; said
a
lingering spark, that it did not (lame up we
must have help; asked for trumpet, to call
and (ill the murderer’s heart with melting
help; went after It, started down road; then
tenderness toward worth and love and in- knew nothing of the murder; heard someone
ask John T. where folks were: was gone half
,J
nocence
hour; when got hack bodies were out; John T.
stood near house, still crying; tie laid down on
M-igiiMors gautereit annul, those who PTniind
T kinw nf him

lieve that he is

guilty.

The evidence is

1

-Hatched from the

burning

room

by young

Harmon

'Two stained and bloody sheets,
dirouding with their ghastly folds, and
indistinctly revealing the outlines ot two

human

beings, lay

upon the floor.

Lift-

ing these, through which the stains of
Mood and brains had spread,tin1 blackened

bloody remains wen* discovered.
Hordon, a fine specimen of a young athtie man, lav upon his back, the flannel
and

shirt

buttoned about

full

his

neck, his
mourn hair matted with blood, tailing
"ver
his face, and two horribly gaping
a

cleaving the skull to the brain,
spared his face,but its blacken-

minds

tire had

i i»e

ing traces were over his chest, and person

The wife, a woman young
nd small in person, but ol beautilul form,
:v
upon her side, her long dark hair
billing in curled masses upon the lloor,

generally.

unrated with her life blood.

Our

guide

died the head, and oh, horrors' the once

•eauidul taee had been crushed out of all
human resemblance by the cruel blows ol
I he beautiful hair and the lull
\e.
•tie
heeks were there, but the features, eves,
mouth, were driven a gory mass
■

The bosom, the round
ins and the delicate hands were burned
bn'keiii'd cinders.
At the sight strong
wept, and women sobbed eonvulsiveKevereiV y. tenderly, the coverings
were replaced, and we went to the room

nit

the

■

head.

where
trout

rii

the murdered

iv

seventeen

months.

child,

The cradle

babe of

a

sat

Over it was drawn

mi.

iu

a

a c.over-

Putting it
tig white as its young lile.
i-ide there were cold remains of as sweet
made glad a mother’s
bight auburn curls, eyes closed in
A
death, chubby leatures composed.
cruel blow had depressed the side of the
a

bain

a-

ever

heart,

head, while

over

arms, dress

and

face

The legs were
spatters of blood.
tearfully burned. In another room lay
were

the buy of six. a bloody bandage upon
til- head ; he moaned in pain while a nurse

carefully tended and fanned him.
hero of the occasion is young
Asliury Harmon, who at the risk of his
lit*a, rushed into the buttling room and
The

dragged

out the bodies,

severely burning

his hands.
As soon

as

the facts of the case became

apparent, suspicion tixod itself upon John
ol the awful
elder brother of Almon,
ttie murdered man, and has not borne a
good reputation. His strange conduct at
the discovery of the tire, anxiety to work
at getting furniture from the front, rather
I

Gordon,

crime.

as

He is

the author

an

extinguish the lire, or scutch for
family at the rear, seemed not to be
explainable on any theory except that of
guilt. A motive is found in the fact that
Almon, the younger and steadier brother,
than to

the

the father’s favorite, and had received
deed ot the farm, in consideration ol
supporting his parents. The brothers are
was

a

known not to have been on good terms,
and for long periods did not speak to each
The local magistrate, Raymond
other.
S. Rich, Esq., considering that the facts

warranted the detention of John, arrested
and confined him in an upper room with
keepers. We calleyl there and saw the
accused
He is a man of 28, medium
height, thick set, weighing about 163;
hazel eyes, curly auburn hair, and wears
a heavy mustache.
His head is low like

prize fighter’s, witli heavy jaw and thick
neck.
Pacing the room in a partially
dressed condition, he seemed the coolest
a

n.an present.
Upon being addressed, he
raised his eyes slowly and fixed them upon
the questioner witli a strong, steady

gaze that never fell during the conversation. Upon being asked if be wished to
make any statement tor publication, he
said he had none to make except that he
was innocent, and hoped the guilty person would be found and punished.

THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1873.

a

found on the axe, outside the coating of blood. The persons who washed
he bodies found a strong odor of kerosene
:>il, and it is thought this was put on from
wore
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the bottle to aid the fire. That bottle
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
belonged to Mrs. Gordon, the mother of
their advertisements published in the .Jourfohn, and was used in her part of the desiring
nal will please so state to the Court.
bouse, where John slept. In the diningSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
room, adjoining the room of the murder. papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
;hedogof Almon always slept—a ferocious it is to go.
animal that would never have suffered a
33*S. M. Pettkngill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
and 37 Park
Row; New York, are our authorized
stranger to enter. The person who did Agents for procuring
subscriptions and forwarding
the murder must have been known to the advertisements.

Generalities.

News of the

The valuation of Ellsworth is $1,833,253.
Washington advices say that a mild form ot
•holera has appeared in that city.

The lightning bug has put in
Vimi may now expect tinkers.

Cap!, -lack is represented as exhibiting, in
confinement, the most abject cowardice,
outraging all the traditional ideas of the heroic
Indian.

ought

Yesterday (Wednesday)

\
He

One session

to

soon

that

jf) |>e

a

to be authority for
convention of bald-headed
held in Boston for the pur-

had known anil respected and loved the
dead. Some talked apart in knots, discussing the incidents ot the great crime.
Some peered curiously and awe-stricken
in at the windows where lay the blackened remains.
Others viewed the dreadaspect of the bloody and charred
room.
In the apartment with the dead
babe a group ot sympathizing ladies of
the neighborhood worked on shrouds for
the dead—work that was often wet with
ful

John N. Harmon; Heard alarm; could iust
daylight; came to Gordon’s; saw (ire and
smoke through window; in door yard John T.
and others were lugging furniturewent round
house, and at door of ell brought out a body;
John T. was crying and moving furniture; followed my son to bed room; came back went
round outside to window; opened it, or it was
already so; reached into room, into crib; took
child out, took him to shed; came back and
sent son up stairs to look for old folks; afterwards heard they were away; then worked at
fire,and got it out bv help of others; stayed till
sunrise; John T. was crying and seemed to be
beside himself; he was one time hanging his
head, and some one said his nose was bleeding.
see

strange conduct in not
trying to rescue the family, nor going
it. K. Rich; got to tire before sunrise; can’t near the
tears at the remembrance of those so
bodies, nor seeking anv informasay who was here, a good many: saw John T.
When asked why he did some
cruelly taken oft'. Many a mother, as her come out of one door, some one holding him, tion.
ami he was crying; they said he was
-o
eyes rested on the sheet covering the dead bad he was liable to make away withfeeling
tilings and failed to do others, all implyhimself;
babe, thought with a shudder of her own when he was lying on grass it was said his ing guilt, lie simply said “1 cannot tell.”
nose was bleediug; the bodies were on grass,
darlings at home. About the apartments and children on lounge: one of the children
At the conclusion of the prisoner’s testiwere the womanly evidences ot the taste still breathed; John T. was taken into custody
it was announced that the inquest
mony,
at t> o’clock; I searched his pockets, and found
and care of its dead mistress, ornaments,
would he adjourned one week, for the
a knife (knife produced); saw no blood on his
dresses, a sewing machine, children’s clothes,did not look forit; he said first he knew County Attorney to make
investigations,
of the lire the little girl hallooed “Uncle Johnny,
toys, books, newspapers. The dead man the house is full of smoke”; he made no other and that in the meantime the prisoner
kind husband and father—he now talk to me.
I)r. BenJ. Williams 2d; Examined bodies
cold and stark in his bloody this
lying
afternoon, with Dr. Thomas and Billings ;
shroud, liis dead wife by his side and the on Mr. Gordon’s body there was wound on
head, fracturing both jaws, extending to corner
dead and dying children in his ruined of eye; appeared to have been made
by blunt
home.
Small wonder is there that wo- instiument; another ou top of head, clean cut.
as by sharp instrument, three inches long and
men wept, or that tears coursed down
through to brain; one on back of head, starthe cheeks ot stern and stalwart men. It shaped. as though by blunt instrument, fracturing skull; body was burnt black at lower exis not strange that those who gathered in tremities; the skin had come
ofl'; one wound
not produce death, that on top of head
groups, alter viewing all this, looked up might
certainly would; death resulted from them;
to the arms of the trees, and said that it Mrs. Gordon had on her head a cut above eyebrows, crushing down bones three and half
they were only sure of the author of this inches,
made with a blunt instrument; a poll of
work, there would be little for courts of an axe would have made it; another wound
crossed it, flattening the nose and cheek bones;
justice to do.
another wound on mouth, smashing upper and
TDK INQUEST.
lower jaws and teeth, and cutting flesh on chin;
another wound on back of head, through flesh,
When the coroner, attornies, sheriff and hut not
fracturing skull, make with blunt inconstables had arrived, and the necessary strument; these wounds caused her death : the
hands and forearms were badly burned; the
formalities gone through with, the inquest flesh entirely off the
fingers: the clothing on
legs were badly burned, exproceeded, tables and chairs being placed body all cinders;
on
the
posing cords;
babe, wound above right
ear. not breaking flesh but depressing bone;
upon the green in front of the house.
skin slightly broken on face, but not the bone;
Coroner Poor, of Belfast, assisted hy County
a child’s bones are soft, and a fatal blow might
Attorney Eogler. impanelled the following not fracture the skull; the child was severely
jury—Raymond S. Rich, Hiram Chase, E. E. burned; the burn would produce death, the
Morion, Ci. H. Rich, E. K. Boyle, H. H. blow might; the living child has scalp wound
and facture, by sharp instrument, with clean
Johnson, Jr.
cut.
The witnesses having been sworn, the followDoctors Billings and Austin Thomas concurred in the foregoing.
ind testimony was had.
Axe produced and identified by Ward as the
Elden A. Ward.
Am is years old; lived one found in the
room, and as belonging on the
with Almon Gordon; hired me May 19; was
The blade and handle arc covered
here Iasi night; went to bed quarter before 9; premises.
with blood, and the dark hairs of a woman adduring evening was here with family; Almon, here to the bank. The surgeons
testify that it
wife, baby and Anna present; left them all would
produce the wounds on the murdered
when 1 went to bed; he was singing; slept iu
room over theirs;
in going out had to go thro’ persons.
was

a

so

John TVs room; he was in there when T went
tolled: went immediately to sleep; heard Almon singing after 1 went up; John T. Gordon
lias been here at intervals during my stay;
came here last Thursday; heard children crying in the night; il was unusual; got up to see
what was cause, because there were two crying; they screamed; heard no other noise;
looked out window and smelled smoke and saw
light; dressed and went down; went through
John T. Gordon’s room; spoke to him; got no
answer; it was about half past two; went to
.bed-room of Almon and opened it; the bed
was in flames; got hold of Almon, hut couldn’t
get him out; went out door to kitchen; saw
axe near it; outer door was open: had always
been fastened; hallooed in the yard and started
for help; after got into road, John T. called to
me to come hack; repeated it; asked what for;
he said “to help”; didn’t come because was
afraid something was wrong, and I wanted
help; went to Harmon’s; when they heard me,
I name back; two sons of Mr. Harmon came,
and himself; met John T. within 20 rods of the
house; lie was lamenting and taking on; he
caine buck with me; said hut
little, except cry-

would remain in custody of the sheriff.
The prisoner was brought in irons to ltdfast that night, and locked up in the jail.

greedy to pocket the extra hundred thou- A. P. Morrill was elected to the vacancy.
dollars, hut because he thought the C. F. Hatch, general manager of the
members ought to have the back pay. It Eastern road, was elected to the same
is not otten that in this wicked world we position on the Maine Central
The armeet with such a glorious evidence of the rangement is that the Eastern road shall
power of self-denial and of mutual love. run the Central, meet all its obligations,
"How sweet and how pleasant it is for pay its hills, and receive live-ninths of the
brothers to dwell together in unity.”
profits, leaving to the stockholders of the
Central the remaining four-ninths. The
It will be remembered that two years benefit of this state of
things to the Eastsand

controversy witli the Bangor Whig upon the subject of the New
York riots, in which the Whig took issue
with our position that the authorities of
ago we had

a

New York should prohibit the Orange
Gordon, the murdered man, was processions, as they would any other
greatly respected bj' all who knew him. demonstration certain to disturb the public
Almon

must be very great, as it will control the entire line and brunches from
ern

Bangor to Boston, and can perfect arrangements for the rapid forwarding of
It can also he
passengers and freight.
made ot great benefit to the public, who
will thus deal with one company, instead
ot several in arranging for through rates

inllueuees which produced
the tornadoes in Iowa and Illinois may
ini iluuht he reterred
to as the cause of
lesser convulsions in other localities. The
Omaha lice ot May
says :
"Saturday evening a most violent rain,
thunder, lightning and hail storm visited
this city.
The rain began falling puite
heavy at about in o’clock and continued
till about half-past 11, when the violence
■ it !he storm
suddenly increased, with accompaniments of terrific thunder.brilliant-

atmospheric

the longest dav

day is

now

the

rule at the High

eight and ending

at

at

one

f. W. Pitcher i- tearing down his old house
Franklin streer. and will build
new tud
handsom" residem •• on the spot
The Second Adventi-ts will i:old meetings at
Pierces’ Hall, • oiumeunng rimrsday evening
of this week, and continuing over Sunday
Ail
are invited.
An agricultural friend semis us .a receipt to;
pi kliny hams, but neglect' to slate the individ-

ual whose haul'
better Ire Mi

u

thus

b

>

ured.

Some

are

Geo. A. P'crce, Fsq.. o! Frankfort, who w»stricken with para!\-is some weeks ago. die t
iit
ririu
on Friday la-t.
H> .va- a member
of Pierce a Row*-, granim operitors.
t
The new sch. Ralph Howes,
.uim»iiu<
last week, was -u- •—fully 'ami ied from ( ai
ter's yard last Thur-day. s:u» will load wi:
ice at Uockport for Jacksonville, Fla

Wc learn that

the directors of the Saviugh*u
"tjl meeting, Voted

their

Bank, at

incrca-c of -alary :•• Joi.n H. <v> luubv
the excellent treasurci ••! the institution.
some

Tin*

new

three mu-l*-d

-ci».

P. Fuiersoi

A.

recently disiuastt d at Ab-Ullv••ry's, has hauled
to Lewis’ wharf where -lie will receive u w
masts. She is loading hay for < harleston, ■s. •
Albert Carter is the Mupper.
native of Liucolnville. p
Amasa Stetson,
work in Boston, fell from a staging Thursday
receiving injuries trom which he will not pr

ably

Mr.

rei'over.

years of ay,

ami

w

n
1

c

tin

tboul

i-

v

'c-idm<t ot Bo-

m-

ton.

Since vve have o<upied our present qi. tifcis
with tin Journal, wc h
had a visit every dav
from a gigantic rooster, who stand- in trout ot
door, gives about twenty now-, not goes
\Ve thmk it ar augury of democrati

the

away.

success.

Sch. S. >. Day, M« Far o;d, reported f»week at Lewes, Del., a- leaky, reached Vineyard Haven on the nth in-t.; tie- ieuk iu»*rea’ale the ibs
ing to such an extent as i>- ne.
•»' it
o
ii. where
a
charge of a part >t' ic
••

will go

she

rad way

the

on

!■■;

rep ir».

At the republican aum-. -u -atur i y eveon
the Ban/e
ning the following delegatevention, all Dingley men, v re ho- n—I n
Brooks, I. M. Bourdman. s. ii. Thurlow. Win
H. Fogler. Axe! Hayt >r I, W in. •». Pour, \Vrtu
M. Rust, R. B. Stephenson, Frank B. Fivdon. i.
■

■

The excursion of the steam- r < ambndge to
Boston on the coming fourth «*i J dv. aul the
trip to (.’ape Cod, *rt- r om* ol the most icmpriug
The
excursions ever made from tin- vicinity
•••
:.
u ■orniau e
Cambridge is an m gant
of

roil],

and lm

•rti*

a-

m .k-

-v

n

«

body

comfortable.
Mr. Nathan Hid. a: the late lire at Brooks,
had ratlin a warm time in hinderiug tie flames
from communicating with hi- mills ueir by
They took tire in -i\mei lit!- r* n' places, out
a a- Mi
where, i-r a park -Imw*

!

illy ialllpc 1 Upulk the

H ill also, he ha

t«*i

loot

that occasion.
A

h':11111

piHIIIIIII'III

'll

■'

i''iti.ii,

",

n.

celebration will be the m-nee-mm m the** an
• lent'
A uieetiu*
ami horribles,” mounted.
fY; la>
vm.
was held in Pierce's Hail on
w

•.
s.■
last, to ascertain how iin iv wouM
• *ssion, and the rhar c Nrtie. aouM repi
Onsent.
About liltv enrolled thouiselvc-

hundred ami liltv
The lire

<

subject.

as

v

on

—

to account lor his

appearance.

Howes A Co. have loaded sch. Boa/ with
staves, from their mills at Burnham for New
York

The latest sensation storv from London is to
the efleet that Limes Gordon Bennett is to start
a
new
London, and has engaged
paper in
Stephens, the great writer on the Pall Mall
Gazette, to be its editor.

■

an

Pitcher & Son are storing hay. to make up
cargo for the new three masted schooner
about ready to launch.

loaded anil sailed from that port.

$3*“S. R. Niles, No. «• fremouf Street. Boston.
back with Edwards Friday, and helped ejet in
log.
33“ Geo. P. Rowell it Co,,4u Park Row, New
wheat: worked for Cates'about seven days:
will
York,
Mr. Pay son, who was sent to
Y
theu came home; stayed at home until Saturoung Ward firmly believes that when at the lowestreceive advertisements for thH paper,
Europe to iurates. Their orders will receive prompt
then
went
to
to
uncle's
vestigaie the claims ol the Burnham heirs, has
my
house,
Bangor
day:
Tohn
called
to him to come back, alter he attention.
returned and reports that the story of the will
Elijah Gordon; returned following Monday
Horace
p*l Washington St., Boston,
of Beniamin Burnham in Him is a humbug,
night; stopped till Tuesday afternoon; then darted to give the alarm, that his inten- is an authorized Dodd,
Agent lor the Journal.
and He.; there is no twenty-two millions to be
went to Jackson, to Mrs. N. M. Edwards;
ion was to kill him, and thus
Bates
& Locke, 24 Park Row, New York,
33”
contested.
prevent the
stopped till Thursday night; from there t"
are authorized agents for procuring advert Dement-*
Newall Hardings in Unity; stopped there tiil
icighbors from being roused until the for the Journal.
Last vveek.as Edwin Longfellow was
driving
Saturday afternoon; did no work there; came
bis carriage from Maehias to East Maehias the
house was well on fire.
home Saturday and stayed till Sunday afterSubscribers are requested to take notice of tinhorse took fright, throwing out the occupant-,
noon; went back to Mrs. Edwards; stayed til!
The elder Mr. Gordon and his wife date on the colored slips attached to the paper, it one of whom, a Mr. Simpson, of the firm ol
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Tuesday afternoon: then came home:'stayed
Clapp ,v Simpson of New York, was instantly
15 May 74, means that the subscription is j,;tid to
tvere in Bangor at the time ol the murder,
until to-day; during spring, since father hired
killed.
that date. When a new payment is mad.- the date
Almon, have been on good terms with Almon;
risiting a brother. A despatch was sent will be changed to correspond, and Sl'BS( K 11:: Rs
was not at home all day yesterday; been no
There i- a publican in New York city who
ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAI'
IHi IK
settlement between me and father: my brother
rom this city stating mat the whole
family DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears maintains his aged father as a show about tin*
went away saying he would not carry on farm;
The old man is near ninety, hasn’t gone
place.
tad been murdered. On reading it, he is are requested to fc rward the sums due.
father said he wanted me to take it if Almon
to bed sober tor six-.v years, and is hale and
did not take farm, 1 said l had rather work
<aid to have exclaimed “My God, is it
hearty now. which i- a great encouragement to
*3* In sending money, state I NK POST <»Ewith Almon ; my brother was away two weeks :
FICE to which the paper is sent.-ft®
customers.
lossible that one brother can murder ando not know of writings between father and
» iif
.maim* *.un\(miiii)ii oi
niversaiists will
Almon: father told me to give notice at Belfast
rther!” He informed a gentleman on
meet in Bangor by invitation of the lTniver*:ibank that he should want to draw his money :
The Thorndike Tragedy.
li>t Barish on the 24ih,
and 2ffth of this
ruesday, after he had returned, that thev
got home near sunset last night; all tin* family
The mania for blood which is so per- month. Io n s. (ioodenougti will be installed
here; Elden Ward was here, all the family
tad arrested the right man.
iJ
.r of the Bark St.
i-i
Fniver.-alist
rhmvh
bed
not
here till
eat supper with
time; did
vading the country, shocking good men during tlie session of the onvention.
I no tuneral took,
them; had it in my room; my father and
on Wednesday
place
mother Kepi house separately; nunuav mornand perplexing the philosopher, has at last
I' veryLody remembers l*rot'. BlHUtumoiir.wbo
ing ate breakfast with Almon, the only meal ifternoon, from the elinreh, and was a found its victims in our
ha l an appointment to burn the world up with
immediate vicinisince fathei and mother went away; was not
a tiery, untamed eonvt last year, but failed to
A very largo
very impressive scene.
here at other meal times; last night eame home,
ty— with the combined horrors of a keep it. Well, he now offers to prove that the
number of people attended.
got milk from Mrs. Gordon, and ate it with
sun is
losing its heat at such a rate that we
brother’s murder, the killing of tender
bread; last night went to bed from 0 to 10;
shall all i>o frozen to death in the vear 2011.
The crowd in attendance at the house
Ward and children had gone to bed; the family
babes, and the torch ot the incendiary.
Mr. Croft us recently died at Jacksonville.
were in cook room ; heard Ward go to bed liegrows larger day by day. All the people What could have been added to tins ac- Ind.. and his brother-in-law
and son-in-law had
fore l did; was in front room; used no light;
n the towns around have visited the spot.
sat by table till went to bed; sat there fifteen
cumulation of horrors to make it more a terrible light as to the precise locality in which
1
he
remains -hould bo deposited.
After the
or twenty
minutes; was there when Ward j Newspaper
reporters,artists for illustrated horrible is difficult to imagine.
r<*w it became necessary to get a new
went to bed, and when Anna and little boy
coffin, the
and
"Id
abound.
Per
one having -uttered somewhat in the conat
there
was
sapors
to
photographers
went;
supper
day light enough
Whether John T. Gordon be guiitv ol tlict.
go for it without light; did not see Almon to
>le have eome from motives of curiosity
this shocking crime or not. he is certainly
speak with him after came home; did in the
The following changes have been made in
en from Ncw York.
afternoon, about bees; l’eter Bolin was present.
surrounded by a net-work of (acts which Maine post offices: Everett F. Files to he pcstwent to sleep before fire; in three-fourths of an
uta-icr at Thorndike station, vice Raymond S.
hour after going to bed; slept all night; heard
will require much ingenuity to reconcile R li.
resigned; < bailee II. Libby at White’s
Newspaper Postage.
Anna speak t>> me saying “Johnny”; found
<
"i nt r. vice()ti-J. Libby, resigned. The name
with innocence. There is a bare chance
room full of smoke; put on pants and vest;
The law which permitted newspapers
w Fast Eden edict
lias been changed to Bar
Anna said “house is on fire”; I went to Ward’s
that lie may not he guilty, but yet the ac- Harbor, and Edwin <L Desile retained
as post:o be carried through the mails, and deroom; found he was gone; then came down
master.
tacts of the case supply all
stairs, lugging Eddy down; told Anna to follivered free of postage in the counties knowledged
I lie American says that Mrs. Michael Snowlow; next went through sitting room and into
that the rules ol criminal law require to
where they were printed, was based by
man and Mr-. Lewis Black and a child 1 years
the kitchen as far as could go for smoke; left
hold
the
accused
for
the
formalizes
of
a
'.■I, while cro-siug IV .m Little Deer Isle, to
children on door step; came out of house and
ts framers upon the
supposition that the trial. He was the elder
raised alarm; did not see Ward; first saw him
Bumpkin Island, in a small skiff', was capsized
brother, and saw and
uore general spread of
Mr-. Black and her child were drowned.
when taking things out; after gave alarm went
intelligence among the
back and tried to get into Almon’s room; got
younger preferred, and enjoying the Mrs. Snowman wa> rescued, having seized an
lie masses, would amply compensate the
but in a vei v exhausted condition.
oar,
little more than six feet into room second time;
When
favor of the father—in possession of the
the body «d .Mi
Black was recovered her little
next raised alarm again and started towards
government for the expenditure thus
farm whicli he thought should rightfully hoy was found clasped in her arms.
Harmon’s for help; was hallooing all the time
nadc. The postage on a weekly newsto give alarm; met two or three persons in the I
be his.
To remove his brother and all
road,and eame with them ; can't, remember what
N. Y. June Iff.
It has leaked out that durpaper, which only amounts to five cents a
who might claim under him, seemed to ing the recent excursion of the Examining
I said: went to bringing out things; did not go
or
cents
a year seems to
inarter.
twenty
near Almon's room afterwards: don't know who
Board
of
the
Treasury
Department south, a
his dull comprehension a certain way to
eo!' ■■■» >r ot customs wa- found who could
brought my trunk out; it was in front entry; je a small item, but its omission freed
secure his rights, and possess the coveted
said to the men who asked about Almon's famneithe.
read
nor write and who was previously
die subscriber from the inconvenience ot
ily, that did not know where they were; I made
farm. So did the jealous sons of the convicted of an infamous crime.
no
efforts before and none afterwards, to
<ettling with the postmaster quarterly or
When that examining board shall reach
Jacob seize upon the favorite
Almon
others
went
and
because
to
family,
get
mu u ally.
The law which was popular patriarch
the Belfast Collection District, it will
getting out things, and so J did; don’t know ot
and
his
for
destruction.
Joseph,
conspire
any other reason; first saw his remains lying both with publishers and subscribers has
probably find something quite as astonishon ground, and helped bring out the other;
are always bitter ones,
been repealed, however, and, after the Family quarrels
can't say who was helping in it: next went to
as the southern
it i* inclined
cast*, ii
ing
and
seem
so
when
doubly
they
plunging
pump after water: helped to put out fire, bv
first day ol duly next, postage will have to
to
to
the
bottom
ot affairs.
It may
go
from questions of property
it a man
carrying to bed room window; can’t say who be
paid upon every newspaper taken, at
was there: can’t say who helped; can’t -av
answer
as
well as the committee
just
has
the
to
murder, the resohiti- >n
passion
what 1 lugged water in at first: afterwards in
the place where it is received, by the
and stony-hoartedness to do such a deed, which Barnabas proposed, and have the
pail; part 1 threw in; can’t sav now many
to
whom
it
is
addressed.
Our
times I went; recognized J. N. Harmon party
ot being one that he cannot
nothing is more likely to arouse it than advantage
that night; saw him manv times, and his belief is that the next
Congress will repeal such
back out of.
two sons; don't know whether they spoke,
and
the
jealousy
dispute growing
except one asked “Where is AlmonV" Can’t this provision, and that papers will once out ot it.
—Kx-Bre-ident Tillers declares that be has
say who; was not out of room till Anna more go free of
within
the
retired in private life, and that party g«»\empostage
spoke to me; heard nothing down stairs, till
Then the hitter feeling that, existed be- inent in France is a mistake.
counties of publication. The amount of
about time Anna spoke, 1 thought I heard a
Which means that a monarchy is the
sound; don't know whether Almon had money: postage on the Journal will be just five tween the brothers is testified to by all.
at Bumps* Saturday night Almon took roll of
The
ol
And
conduct
John
alter
the
only
strange
government of the French.
cents per quarter, and our opinion is that
bills out, and wanted small bills for a live:
Almon paid me a small sum, #u.4a on Saturday
not over two quarters will be called tor alarm ot tire; his persistence in laboring Thiers is right.
night; I have now thirty or forty dollars that
at the front in saving property, and
urging
he had previously paid me. on a note running • be lore the law will be put upon the old
From tic Boston Post, June 14.
others to do so ; his indifference to the late
to him from Sturgis A Bagiev : it was for propbasis.
Tin* Republican Journal, ot Belfast.Me.,
erty vve jointly owned; first discovered or kn w
ol the family, anil lack of interest to know in an able and well-considered article,
of murders bv bearing women talking ol it;
how they perished; his lailim- togiveanv defines the prospects ot tin* Democratic
can't sav whether before or after daylight;
A Plea for Grant.
asked them what they meant; can name but
party in the Stale, and makes some vain
reason tor his strange conduct ; his hesiAn
on
the
first
-aw
ot
a
Mrs.
the
child
telestill
one,
Bessey:
living,
exchange,
strength
abl suggestions respecting the canvas.
in front room: can't say whether before or after
and
ptitating,
contradictory
rambling
The mass of tin* party in Main1, if holds.
gram to thi' effect that Grant and famthe talk I overheard; felt so badlv i couldn't
all point to bis guilt.
;<;.,(.(! obl-iashioned Democratic
ask ; don't know how blood came on him
uu*t
ily have already gone to Long Branch, mony—
I thought: thought how he must
sav what
The next term of court at which Gordon Convention, by a call that shall be broad
in the following neat satire:
indulges
sutler, and 1 pitied him; have not yet made inenough to invite all who set* tin* great
quiries about family; taken in custody about “Since the adjournment of Congress Mr. can lie tried does not occur until October, necessity for a change of men and meassunrise; had not made examination of bodies, Grant has been
visiting east and west, and the intervening time he must pass in ures in State and nation." Such a conmore than passing look: did not go
to see
whether they wore living or dead, but asked;
and until Congress meets In the Kail he jail. Col. Fogler, County Attorney, i; vention the future welfare ot the Coiucan't sav who 1 asked, whether man or woman :
active in securing all the testimony ncnwealth demands. A platform based
asked Mr. Band it he could save Almon, after will tarry by the sea side. Some very mean very
on
pure and original Democratic princihe was brought out, he said No: saw baby alter people have
grumbled at the doubling that will hi* useful, and the instruments, ple .with such modifications and addition
it was taken out; did not examine it; gave
of the President’s salary by the back pay articles of dress, and everything relating as later ;sue- might make desirable,
passing glance, and turned right about: made
no examination to see it Almon was living or
bill, lmt they ought to know that an Ad- to the case. He will probably lie aided would appeal in an irresistible manner to
dead, nor asked at first how badlv hurt; asked
ill the trial by the Attorney General. the voters of a State that sutlers under the
Edward I’hilhrick to tell me all about what had ministration connot he run at Long Branch
disgrace which the Republican party lias
flic law
happened; the ladies I asked gave me no an- for less than double the money that is re- Gordon has as yet no counsel.
brought upon the country in all its later
swer; 1 supposed they were only burned; when
ol
the
state provides that counsel lor
measure-;.
To lead this new struggle for
quired to run it at Washington, wher* all
came back with assistance thought house was
all afire, supposed only had time to get a few of Mr. Grant’s
in otiicc were person accused of a capital crime may he reform the Journal nominates on old,
predecessors
articles out; first time tried to get into bedroom
tried and true chiet ol the party, lion.
loolish enough to remain the year round assigned by tile court, and tic- Ice paid
ot Alinon, went within ten feet of door; c.m't
11:;
wouui ihuki* a
ixunoaii. w no
lout
of
the
So
say whether door was shut; did not at first g<>
Gordon
will
treasury.
<Invcrnor that men his political enemies
attending to their duties. There is reason
to window; helped bring out one body; can’t
I
probably be ablv defended mil,- lie-dial! would hat e to respect. Mr. Kimball
say which; bad about $2(» in my trunk in a in everything.”
break down under the weight ot guilt and possesses the personal popularity that has
diary; wore these punts, and boots, and a vest
that man took who went to Belfast for coroner;
been earned b\ a lib- ot integrity a id
How
it
Was.
confess.
This we do not think probable
[A vest was here produced, which the prisoner
abilities tin have shone in every trial.
and
If
it
said
was
hi>.
had
examined,
upon
A Western paper hits the naii on the
Kvery one has confidence in him. and
dark stains like blood.1
Railroad Changes.
thnsi- who know him best have the most,
The testimony of Gordon was not given head. The lact is. it asserts, the salary
as was evinced
by the splendid vote cast
The possession of the Maine ('entral hv
in a frank manner.
In answering ques- grali was a touching evidence ot mutual
Ini him lit his own city last year
With a
the
the
law
lielove.
not
Eastern
is
Railroad
now
an
established
Congress passed
ticket r.imposed of such material throughtions, lie would often pause a long time
out then1 could be no excuse fur t longer
before replying, as if studying the case. cause its members wanted money, hut tact. The final consummation ot the ai
perpetuation ol corrupt, Administration in
Sometimes lie would relate rambling merely to testily their ardent love for rangement took place at Portland on Kn
the I'ine 1 ee Slate.
Grant
and
his
little
when
Rice
last,
family;
interesting
night
day
Judge
resigned
stories that had no connection with the
SrvutK Srm.'M in Omaha.
The same
The worst feature was his failure and Grant signed it, not because he was the Presidency of the Central, and lion.

now

The new schooner building in Carter’s var«*
for Rockland parties, is to be named Heorge M
Rrainurd.

reviving the old wig party.
I* rum the opening of
navigation on tin* Penobscot River on the 20th of
April last, up to June
tii^t, 321 vessels arrived at Bangor, and 24b
pose of

a

school, commencing

Hergyman is reported
statement

m,*n

City.

he year.

jf

have been at hand to say
‘Hun'! .swear*' to the Alabama burglars who
work' d three days at a safe and found only
[went -nine cents in it.
**nc

and

The hand is giving out of door concerts.

>1. Hu let t. a Chicago girl, after passing a
very <t. ditable examination before the Illinois
Supreme Court, has been admitted to the bar.

’■'"iin*

County

Summer visitors begin to appear.
It is unusually quiet along the wharves

|

(ronlon.

with that of other witnesses'before

mony

Hu-

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

j

who

Hannon and ids two sons at once ran to
be house,
nearly halt amileawav. What
i* v -aw and heard
appears ,n their testi-

candlestick and a small bottle with
1 little kerosene oil
remaining in it. This
candlestick is identified as one habitually
tsed in the portion of the house in which
John slept. Drippings from a candle

might criminate himself. He was then sworn,
and testified as folios—
Am 28 years old; worked this summer here
since first Monday after May first; worked that
week; then changed work with Guy Edwards;
on return worked until Thursday and
stopped;
commenced work last Feb.; brother went on
visit and father asked me to get up wood; no
agreement about work; after left oft'work in
May, father said he had hired Almon this year,
and wanted me to get chance to work out:
worked few days for James If. Cates; went

collection ot' fertile and grassy
slopes, on a linelv cultivated farm is the
old (i union homestead,so called, on which
John (Jordon lived and raised ti family ot
a

perity.

ler,

moved to the lawn in front of the house, and
the examination began. Co. Attorney Fooler
said to the prisoner that the answers he should
give might be used against him in future, and
that he was not bound to say anything that

reporter at once proceeded to the spot,
found the terrible report to he only
t'ti

have worn. This is matted with blood,
rhere were found in the room of the mur0

they were securely guarded. The procession
of officials, the prisoner and spectators then

and
loo

vear, and such as Mrs. Gordon was known

]>osure of sleep. Still no evidence either of the
emotion of grief for the dead, or of guilt betraying itself. The face w as as expressionless
as one of stone, and if deep down in the heart
the secrets of that terrible night were hidden,

Wounded!

Monday morning, by

on

tered face.
Then to tlio little babe, whose
cherub features and waxen arms, freed from
the stains of blood and tire, looked like the com-

ol

1:1

the numb

1

wanted

Week in the tiukUUl hou-r

f

iu

yard revealed the tact that it i- a com
practice in the I n tone- where oakum

farter’s
mon

manufactured,

to

loakum) Used ill

*

throw

leaning

the
tie

material

vv-t-m

hmerv, attci

ma*

it has become -aturalcil with oil, auioug the
manufactured oakum. Th- .o
dnui time b.
conic- heated to -itch :i degree as to inflam**
Mr. Oyer, caulker.
iy- tin- ha
happened t

ium

on a

uumbei ol

i-rui

>*

i*-.
o’clock, Wednesday evening
week, tire was discovered p
-liny from
small building in farter A <
-hipvard. n.
which oakum was stored.
I'he tire department
was promptly on hand and extinguished the
At

<

|
j

10

dames before much damage was done, some
worth of •akiim only, being destroyed. It w
caused by -p<mtaneou- ombustion
The )»ui|,|
ing was owned bv « aider A: < <*., the Palaim Nv
the owners of tin* three masted
! ooner con
ti uetiug there.

1

■

«>u Tue-da> atfei in.• m <.• 1
ii cx.iteuient pl>
vailed about the door ol Kilgore photograph
casioiied t»y the
roonn, opposite out orti
I uiUller*
Ah
presence of Gordon. the die
was brought down in
uri.tge to -it (hi hipiclure. When In* left the rooms a large* row )
s

of people had gathered, who pr« ssed about the
carriage, and made it * ti fib tilt tor himtoentei
\
cut negative-., from
Mr. Kilgore got *mu
whicli he will print pictures tor -ale
The 'santord litn* of steam*

r-

i-

>

lose tne

Georg** ,1. Wight, the accomplished
steward of the Cambridge. He ha- made an
-erviecs of

engagement to take the new tnd elegant Ocean
Blurt' House, at Kentiehmik. ami will mak**-h
last trip on the 1 umbridg* on Monday m s
The new house will open duly >tli. h i- -aid
t- in die
to be one of the best summer r*
country, and Mi. Wight's many friend- wilt
wish him all the-ii •*
in th* World.
-•,

I'he head porter <>t tU* "deatmu * unbind.:.• is
colored gentleman *>! in imaginative turn of

ly blinding lightning, immense hailstones
a gale ol
wind, lasting halt an hour, a
during which the streets were flooded mind. In ringing up for the dub rent landings
Du Saturwith water to the depth of from one to lie intersperses gem- of poetrv
two leet and a half, being tilled in many
day wc heard our mo*l**st cil\ mm-uu *-«l iu
n.
t
Pa?—ngei ini
places clear up to the highest sidewalks this fervent style
on
the principal streets.
Cellars were laud at the pri*l** **l Maine, which i- Belfast,
and

filled

water; walks, sidewalks, will please he in readme-Kocklaml is debridges and loose timber were ignated as Tin- euterpri-iim city.” * aiiideu
undermined
and
washed away; skylights i< The beautiful
He was but 24 years of age, and his wife peace. Bast year riots occurred in Belvillage beneath the monntaiu
and windows were broken, and chimneys
side."
22.
She was the daughter of Stephen fast, in Ireland, from precisely the same of freight and fare.
'-earsport. “The grainiest little town
blown over; the streets were seriously
I'he elevated
on th* Penobscot.”
Bucksporl.
Hand, and a woman of excellent qualities cause. We now call the attention of the
In respect to the interests of the Belfast damaged; fruit trees and shrubbery were
The oidepeitleut
i-.
broken ; gard'-n plants and Mowers were town,” ami Wiuleiport
and uncommon personal beauty.
Whig to the following paragraph from Branch, we have no fear that
thej w11 j
town.”
literally cut to pieces; awnings and signs
The exasperation against John T. Gor- the late foreign news—
suffer. The Eastern railroad managers were
from tlicir fastenings and
stripped
The magistrates of Belfast with a view to the
Belfast Fot xi»ky. Attention i- ca.nd
don has increased in intensity with each
adoption of measures for the prevention of dis- take liberal views of business matters, scattered broadcast through the air, and the annoum * men) of tie* uupi v* d i.e ilitie- oi
day. and it would not now he safe to have turbances on the 1st and 12th of July, the an- and make their arrangements upon the everything that was at all exposed snl- this old ami v\ <dl km>vv n c-i ;ii>, -Niueni fmlei
niversaries of the battles of the Boyne and
lereil to some extent, more or less. The
him taken to the vicinity of the murder. Aughrim respectively, have determined to
fa-tl*- it hnbroad idea that it is much better to deal
the energetie maiiagemeut ol >1
prostorm abated very considerably between
wotldei fully increased ii- canueitv ami usefulThe friends and relatives of the wife, in hibit all processions on those days.
with a pleased and satisfied community 1and I
o’clock; but deep streams ol ness. With
improved tools and methods it now
than with one hostile.
water the entire width of the street conparticular, are terribly excited.
—The Congregational clergy man want s his
turns out
brass eastings, galvanizing, -hip
to
the
lor
to
Mow
down
Missouri
tinued
house p tinted. [Oracle.
LATER.
The European railroad, it is expected,
pumps and ship machinery of the best kind,
an hour or two afterwards.”
Brimstone color preferred, probably.
Since the foregoing has been put in
will at an early day come under the same
Mr.
an*l every description of hcav\ work.
—The remains of the late James L. Orr, management, with the view of running
The Maine Medical Association met in Abbot, the Miperinienueni, and >i:\ George
type, important additional evidence has
The little hoy of six years Minister to Russia, were received at New through trains with hotel cars from New this city according to adjournment Wednes- Chase the efficient Foreman of l fie mouldiiiv
come to light.
The committee on nominations reday.
shop, who have so long ali<l taithtullv served
A very large proceswho was struck upon the head, has so far York on the lath.
York to a line of steamers at Halifax,
the following list ot officers:
ported
the public, are still at the foundry, ready t-» wan
recovered ns to make some statements re- sion was formed, the Masonic fraternity thus cutting off a large part of the sea
First Vine President—Theo. It. Kstaupon customers. We are glad to learn that
garding the matter. Upon being asked largely participating.
voyage to Europe. The plan has evident- brooli, of Rockland.
business has increased to Mich an Went tin;
Second Vice President
(leo. F. french,
—Extremes have met in Wiseasset. ly been long considered and carefully arfour times as many hands an- omplowd as there
by the person nursing him, how lie was
of Portland.
to the recent change in managehurt, he said, “Why, don’t you know r1 The Oracle announces the arrival of a ranged.
Treasurer—Thomas A. Foster, of Port- were previous
ment.
Great pains are taken to keep the qualiUncle John struck me with the axe. He party of Esquimaux Indians, and has a
We learn that Judge Rice will accept land.
of the work up t<» a high standard, and our
raised it away up, and it came down right leading article on “The Region around the position on the Northern 1‘aeifie RailRecording Secretary—Charles (). Hunt, ty
friends and others cannot do better
shipbuilding
ot
Portland.
He struck papa, too, and the South Role.”
on my head.
road, to which he has been recently electA. I loi r, than to order from the Belfast Fotindrv.
Corresponding
Secretary—A.
mamma.
Papa will tell you all about it
—The Portland State thinks the Tem- ed, ami will reside upon its line. It is re- of Lewiston.
\mkuican Circi
Thk Gkkat North
when he gets well.” Such testimony as
that the headquarters of the Maine
Standing Committee—S. II. Weeks ol and IIii’PobKo.MK. I'li popular « ircus comperence Reform Clubs don’t need an ported
THE PRISONER’S TESTIMONY.
II
I
Portland
K.
ot
;
S.
artlessness
with
the
of
will
be
Hill,
childCentral
removed from Augusta to
Lewiston;
this, given
will exhibit in Belfast, Tursday the '24th,
organ, and ridicules the vote at RockAt this point it was announced that the eviOakes, of Auburn: Setli B. Sprague, of puny
Portland.
hood, is conclusive and damning.
afternoon and evening,
one of the specialties
land.
all
L.
S.
was
in
that
of
T.
Got
ot
dence
John
Ilallowell
Cole,
except
Milo;
The little girl Anna, since her examinaCommittee on Publication—Charles o. of this company is that it ignores all pretension
don, the accused, who would be examined, af—In Hopkinton, Mass., three drunken
—The Portland Press 1ms vigorously
tion before the inquest, has recollected
Hunt, of Portland, ex-offieio; A. P. Snow, to being any tiling else than what it is—* a
ter having been conducted into the presence of
state constables entered the house of L.
She says that when John
pursued Professor Haines, a gambler who ol Winthrop, LAV. Pendleton, ot Belfast; first class circus,'* got up in the original and
the bodies. These had been washed, shrouded other facts.
E. Coolidge, assaulted his sick wife, travels on the cars, but that
persecuted .1. ('. Weston, of Bangor; .1 M. Rveleth, legitimate style of circuses. Among the talent
and laid out upon tables in the shed. Some- told her to go to Mr. Harmon’s, she went
of Mechanic Falls.
choked her until she fainted, and then individual
may be found the following artists—Mr. F. W
having taken the cards in hand
thing of their shocking appearance was gone, to the door of her aunt’s room, to ask
These were all elected. Hr. (been ot Perry, in the great four horse act in which he
took from her a bottle of whiskey which for a benevolent deal, the Press softens
but their ghastliness was still horrible. The leave, and
she
smoke
called to
this city delivered the annual oration on has no rival; M’lle Zoo Zeonetti and Mons Re
seeing the
she was using for bathing purposes, by toward him thus—
prisoner, his arms confined by handcuffs, was John that
tin* ‘Spirit ot Science.'
Thursday and veni the daring
they were burning up in there.
trapeze performers; Miss Min
led in by Sheriff Norton.
Hundred of eyes
direction of her physicians. This pro“Prof.” Haines says he is going to give a Friday interesting matters were discussed
care.
Come along
He
“I
don’t
nie Perry, the dashing equestrienne: F. Tourreplied
were levelled straight at his, but
he never
benefit to the Hospital to-day. All his prolits by the different members of the associalaw
is
a
beautiful thing.
hibitory
niaire, Briggs and other distinguished performfrom three card monte this afternoon he
flinched, as he walked to the head of his mur- and let them burn.”
tion with very commendable frankness
ers.
At 1 o'clock M'lle .Jenuette Fllsler will
—Ossian E. Dodge, former showman, promises to turn over to the fair.
On Tuesday, Col. Kogler went again to
dered brother. Booking into the face of the
and fairness. Friday morning the meetmake an ascensiou on a single wire from the
to
have
—The
to
our
of
June,
his
yvants
Commercial
own
no
evidence
emotion,
understands
1X74,
gave
Bangor
corpse,
the house,and secured important evidence.
“magnificent paper”
having
ing adjourned
the centre pole, a distance
save a movement of the lips and a low moaning.
that Edward Cushing, Esq., Cl,erk of the closed its twcnty-lirsi annual meeting ground to the top ol
A pair of bloody stockings were found sent free to iiis reading room at St. Paul.
of 300 teet.
Prof. A. Nichols' tine brass baud
three
of
term
The
a
after
Then to the side of the murdered woman he
days.
Hospital
do
Ossian.
Can’t
it,
We
a
of
must
have
has
been
in
John
Richmond,
ottered the
behind the lireboard
Gordon’s
city
Fair has been a gainer some $750 through will parade in their golden chariot, diawu by
went, still keeping up the inarticulate moan as
room. There was also found in that, room
magnitioent equivalent—-to wit,
per agency of the Maine Central station in the purses contributed by these gentlemen 10 beautiful horses, four abroad, on the mormug
he gazed upon the white shroud over file once
to the Treasurer.
that city.
-10011 as women year in advance.
of exhibition
[Portland State.
lovely form, and the uncovered horribly bat- a piece of a jute switch
with

tenees,

*•

**

s

*

of

Sonn

our

people

are

luirch service- they sit
ami sing anthems.
\

pious that after

tin* street corners

exieiited a w ar dance in Iront of our
Monday, with hi- coat tails afire from

man

office

so

on

on

pipe that he
burning.

h id

his

carefully put away

w

hile

IHirham had tony -piendid salmon on hiaides Monday, as the result of one day*- catch
n ’he Stockton v;eirs.
I liose pvster shod- and shoemaker’s waste
don’t look well on Church street, and wouldn't
*01 any other st :vot. a- material for
mending t he
w

ay

Dr. Morse Dentist will be at the Commercial
House Winter port, June 25th. Those in want
of dental operations are invited to call at his
rooms.
ISO engagements made after July 10th.
Dr. Uran, who made so many wonderful
cures when here last winter, will again visit
Belfast, and will be at the American House
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, June 20th,
27th, 2sth. The numerous cures made in this
city and towns adjoining, should give confidence to those afflicted, and not let this opportunity pass without visiting him.

promised a full report of the adventures and mishaps of the pariy that went in a
i: i-k to tig
Mi
ri',
ramp mcetimr at Lineolnarc

vdie. last <undav
‘Its amoosing.”
V.out

:;u0

A-

AVtcmas

used

to

say

on

Moil-

Happy is the man who has a clear conscience.
Pay your debts, and take Greene’s Oxygenated Bitters which give tone to the stomach.
Contains no alcohol. Sold
John F. Henry 8 A 9

by dealers in medicine.
College Place, N. Y.

That number assembled at the depot
An old wine bibber says that an empty cham(Jordon, the supposed mur* |
pagne bottle is like an orphan, because it has
rer. who they rxpe. ted would arrive on that
lost its pop.
on
He carefully avoided this intery it*yy bv
Mothers do not let your children trifle with
a.
an over! .ii
hi« 1 ot
journey in the
cough'-or colds. Insist on their takiug Hula's
•In ritl Norton.
If >n : -o' Horekound and Tar without delay.
s,
\ourself that it is done. Beware of proNKW I .• n yl A l>\ Fi: IS1M». \ 1.... |, ad ii
will
crastination. Sold bv all Druggists.
io;well to all on Mrs.liieh.ini- and Mis-SouthPike's Toothache Drops cure in I minute.
woitii before purehasimr millinery
House for
1 saw Esau kissing Kate—
!
J. v>. '-y 1 e-ii-r H« .i-ekt < per yvauted
And. the fact is we all three saw,
bv P. < inhine
For I saw Esau, he saw me.
And she saw I saw Esau.
UlM to
It I y I’At
KslON in Hklkam,
Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets, or
’ll the
m
the Fourth the -trainer City
morning
Sugar-Coated. Concentrated Hoot and Herbal
Kiehmond y\ ii
a\ e Bangor at b o’elock, one
Juice. Anti-BiliousGranules—the44 Little Giant'’
aoiir r:ir] i. I- th an
i-ual. reaching Belfast at s Cathartic or null turn in parvo physic. No use
ot any longer taking the huge, repulsive,
lork. Passenger- from all the
landings will nan-eons
and griping pills, composed of cheap,
takm tor one far. and a free ti< lo t for next
crude, bulky ingredients, when, by a careful
uuitU'
It wii
br a nice ex.-ursiou, as the
application of chemical science, we can extract
Kn lijn.iud
all the cathartic and medical properties from
a
siipepor boat, and everybody
the most valuable roots and herbs and concenw ,ii '•!• inuiir
comfortable on board.
trate them into a minute Pellet or Granule,
kvk-i'oki.
lieorg. Morrill A Son are do- scarcely larger than a mustard seed, that can
be readily swallowed by those of the most sen:iie
l.vr v bii-m.
in
’heir spool factory.
sitive stomachs and fastidious tastes; 25 cents,
I f ry have on hand PJoo. ol d- of limber, and run
6KL
by all Druggists.
u
i ithe
oi
-et- Ot knives, each of wiiicli
The father of ahoy whose veracity is not so
:urn'ii Irmn 1 to to b'lO
gross of spools per
marked as hi* hark, asked the teacher whv it
>i then be-t workmen, a .Mr.'Poyvle.
*»i<
b.i>
was hi' son didn't have a better acquaintance
with figure*, and was considerably eleetrilied
recently made sixty-three spools in one minute.
when the teacher tenderly observed, “I reallx
•lou't know, unless it is because figures won't
From tin- >\ i neap sot Oracle.
lie."
•H K I USTINOFISHF.O F< >UKF N YlSl T( >K>
IVwtiiuoulal to H i. IVlIonn.
In The Washington Chronicle ot June 9,
We, the undersigned, clergymen of the
-• lim) a
long article upon the investiga Methodist ('hutch in Nova Scotia, having used
inti) the Polaris disaster, winch tin* the
preparation known as Fellows’ Compound
retary ol tin* Navy, Commodore UeySymp of Hypophosphites, prepared by Mr.
!>, ami Prof. Baird, were conducting .lames I Fellows, Chemist, St. John. N. 1C, or
having known cases wherein its effects were
at the
Washington Navy-Yard, on hoard beneficial,
believe It to be a reliable remedy for
«he supply
“The
strict
ship 'Tallaposa.
the diseases for which it is recommended.
**)ders to allow no jierson on board the
I t M ES <j. H K X Nit UK,
i allaposa during the labors of the Board/’
Pres, of Conference,
John MoMurray,
'ay*-1 1 he Chronicle. *\ire carried out to
Ex-Pres. of (’onfereucc,
the !ettia by < bii>t. McKitohic and iiis
Wm. Sargent,
brother orticcrs, while the officers ami
John A. Mosher,
* reu
ot the Frolic are not
John W. Howie.
permitted to
Stephen
F. Hue*ns,
hold an\ communication whatever with
Rich’d W. Weddall,
The Secretary of the
any one on shore.
Alex. W. Nicholson,
Navy, becoming convinced the Esquimaux
Cra.NSWICK JOST,
were
Howland Morton,
severely affected by the warm
John Johnson.
weather, determined to remove them to a

night.

lav

obtHiu

t"

view

a

1

,,

and detained the
have sailed with
supplies for the Northern Navv Yards on
Saturday, until tin* close of tin- investigaon, that they might sail on hoard that
to

vessel.

"Secretary Bobeson." -ay- The Chronicle,
’book* upon tie- FNqiiimanx partv us waifs
thrown upon the chari.y ol tin (ioverument,
Chey having been hired hv l>r. Hall to assist
hiui in the expedition.) ami <laim- tiiat the
Govenum-nt should }>roj)c*i-ly care for them
until they are able to return to their own
country—doe and his wife and child to Cmnher,.iiid Sound, ami Hans, with his wife and four
hildren, to t ppernavik, above Disco, in
Greenland. Tlie party was accordingly transh-rred from tiic Frolic to the Tallapoosa, on
Saturday, and sailed on Sunday for New York.
They will proceed ihem-ebv rail to Capt. Me
Kitchie'* home at \VTisca*set, on the Kheepseot
Bay, Maine, about 1 ! miles from the ocean,
where they will remain until it is determined
whether :t relief-ship shall he -ent in search ot
the Polari*.
ll i- under tood that < apt. McRitchie will tain out the (iett.v*burg as a relief-

ship.”
Tin*

party arrived at Wiscasset, in
cbarg< >t 1 apt McKitchie, on Thursday
afternoon ami a large crowd assembled
at the depot
to see them.
They are
quartered at a house about two miles from
the village, and appear
exceedingly well
pleased with the residence assigned them.
fhe\ will pi nimbly remain here several
months.
lv FxtnxmsM

The National Board ot
1 ire Enderwriters, at a late
meeting in

the

York, resolved to raise
City
a fund ol
*lou,ix>0 for the detection, conviction and punishment of parties engaged
m the nefarious business of incendiarism
and arson. The Executive Committee ot
that Board, at their
meeting on May 14th,
i“. ;, carried out the resolution and
opened
of New

the subscription.
We hail this movement as a step in the
light direction, and commend the action
as one not only likely to benefit Underwriters, but also to protect the public from
wholesale loss
'This action is the more
important when it is remembered that the

experience of large companies transacting
the business of tire insurance in the I nited
Mates shows that the proportion of loss
to be attributed to the above causes is not
less than ‘»;i pei cent of the whole, or a
loss to the country <>i at least
twenty-live
millions of dollars per annum
I Evening
Bulletin.

Iowa.. .him* 111.

Hi hi vL'k.

Huring

a

quarrel, yesterday, between two farmers
m
Payne township, lilaekhawk county,

them named Writli, stabbed his
opponent, named Hieber, in the. face with
a pitchfork,
putting out iiis right, eye and
ot

one

There is

no

Druggists.

and

no

no

lameness which it will not cure.

is strong language, but it
parts

are

has

It

i*

causing

other serious injuries.
Writli
then set his dogs on Hieber, and before
could
be
oil
nailed
Hieber
was
bitten
they
about the body in a terrible manner. His

injuries will probably result latally.

gone, its effects

not

produced

more

marvelous.

are

of rheumatism,

cures

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
iked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

ear-

ache, Ac., upon the human frame, and of strain*,

spavin, galls, Ac., upon animiris in
than

have all other pretended remedies
work! began.

the

It

i*

since

I

eriu

following

busings

wan

an

ripple* throw away

»

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
rendered harmless and tin*

are

IipuIpT

without

recipe

is

selling

as no

U

wounded

arc

L uni blip*

The

published around each bottle,

it i*

a scat*

>*

no

pretends

do.

to

Those who now‘-uffer from rheumatism,pain

swelling deserve

of

sillier if they will not

to

Liniment.

or

use

More than 1000 certificates

remarkable cures, including frozen

limbs,

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors,A
have been received.

W»* will send

containing certificate*, the recipe, A
any

one

requesting

it.

wrapper Centaur Liniment

or

or

for screw-worm

a

c.,

One bottle ol

dred dollars for spavined
and mules,

circular

gratis,

to

the yellow

worth

one

hun-

sweenied horses
m

sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is wwrth your attention.

J. B. Hose A Co., New York.
substitute for Castor Oil.
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contain** neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
.’astokia

Wanted,

burgess, late
ministratrix

ot

Sear?mou‘,

-Samuel
Burgess, Ad-

atks oi*

Hachel

Jeremiah

M»ritli<w, late ot Sears-!
port, William MeGilvep.
Administrator de bonis
non, with lit- will annexed; Mary Stetson, late ot
(Jncoinville, Joseph I. P*»tth-, F.xecutor; Nahum
P. Monroe, lulr ol Ihlja-i, Ann I. Monroe and
Allied J. Monroe, executors; « iaru F. Whiteiiouse,
iate

of Montville.

Benjamin Kelley,

Moses M.

late

of

Johnson, Fx ecu tor:
Belfast, Henjuinin Kelley,

Fxecutor.
«n akdians
AiM’OINTKD—Mary F. Patterson over
minor heirs of Nathaniel Patterson late ot Belfast;
James Fuller over minor heirs of Samuel
Burgess,
late of Searsmout; Daniel H. Blake over his minor
child, of Searsport; James Fuller over Seth Bur-

ges.- of Searsmout, a non compos; Elisha Mosher
ov«-r Aaron McKi-nney of
l.nily, a non compos.
Ln knsk to Ski.i, Kkai. Kstatk Ishi kd on KnWilliam < Hodgdou, minor heir of John
A a I K OK
A. Hodgdou lute ot Koxbury, Mess.
In

V E NTO HI ES

F

I I. KD ON

KsiATKS

Statira F.
sparrow, late of Prospect; James B. Williams late
of Isiesboro: Warren <
Hudle\, late ot Jackson;
oi

late of Stockton:

is

more

than

a

farmer in every town as agent
for the Collin* Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
write to < ollins A Co., 212 Water streets, New
York.
;im
a

Wednesday, June 11,187:4.
At market this week—3135 Cattle; 4818 Sheep and
Lambs; 17600 Swine; Western Cattle 3010; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows
125; Eastern Cattle,
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. I ive weight
Extra quality, $725a$7 50; First quality, $6 62 l-2a7;
Second quality, $0u0a$6 37; Third quality,$4 50a5 50
poorest grade ol coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a
4 37 1 2.
Hide.- Hides 9 i-2c; Tallow utiG 1-2c per lb;
Country Tallow5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Call Skins I6a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a
2 5u.
Working Oxen—We quote sales ot 1 pr, 6 It 8 in,
$185; 1 pr, 7 ft, $200; 1 pr, 0 ft 6 in, $165; 1 pt, 7 it 2
in, $220; 1 pr, 6 It 10 in $195; 1 pr 6 ft 10 in $190,
Milch < ows—Extra $56a90; ordinary $25a50J
Sheep and Lambs—Delivered at Brighton, from
6 3-4 i7 1*2C per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale 7 l-2a8c; retail 8al0c
p* r lb. Fat Hogs, 17,200 in market; prices 6c per lb
live weight.
—.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday June 16, 1872.
BUT TER—We quote fine fallNew York and Vermont
butter at 26a27c per lb; prime lots ol old at
20u25c; fair to good at 21a25c.
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New Yrork
at 13a 13 l-2c per lb; medium
lactory at 10al2c; corncommon cheese at 5a8c.
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so firm, and
sales have been made at 21c,
BEANS
Wequote choice mediums $2 59a2 00;
choice pea beans $3
25; prime Eastern $3 50;
yellow eyes at $3 50 per bush.
POTATOES—New Early Rose from Norfolk were
selling today at $4a4 50 per bbl.
SOUTHERN
at $2 50 per
bbl; Marrow peas $2a3 per bbl; String beans $7 per
t)bl; Charleston cucumbers at $2a2 50 per crate
Jersey strawberries at 6a20c per box.
HAY— W«* quote prime hay at $27a28 per ton;
common $16a22; Straw $28 per ton.
—

—

in forever, “Aweel, aweel,” grunted he,
“I will get credit for it in heaven.” “Na,
na,” said Jeemes, the doorkeeper, “ye'll
get credit only for the penny ye meant to

gi’e

Cheese,
Rggs,

Bard,

never

tailing

Paiu-K iller l as cured cases of Rheuma
tism and Neuralgia after years standing.

LADIES!

'.'th.

Pat it- Killer will destroy Boils, Felons,
Whitlows Old Sores, giving rebel from Pain
after the first application.

Please observe Unit we have just. received
from

loth. Pain-K iller
ache.

cures

BOSTON
Another

purely vegetable pre
to use In every family
Hie simplicity attending its use, together with the,
great variety ot diseases that may be entirelyeradicated by it, a d the great amount of pain and.
suffering that can be alleviated through its use,
make it imperative upon every person to supply
themselves with this valuable remedy, and to keep
it always near at hand.
raiQ-H liter is a
puration, sale to keep and

M’lle. JENNETTE EEESEER,
MONS REVEN1,
M’lle. ZEO ZEONETTI,
Messrs. TOURNIAIRE,
BRIGGS. JOHNSON,
BENNER BROTHERS.

F

to tak<

qualified
house
ONboarding
Address

near

Paper hanging, Graining aud Glazing done in t tie
manner by
M. A, CULLNAN.
Paint-In? ami Penerin? Front Halls, Parlor*
bitting rooms made a specialty, uruers left on my
slate at Albert 0. Burgess’ Store or at my House
promptly attended to.
'.m40sp

DYSPEPSIA.
SYMPTOMS—Want ot appetite, rising of food
aud wind from the stomach, acidity of the stomach,
heartburn, dryness and whiteness of the tongue in
the morning, sense of distension in the stomach and
i bowels, sometimes rumbling and pain; costiveness,
which is occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; paleness of the urine.
The mouth is clammy, or has a
! sour or bitter taste. Other frequent symptoms are
waterbrasli, palpitation of the heart, headache, and
disorders of the senses, as seeing double, &c. There
i is general debility, languor,and aversion to motion;
dejection of the spirits, disturbed sleep, and frightlul dreams.

Beef,
Baldwin Apples,
Veal,
Dry Cod,

18a20 Hides,
18&20 Calf Skins,
I2al4 SheepSkins,
Oall HardWood,
O.OOaO.OO Soft Wood,
6a8 Dry Pollock,
7a8 Straw,

8a0
17a00

$1.00a2.00
$6.00a7.00
$4.00a0.00
4l-2a5

$7.00a8.00

New Man!

Natick, Mass., June lat, 1872.

MK. li. R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir- Through the advice ami earnest persuasion of Rev. E.S. Best, of this place. 1 have been
taking Vegetine for Dyspepsia, ot which 1 have
suffered tor years. I have used only two bottles,
and already leel myself a new man.

DR. J. W. CARTER.

A Source of Great

Anxiety!

My daughter has received great benefit from the

use ot Vegetine.
Her declining health was a
source ol great anxiety to all of her friends.
A few
bottles ol the Vegetine restored her health, strength

N. H. TILDEN,
Ins. and Real Estate Ag’t, 4y Sears’ Building,
Boston, Mass., June 5, 1872.

appetite

VV hat I Know About Vegetine
Boston, May y,

1870.

H. K. Stevens, Esq.:
Dear Sir—1 have had considerable experience with
the Vegetine. For Dyspepsia. General Debility
and impure blood, the Vegetine is superior to anything which 1 have ever used. 1 commenced taking
Vegetine about the middle of last winter and after
using a lew bottles it entirely cured me ot dyspepsia,
and my blood never was in so good condition as at
the present time. It will afford me pleasure to give
any further particulars relative to what 1 know
about this good medicine, to any one who will call
or address inc at my residence, .180 Athens street.
Very respect!u 11 v,

MONROE PARKER,

5w50sp

386 Athens Street.

MARRIED.
Iu this city, June 9th, by Rev W L Brown, Mr
August Andre Woshe, to Miss Johanna Margaret
Furstenburg recent residents of Germany.
In Searsmont, Jane 12, by Hiram
Esq, Mr
Hiram Levensaller of Lincolnvilie and Miss Mary K
Cross of S.
In Searsport, June 15, George B Briggs of Monroe
and Sarah J. Carlon of Searsport. Also Andrew
Porter of Malden, Mass, and Bertha E Smart of S.
Also Gilbert G Ellis and Rebecca A Royal, both ot
S.
In Bucksport Centre, June 14, Mr Eugene Good
and Miss Elsie Montgomery, both of B.
In Ellsworth, June 7, Mr Robert H Blaisdell and
Miss Abbie M Mansfield, both of Millbridge.
In Gouldsboro, June 8, Lauren P Tracy of G,and
Miss Amanda J Good of Stueben.
In Palermo, May 10, David G Richards Of Camden
and Miss Bertha A Nutter of P.
In Rockland, June 10, Capt Peter Kennedy and
Miss Lucy M White, all of R.
Iu Cushing, June 8. Mr Alton Chadwick and Miss
Hattie E Marshall, both of C. Also Alden Smith
and Lauretta Smith, both ot Cushing.

most

musical talent in America. The
Cornet Band will accompany the entertainand perform, previous to the ring exercises,

superb
ments,

popular Operatic Overtures, onick steps,

Arias, &c.

Don't forget the day of exhibition nor lail to visit
flit* Great North American Circus, either in the
afternoon or evening, and bring the old folks and
little ones along with you.
WILL EXHIBIT A I

INTERPORT,

-ta.

TICKETS GOOD FOR ONE WEEK !

remarkable instrument ever perfected;
capable of the most beautiful musical effects, and in
the most eleg ant cases.
most

ALL

LOVERS
should

;

see

c

3m48

fl®-Wi!l leave for BOSTON
THURSDAY, July 3d, at the
hour, aud remain in
Boston until Saturday, July 5th, up to 5 o’clock p. in.
Excursionists
an
giving
opportunity to witness the
Celebration during the day, and the Eire Works in
the evening.
During th dHy of the “Fourth,” the Cambridge
usual

them, and hear their

Combination
w

THE STEAMKR CAMBRIIK1K

OF MUSIC
Solo

Slops!

TUTTLE,

will make another Excursion down Boston Harbor
to the Fishing Hanks, giving Excursionists an opportunity to catch the first “Cod of the Season."
GKO, G. WELLS, Agent.
Halfast, June H, 1873.

«.»t BELFAST lias them.

PROBATE NOTICES.

House for Sale

j
At a Probate Court held it ttellast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
ot June, A. D, 1873.

j

__

PTPI.EAHE HIVE

N. ALLEN, named Executor in aj
/ certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Nelson Allen, late ot Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Charles N. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the j
Republican Journal, printed it Belfast, -that they
may appear at u Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA niUKLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn*;u>, Register,

C1HARLES

Meadow

(floves

wo

we are

Elwg*,

Lant«*rnit, Hal loom*,
Eire

the

THE

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
ol the estate of John B. Dougherty, late of Searsmont, In the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ANDREW BURKETT.

THE

subscribers

BEFORE

YOU BUY

MOWER

A

C oiumitcee* of C’ltle*. Town*
islaction.
OHmill
<IiiIh who desire PI’BLK
PL.4YN,ar.* referred to our exhibitions the part
ten years on lto*ton C ommon, unde- the di
rection of the City of Boston, as a guarrautee of
excellence.
Send for Price List. Order eailv and address II.
1. II GLliN. Agent of the Sew England
Lalioraiory. C. E. .flatten. Pyroteehni*t, Ottlce il King-* ton M*., corner of
iw*y
lleilforil Mt.. Ho*ton.

EXAMINE THE

FULLY INFORMS the Citizens oi
Belfast and the public generally that he is at
the old stand, corner ot Main and Washington
erects, where he kt eps the following kind*3 ot Fish
ar W HOUESAI.E AN U RET A11

KESPFXT

25 Cents,

upon
of the last will o f Nahum P. Monroe, late ot Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs ; they therefore request all persons
who' are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
ANN S. MONROE.
to them.
ALFRED J. MONROE.

Ovi-r

Carriages,

T1 H

Salmon, Halibut, Codlish, Haddock,
DRY FISH!
English Codfish, Bollock,

II.LUKTKATKI) DlSl'BU'TlVIS ClKCUI.AK, lull o!
recommendations from leading farmers, to be had
of Agents or Forwarded Frek b\ Mail, on ap-

plication.

PIC K LE D

This Rake is finished in

a

thorough

manner.

SPRING STEEL TEETH, Oil TEMPEHED!
WORKS
RCAU

PARLOR. COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES
l':n
BriMuumu, Japanmo
uni K11 trneletl Ware. Shet t Bead, Lead Fipe
and Sheet Zinc. IMumtdng, Gas Fitting
•1 nd Fixtures, Pumps «Ni
Jfcc. Job
Work, Kepi:ring, Ac., &c.

Furnaces, Kangrs,

DOUBLE

SEE

LAWN

nen

(New Business,)

Hake,

FORK I

SUPERIOR HAY TEDDER I
Descriptive circulars forwarded.

FISH'

HOUSE PAINTING!
O-RAINING,

Glazing

&

Papering

Old Furniture

Repaired & Painted

BSF’Orders lelt at my shop near the SHOE FACTORY or at CARLE & MORISON’S store will re
celve prompt attentilon.

B. B. WENTWORTH.
Belfast, May 5, 1873.— 4w5o,

made

to

ord»-

i,

mid

am:

App.y to

•THOMAS I-. LOGAN,
Bellast,

.1 tin.

i.

He

Sale !

I A1 U (AIM WHEEL*
1
inch tread
One set 2 1-1 <»\ wagon vvliei !-, not ironed, all
white oak. Also a lew good bargains in second hand
wagons including one nice Portland style wagon.
Inquire at A. I’. M W'SEl KL1> & C« >
‘lw-1**
Foot of Mam Street.

ONE

Pure

Spruce

.lust leoeiviul

Gum!

MlTCMKI.I.’S,

;il

15,000 lv>< ILLS

DOMESTIC

A

w
(fold, Satin, White and brown, selling very
d. C. riiOMl’SHN S Furniture, Crockery Wui
;
tnd Room Paper Store, or. Alain and High Str
Belfast, Me.

In

I iATE> & sriCKN'EA
lit f. i'.Kit', .** ro.
V

of

LUXURY!

THE "LIGHT RUNNING"

“DOMESTIC”

NO. 2H, CUSTOM fiOl si; Sv^l ARE.
i ntler 'ournal 'Mice.
,f. (
CA I I..-.
Belfast. Mav 2.

ft-

STICKNF

W

Call and See
ns

good

an

assortment of A’OOLKV CCODS of
v found i u a

FURNISHING GOODS

h 1’KI’

m

( I.N
11 A
WXSl.i.vm
ASSIUtlMKN'J Of

Hardware,

Kll

X

Cutlery
Varnishes, Nails,
Carruige Woods, Trimmings,
Agrieult ural Implements
&e.

&c

t •

nnoi.i:!t.m:

ox

No. CO Mo in Hi

FIFTY PER ('ENT. SAVED'
No power Is so costly as that ol human mu gelt
titty per cent, ol the power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the
am!

“LIGHT RUNNING”

IT

MAKES

THE

STITCH

With the least and most simple machinery ol any
SHUTTLE Sewing Machine. It, therefore, W EAltS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
quietness ol operation with a wonderful range ol
work. We are also Agents lor the improved Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
tail to rail and examine.

POTE &

experts in Lite Insur-

lielfast, ill*. lo. is?:'.

QUIMBY.

ito tu
!•*>(

i

tituo>:i

DElTTISTK^ri
DR. G. P. LOMBARD,
^utieniior

DOMESTIC.”

Belfast

■

Iron and Stoei.

SH

“

CO.
■

Paints, Oils,

LW{

on

not ouiy by the most eminent
ance, but

E. I

.In.,

A. J. HARR!MAN

O
>-s

Vork,

Society,

is, S»k>ks,
ro-pecttull v

& STEEL!

o

Plan!

>

of all kinds. I* A l* Fit ( >L 1 A US lb cent
a
box
or .'t boxe- tor c
cents, n all -i/cs and ill tin rdhe
better grades of Collars.
nil
11. I.. 1.0 HP.

in

and

■

your patron, ig.
Cent
o t!fbo«»is, sewor pegged, made to Onlci
short notice. Koj.dring
*.it 1 \ and promptly done

*£*»**;

Dividend

aiers in B.
Fin t>in««•Hi Hast and

-I
>

on

DOMESTIC NECESSITY!

A

liOOK.

this

Style Wall Payer!

Inr

Also Trimmings to e>>rre*i ,.ml, which are being
•-« oiiitneii at
ai
mauuiuctured to order by first cl.;
low prices as the times will art'.o >1
CrTTLVr. attended to R ill its brunches
m;
sell. I have also a tine assortment o!

DOMESTIC BLESSING !

A

*»-»*-

lo

ID

1

tfOOItl'

ft'fe.Li^4$*—. *> -day i'll be lound at the old stand
L»r. Moore, Cv-rner of Church an I
^LirtTL9 Spring Mtcefs. llii .lithe lat.
insttuments
for operating upon teeth, in
improved

eluding
MORRISON'S OENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than hy tlu ..id methods.
Teeth Insert
ed in Itubber or Cellnloi.l
as
persons prefer.
He lias the county right for the use i
Dr. Folsom’s

Improved

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

given

to

Dental Plates.
making ami inserting
tH*’

Dec. 1 i.—tl-'l

Business Men and Firms

Leading

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

Society lias earned and reserved FORTYFOUR PER CENT, on the premiums paid on its
Life Policies and FORTY PER CENT, on Endowment Policies, which have been issued within the
last live years on the TONTINE PLAN.
This

^Kiamine the Tontine Plan Itefure
iiiAuriug-

rvur

life.

Gen’l

Agent
I.

Agent

NYE,

*

tor Central Me., Augusta, Me.
M.

for Waldo Co., Office No. 19 Main St.
MAINE.

BELFAST,

s~ MEW

STOCK

!'~s

21

-OF

•

MXX.LXXTERV
-.AND

7A2TCTSr GOODS

QUILTING and
EDGE STITCHING.
by a nice operator on
the Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable
prices.
it A K M t\ IN
r «
at SHUKT

Gloves, Parisols, Hosiery, Corsets, Hoop Skirts,

Traveling Bags & Baskets. 1 have a complete line
ot all the above goods in all the different qualities.
My friends and customers will find ray stock the
largest and cheapest stock in the city as I never
have been undersold on a single article that I keep,
Youra

B

SHIRTS

AND

LADIES' UNDER

GARMENTS.

STAMPING tor BRAIDING and EMBROIDERY
Done.
Agency for BUTTERICK’S PAPER PATTERNS
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment ot Spring
Styles just received.
I he
CARTER S PERFECTED HEMMERS.
Best Dress Goods and Flannel Heramer in the marPRICE
ket. TRY IT,
$».W.
is

SHARPENER,

to

30

C. H. MITCHELL

Up Stairs Over Carle & Morison’s Hardware Store
t34
Belfast, Me.

to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity
that he has opened a Retail Department in connection with his wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment of French ami Domestic Confectionery
manufactured at his place from the best ol Granulated i?ugar

ISrOPEN

every

lheniug

until fit

o’clock.
H. 14.

HIORIHOI, Agent.
iO Main Street.

<

PURE

LIT1LES
NEEDEH
POLISHER nnd CASE combined,
and polishing all kinds of needles,
called

for sharpening
and to the CRESENT BUTTON-HOLE CUTTr.R,
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
The best quality of Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kind* of Sewing Machines kept
constantly ou hand.

Truly,

F. WELLS.

JNUTlUK

Of all kinds OUT AND MADE TO ORDER. Particular attention paid to the making of GENTS'

Attention
Just received from my own selection in the Market all the leading styles in Bonnets, Hats, Ribbons
and Flowers. School Hats from 42 cts. up. Shaker
Shades &e. Also a new stock of Ladies’ Ties, Kid

For Sale on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
Machine Stitching of all
kindf, such us

HEMMING,
FELLING,
CORDING,
BRAIDING,
TUCKING,
RUFFLING,
i
FAGGOTTING,

M'-1

BOARDMAN,

•

Gen

Vi

A QUIET DOMESTIC!

Free.

Highly Recommended & Endorsed

tf48

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
1 Ag’t Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
A. J. HARRIMAN & CO., Agents, Belfast.

Hclfititi

m3

grades, usual.

The Society issues ali the most desirable Forms
of Lite and Endowmen Policies, on which Dividends will be paid annual, v.

MOWER I

HARPOON* HORSE HAY

liiircli

aiiuounci to the citizen- d
vicinity tha:
tlioy are now prepar. •' to give a good bargains in
the above as nui be h:l in the cue un i hope P.
'trief attention to business to merit
liberal .-bar-

A E. DURHAM
irn-P.
Belfast, May Pith, IS, 'i.

TRUSTEES.

\

FRANK F,

I T ! A*

id <

other expenses oil.

FI

Hroadwav,

ANYWHERE !

AND

EXCELSIOR

IM’ALKK IN

AND

Hi ii-o keep3 a choio Stock of In ROC Kill EM
constantly on hand allot which will be sold a- low
can be bought.
Persons denirou
>t of purchasing will find it to their interest to call tn the Subscriber w o will tak-* pleasure in waiting upon them.
Good- will be delivered in any part of the city fret
ot expense. He would say to the country trade that
lie is receiving large quantities of Smoked Ah wivewhich will be sold at Boston prices, freight and

in the United States.

SULKY HAY RAKE

FRENCH,

VM'FACTriLK.B

as

...

the

.«12
T»

and Haddies.

$2l,UOO,OCO 00.
Assets,
Income,.8,500,000 00.
Jan.
1st, 1873,
2.520,000 17,
Surplus,
Sum Assured during 1872, /
(rw

By

THE HOLLINGSWORTH

ID.
M

Corner ot Miller A
gross St*.

Mew Firm.

Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
and Sounds, Codfish and Herring.

r i:

by

KESIDKNi'K

>k

B
Store. Main St.
u.nwKi.i.t

*

-A.

i Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.

H addock aud Cusk.

PER ORDER OF

lirst introduced

Maine.

Uoll'ast,

at

FRESH FISH!

Arrangements have been made for excursion over
tin Railroad and on the Boats with free return
tickets.
During the afternoon some outside Sports will be
offered, Catching the Greased Pig, Climbing the
ill* Liberal Premiums.
The
■Slippery Pole, &c.,
■Belfast Cornet Band will be in attendance.

MEADOW KING?

in I'KHrur.»

tl43

OFh It 1

A. E. DURHAM

ATTRACTIONS!

The Tontine

W

•:

lull line of

a

FIMST PCI84E JfciB.V
Open to all hoists.
$luO to tirst, $60 to second, $25 to third.
MF.C€»:V1» Fi lial .^00.-My hordes that
never Hbat 2
50. $50 to tir.-t, $25 to second, $15 to
third.
TMEIB1B PIrRME #«0.-For horses that
never heat a minutes.
$25 to first, $15 to second
$10 to third.
('OIVI)ITIOIN. -Three to enter, two or more
to start, in each race.
Races to be mile heats, best
three in five to harness. Entrance fee 10 per cent,,
and must accompany nomination.
AM entries To
be made on or bctore’lO o’clock P M., July Id,to A
1). Chase, Belfast, Me. Good day and good track*
Gates open at 1 o,clock P. M., trotting to commence
at 2 o’clock.
The Stallion YOUNG BUCHANNAN, owned by
Mathews and Flynn of Searsport, one ol thejastest
five-year-olds in the State, will make one half-mile
heat between the heats ot the other horses.

policies

Wi

Physician* Surgeon

SMOKED FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Alowives, Herring

Also

I*s.3.

For

private use Our 4 Hove* of awMorteil
piece* an
specialty. They give the utmost sat

1873,

This Mower is now offered to farmers for the comharvest through agents In their several localities.
The large and Increased sale lor the past two seasons warrant us in saying theMEADOW KING has
more good points than any other Mower in the
market.

hi

PLUMMER,

Ac*.

vjw

notice to all

hereby gives public
that they has been duly appointed
THEconcerned, themselves
and taken
the trust of Executors

Cracker*.

hor

This Society does business upon the all cash mutual plan and divides A LI. the net profits thereof
among its policy holders.
During each ot the years l.stih, 1870, la7l and 1873,
It transacted more New Business than any other
Life Insurance Company in the world.

ing

Subscriber,

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

;>

SARAH

SUBSCRIBER hereby gives public notice to
all concerned that she has been duly appointed
and tasen upon herself the trust ot administratrix
of the estate of Samuel Burgess, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make Immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor setRACHEL BURGESS.
tlement to her.

•April

K

order to be

>

Tor|»e<

bd

allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this

JOSEPH

B.

FOR JULY 4th,

Waldo Co.Trotiing Park, Belfast

120

y

rS~

or

EQUITABLE

Administratrix of the
said
County
Waldo, deceased, having presented her
second account of Administration on said estate for

BOWLER, Guardian ol Caroline Brawn,
minor heir of John Brawn, late of Palermo, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his second account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Beltast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July, next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the Bame
should not be allowed.

For salt b\ the

VNble for trotting GIG,travelling.

genuine

Fair Warranted.

i.i

Proprietor.

attended to.-£*r

l L, SUPER PHOSPHATE !

YV hoieiale A Hetail.

OUTSIDE

King

promptly

rders

<

BRA D L E Y

/'.S’ A CAL I.!. A3

as

JOUVXXT

Every

B.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lo1
the County of Waidofon the second Tuesday o
June, A. D. 1873.

An

If K LIGHT

known

otter is the

ilt'llast. Me.

(I'ji Stairs,)

G. W. BURGESS,

GIG FOR SALE.

/

BARKER, Administratrix of the estate
ol Stephen J. Barker, late ol Troy, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
second account of Administration ou said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. I*. Field, Register.

\n. 10 Main St,

Xo.

The above (Jloves vve are selling at reasonable prices.
1144

CLARK,
estate of Amasa B. Clark, late of Troy, in
C1AROLINE
of

At a Probate Court held at Beltast. within and lor
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. D. 1873.

Job PitiMiM. Omn:

S. L. DODGE.

At a Probate Court held at Bellast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. L>. 1H73.

published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at. a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ot July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, il any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

A I >v ERTISER

Brooks, May 2U.—tHT

IN ONE AND TWO BUTTONS.

Admission,

l’he house on High street owned
by the subscriber, half a mile below
It
Is a story and a half, well built,
the Post Office.
about eight rooms, good water and hall an acre of
be sold at a bargain. Apply
will
land. Said nouse
to Henry M. Burgess, opposite the piemises.
JAMES S. SYLVESTER.
Belfast, June Id, 1873—tiw50*

aid

FAMILY GROCERIES

BOSTON and KETUKN!
FARE FOR THE EXCURSION ONLY *3.50

DRY

And in connection the Proprietor begs leave to in
form his former patrons and good sewers generally
that he has just returned trom Boston aud lots a
large stock of vests on hand.

-TO

ORGANS

I.. A
Knowlton & Co.,J. 1.. Moody, 1-red a.
H. WING.
hnowlton, Agents. Belfast.
Searsmont, June 2d, 1"73.—0w48eow

GOODS!

Just oueued at Brooks consisting ot
FANCY GOODS also a good stock of

AT THE

OP JULY

GEO. WOODS & GO’S
The

STORE!

1TEW

June‘,0.

ROCKLAND,
CAMDEN,

DONE IN WORMMANLIKE MANNKit.

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age
must be paid for.j
In
Oakland, Cal., May 31, Fred M, only son of M
P and Chloe S Townsend, aged‘20 years and 6 mos.
In Ellsworth, June 6th, Mrs. Mary Alley, widow
of the late James Alley of Mt. Desert, aged 88 years.
June 18tb, Alsander Bartlett, aged 67 years, 10 mos.
andl2day8.
in Bluehlll, Capt, Jairue Osgood, aged about 66
years.

1 will send free recipe 'or my VEGETABLE
BALM, removing Pimples, B.ack Worms, Blotches,
Freckles, Moths, Tun and all Diseases of the Skin,
leaving it e ear and with a healthy glow. Also sure
process for hue growth v>! Hair on bald heads or
-mouth faces.
8w*l‘»
IHo.v F. fllA PM AN Chemist.
P. O. Box 5,128.
19“ Broadway. New York.

CARDING!

AT SEARSMONT.

PIMPLES!

THOMPSON’S BEST KIDS

distinguished

WOOL

S T !

other

are

Wo also have
A FREE EXHIBITION will be given by the
intrepid Lady Ascensiouist, on a single wire to the
top ot the Pavilion, at One o’clock, P. RI,
The lull and magnillcent Military Orchestra, led
by ADOLPHE NICHOLS, is selected from the

EXCURSION!

•died.
_

Designing.

and

Winjj,

f

solved aud was dissolved in December 1*71, by limitation.
All persons having unsettled accounts
which were contracted prior to that dati Dec. 1S71
are requested to settle the same.
GKO. VV. LEWirf.
WM. CROSBY.
Belfast, June 1*2, 1873. 3w49

I

II

VI
at MITCHF.1,1 .\S

Iy39sp

South Bekvn kjk Me., Jan. 17,1872.
H. It. Stevens, Esvt. :
Dear Sir 1 have had Dyspepsia iu its worst form
for the last ten years, and have taken hundreds of
dollars worth of medicine without obtaining any
In September last 1 commenced taking
relief.
Vkgktink,since which time my health has steadily
improved. My tood digests well, and I have gained
llfteen pounds of flesh. There are several others in
this place taking the \ egetine,andall have obtained
Yours truly.
relief.
THOMAS E. MOORE,
ot
Overseer
the Card Room, Portsmouth Co.’s Mills.

CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing
rflHE
JL under the name of Lewis & Crosby is dis-

GEAR.

SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST,

Mmt Russet Assies

I'OH EVERY MAX,

South

There

&r.

For which

W

Gained 15 Pounds of Flesh.

and

and

B E L E

XXTE.

Winterport, Me,

be^t

experience.

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.

It is the glove which so many Americans
bring home from Paris. All who have
had them will be glad to lie able, tor the
first time to bnv them in

“Jouvin's." What

charge of an American
Montreal, Canada.
!. CUSHING.

PAINTING!

1 HE “bClENCF. OF LIFE, UK SELF PRES*
KRV ATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted \ itality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physic if Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
i'his is indeed a book for every man. Thouyears,
sands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best medical work ever published, and the only one
on this class of ills worth reading.
190th edition,
revised, much enlarged,illuatrated, bound in beauti
tul French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of priee. Address PEABODY
MEDIC A I. INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases rpquiiing skill and

given.
ELIZA P. McGUNF.
Rockport, June y, 1*7.1.—3w49*

HTL Mil KID DLOVD

Two Comical Clowns,

BIEEY ANDREWS and
G. JACKSON. Ac

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED.

every

Myself a

Schr. JAMES WARREN 28 tons,
measurement, well found and in
good order. A good bargaiu will be

(old

Work of All Kinds.

Now have the pleasure of ottering to their
trade the genuine

Miss MINNIE PERRY,
M’lle EOTINO,

2ni4>

rating vessels of all classes.
MAINE.
KOCKPORl

Schooner for Sale.

I

T

LATEST

!

tf49

AND-

Mr. K. W. PERRY.
Master li. PERRY,

Surveyor

& Marine

Agent

Apply to City Saloon.

1TEW

several

genuine. Every Drug
Country Grocer throughout
the land keep it for sale.
4w48sp

Feel

DESCRIPTION.

«« MK, ALFRED PA 1 TERSON is in the charge
of th«- PATTERN SHOP, and his reputation is a
sufficient guaranty That all pattern work will be
first quality.

MlI f IM IU <nOOIIS

and bu y the

HOOK

Made,

CASTLE, President Se Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y Si Superintendent.

Selected by MISS SOUl'U WORTH, to bp found in
the city, and at lower prices than ever.
Do not torget to call upon us belore you buy, if
you would save 20 per cent.
Our forte is in selling the best goods at the lowest
Mrs. A. F. RICHARDS.
prices.
Mis-1 A. I SOUTH WORTH
June lh, 1873.- "VV50

The Pain-Killer is now known and appreciated in every quarter of the Globe. Physicians
recommend it iu their practice, while all classes ot
society have found in it relict and ccratort. Give it
a trial.

HOUSE

large invoice ol the \ ElO

•

Belfast, June 12.

VV. \V.

Among the leading Artists will be round

receive
tf4‘.*

And lor

& Jointers

Making

him will

to

A R. CARTER.

WROUGHT

IMPROVED DERRICKS, HOISTING
LIFTING JACKS, &C., ScC.

Pattern

entru.-tcd

jrompt attention,

—F O R—

CHOICEST

'lij.

sure

Edgers

COOK.

A

Headache, and Tooth-

11th. Pain-K iller will save you days of sickno** and many a Dollar in time and Doctor’s
Bills.

Be

Composition
Casting,

Belfast, Juue, laio.—tlfto

Mh.

Respectfully,

Patterson,
Nancy Harrimau, late of Montville; Adeibcrt Whitney minor.
ok- -George
on
Kntatfs
Accounts Allowed
W. Keed, late of Belfast
Gabriel Dennis, late of
Liberty; lainbros A. Whiteiiouse, late ol Montville;
Gilbert H. Hogan, late ol Jackson; John S iuborn,
Jute of Waldo; minor heirs of Levi Woods, la!*1 of
PRODUCE—Cabbage
Luity, Adaline Phinney, a non compos; minor
heirs of Dauiel W. Brier, late of Belfast; Adu M.
Whitaker, a minor; minor heirs ot Geo. Donnell,
lute ot Belmont.
Wli.i.H Probatkd of Benjamin Kelley, late of
Belfast; Clara F, Whiteiiouse, late ol Montville;
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Nahum P. Manroe, late of Belfast
Mary Stetson,
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
late of Liucolnville;
Thomas Fro hock, late of
{Belfast, Wednesday, .June 18, 1873.
idncolnville; Benjamin Stubbs late of Winterport;
nay
$v».uuaia.ou noun a dok,
Flour,
Fben Seavey, late of Searsport
80a 00 Clear Salt Pork,
$!8a20
Corn Meal,
loaOO
Mutton
Ai.owanie made to Widows ok William
lb.,
l.lual.15
per
Rye Meal,
15a0
OOal.OO Lamb per lb.,
jhurbuab, late ot Montville;; Isaac Bryant late of Rye,
15a00
80a00 Turkey per lb.,
Corn,
Idncolnville.
17a20
00a65 Chicken per lb.,
Barley,
I8a20
2.50a3.00 Duck per lb.,
Beans,
I5a00
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25a 1.50 Creese per lb.,
A young man having put a crown piece
12a 14
$
»M)ao5 Hay per ton,
Oats,
into “the plate” in an Edinburgh church Potatoes,
40a45 Lime,
$1.40a0.00
45aoo
Dried
0o8 Washed Wool,
Apples,
by mistake instead ot a penny asked to
.‘J5a00
oOaOO Unwashed Wool,
Apples,
In once, Cooking
have it {hack, but was refused.
45a50
20125 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
tthoda

almost

ver; it has cured the most obstinate cases.
7 th.
Pain-Killer as a liniment is unequaled
tor Frost Bites, Chilblains, Burns, Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains, &c.

transacted at the June
Km

nu

an

ds, Coughs, Ac.
6th. Pain-Killer lias proved a Sovereign
Remedy for Fever and Ague, and Chill Fe-

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
on

Pain-Killer is
cure lor Sudden Co

f>th.

4

centaur

a cure.

i'KLEURAPIl Bt'tl.DlNii, Belfast, lie,
9ntr A11 busiuf?-'

OLIVER J. GRAFFAM,

Iron, Brass and

AND

at Law!

Attorney

SLEEPER,

1147

IMMEDIATELY!

excellence.

article ever before sold, and it ells

because it does just what it

of said Court—

Administration

usually effects

Pain-Kilie r will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion, if used according to directions.

gist, and nearly

counter-irritant,

a

ail-healing pain reliever.

year

one

Fun is I ntos. The dwelling house
12 Samples i»y mail,f>0 ets, retail quick for$lo*
and barn ol Mr. John
Findley*, in Union, It. L. WOM'OTT, Isl Chatham S<j., \. Y.
were burned with their contents on Tueslyr2G
day torenoon A circumstance that added
to the
hardships ot the calamity, was the
Recently ;i young man who was attendtact that a
corpse lay in the house at the ing a night writing-school near Danville,
time awaiting burial.
The body was Ohio, was smitten by the charms of a lady
-atcly removed however. The buildings who was present, and at the close of the
were insured in the Hartford Cor
ftj.gflo. school hustled forward to solicit the
pleasure of escorting her home, “Yes,”
said the lady, “it you will carry my baby.”
Probate Court.
He wilted and the young matron walked
AxA THI KI.Hl till
Judgt B. 1* KlKI.li Kcgister. home alone.
Hit-

Paiu-K iller, as a Diarrhoea and Dysentery remedy, seldom it ever tails.
>rd. Pain- K iller will cure Cramps or Pains
in any pint of the system,
A single dose

-hid.

'This

Where the

true.

at hand

1873,

4 K 'I' K I*

Aiiu a ~uppiy oi choice woods kt-pi uu hand
Anything in this line gotten up in tir*t class style and

1st, National Salute ot 37 Guns at Sunrise under
the direction of ( apt. (’has. Baker.
2d.
The largest and most novel display ol Fantasies ever witnessed in this section, procession
forming at 1- o’clock.
3d. Procession of tin* Day, lormiugat lo o’clock
under Clilel Marshal Wm. fcl. Fogler, as lollows
1. Bangor Band and Belfast City Guards. 2. City
Government, Com. of Arrangements, Orator ol the
Day, Invited Guests.
Engine Co. E. P. Walker
of Vinalhaven, Crosby Guards of Hampden, with
Band.
4.
Car
Pyramidal
Representing the 37
States with Goddess of Liberty. 5.
Engine Co.
Gen. Berry, ot Rockland, with Baud.
Representation ol the business linns ol the City.
llersey
Guards, ot Oldtown, with Baud, 8. Citizens and
Public generally.
Waterville Engine Co. No. 3,
with Band.
lo.
.Skowheguu Light Inlautrv. 11.
Representation ol Manul.icturingj Interests ol the
12.
City.
Washington j and Hydrant
Engine
Cos. ol Belfast, with Baud.
4th. Oration 11 1-2 o'clock.
5th.
Trial of Engines and National Salute at 12
o’clock.
tfth. Dinner tor Millitary and Fir-- Cos. at Pierce’s
Hall.
7th. National Salute at Sunset.
A magnificent display ol Fireworks at dark
8.
consisting in part ot 13 large pieces of great bril
liancy and beautiful design.
!*th. Grand Civic ami Military Ball with lull band,
C. H. MITCULLD,
P. H A/ELT1NE and ala.,
PER ORDER COM.
Managers.

good work fav

Repaired, uud Repairing work neatly and

PKi KxliAMM PL

Pain-Killer is the most certain Cholera
cure that medical science has produced.

4th.

Belfast, May 27th,

AH Kinds

Furniture Buiit to Order,

AT BELFAST.

find

No. 56 Main St.

Quarry Work.
The most retined, brilliant aud never-tiring popu
lar amusement t-ver ottered to the public, and the
only original Circus depending exclusively upon the
talents and general effects of its numerous Porlormers aud appropriate surroundings, ever organized in
America.
It i3 the Largest and Best ‘Inside Show'
now traveling in this country.
Come and See, Hear
and Determine.

can

once to

J. L.

IMPROVED
PATENT PUMPS, IMPROVED
PORTABLE LARGO AND BITT WINCHES
GIPSEV WINCHES, WINDLASS PURCHASES.
CHOCKS, HATCH PLATES, CORNERS, fcC

CELEBRATION!

Family Medicine of the Agenear

Built and

Ship

GRAND

SON

why it should be Kept always

Engines of

WTl H MILL WORK ot EVERY
Pullies, Shading, Gearing, See.

4th OF JULY !

IS THE

1-1.

Meade,

ipplying at

WALLACE,

GEO. E.

4 H BHa:

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

expeditiously done.

Stave

DYE.

PFiRKY DAVIS

And

Tuesday June 24,73

B»T M

aO TO 10O VEST MAKERS

Steam

No. to Maiii Si., enr^n Belfast.

U4*

:t, 1873.

at Law!

Attorney

WM. W. CASTLE, Pres’t.

Belfast, June

This well known establishment having enlarged
ind improved its works, is now prepared to fill
orders in its line in a superior manner.

GALVANIZING OF CAST
IRON done with despatch.

The lollowiug is the Captain's report ol the loss
ot sch Giare B West (ot Surry, Me). Connantou.
bound from Philadelphia to Galveston, with railroad
iron and general cargo—Sailed from Philadelphia
May 31, and on June 4 sprung a leak which kept gain
lng in spite ol the utmost endeavors at the pumps,
and was abandoned on the 8th with f. feet ^ inches
water in the hole aud settling. The crew consisted
of 7 hands all told, and with the Captain’s wife and
3 children, nuking in all 11 souls, in an opeu small
boat in tin- Gull Stnam tor nearly two days and
one night, was taken up when it was blowing a gale
by barque Louisa Radman .Gen. ( apt Karg, who
treated us with all the kindness possible; aud lor
inyseli, family md crew tender to Capt Barg our
sincere thanks and heartfelt gratitude lor his noble
conduct.

MANF’D BY

will not subdue,

it

do.
14. Earl, Cunningham, Ellsworth; Gen
Patterson. Boston.
15. Ella 1. Trefethen, Sterling, Portland.

PAIN-KILLER!
Best

Belfast,

Harbor; Ban-

FOUR first class workmen wanted
at Belfast Foundry Co.

or

immediately. Apply

General Foundry & Machinists yr

STOW, Manager.

B.

SAILED.
June 10. Gen Mead, Patterson, Bangor. Brig
Ada L Ray, Pressey, Charleston, S (’.
12. Schrs Annie R Lewis, Lewis, Jacksonville,
Cameo, Peachy, Boston.
13. J P Meriam, Clark, Bangor; 1. Suow, Griffin,

REASONS WHY THE

Liniment.

swelling

15. P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carvers
ner, Mathews, Boston.

CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop.. A".

lyh'sp

pain which the Centaur Liniment

will not relieve,

Bangor.

This splendd llnir Dye Is the best in the world.
The only Truej and Perfect D>e.
Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill et
feet* ol bad dye- and washes. Produces I.mmkdiaili.i a superb Black ok Nati hal Brown, and
leaves the hair
i.lan, soft and rkaitifiti
The genuine signed NV. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

———min m

Centaur

Ferguson, Portland; Ella l. Tre
fetheu, Sterling, Baltimore; Gen Meade. Patterson,

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
occasion the death ol the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in tact, clogging the action ot
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complainiug with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching ot wind.
These symptoms usually originate lrom a disordered
condition ol the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so affected, if they take oue or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs arc a mass ot sores.aud ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain my opium, noranything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation ot the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is ot a bilious habit,
Schenck s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines ire prepared by Dr. J. H.
SCHKNCK & SON, Northeast corner ot Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and lor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 3o Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN K HENRY, M College place,
New 1 ork, Wholesale Agents.
Kor sale by Druggists generally.—Iy3sp

HAIR

A.

Boston.
13, Empire,

otter,

BATCHELOR^

iirnnoHE!

Sears, Chupmau, do.
1!. Karl, Cunningham, do; Hero. Foss, Baugor ;
Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland.
12. L. Snow, Griffin, Gloucester; Forest Queeu,

Pulmonary

cure

9117LF.4HT

ARRIVED.
Schrs .1 P Meriam. ('lark, Boston; Myra

June 10.

Consumption.

Mr. Jones, who rigidly adhere* to the rules
of etiquette, went home one night and found
his wife sitting in another mau's lap. Next
day he told a friend of the circumstance.
"What did you do about itP’ said his friend.
"Do*” replied Mr. Jones. "What it: thunder
>uld I do? 1 never had an introduction to the
man !’*

No family should he without Centaur Liniment.

Pitchfork and Bloodhounds.

ouly medicines that will

r|THREE
X

FOUNDRY CO.

E. J O H N S O N,

G.

Wanted!

Machinists

BELFAST

NEWS.

PORT OF

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,

Are the

THE GREAT

-AN1)SHIP

CONSUMPTION GAN BE CUBED.

■

point further North,
i allaposa, which was

Invalid,

an

SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

What is that from which, it you take the
Wholesome.
whole, some will remain?

Purely medicinal.

people got disappointed

of

The Confessions

Published as a warning and for the'benefit of Youug
Men and others who suffer from Nervous Debility,
LOSS OK MANHOOD, etc., supplying the means ot
sell-cure.
Written bv one who cured himself after
undergoing considerable quackery, and sent free on
receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
Sufferers are invited to address the author.
NATHAN I El. MAYFAIR,
Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
[>ui4’.*sp

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

s

We

In Augusta, June 2d, Lydia, widow of the late
Joshua Thomas ot North Haven, aud mother of
Capt 1 K Thomas, aged S3 years.
In {Searsport, June s, Henry S. sou of Capt Ralph
Eilis, aged 2 years, June II, Capt William Butman,
aged 71 years.
In Camden, June «.»th, Mrs Anna I, Ogier, aged 79
years.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

announces

Where?
That is her

body lying there,
sweetly still.
As if but sleep had worked thereon
Its perfect will.
bo

The violets strewn about her seem
To haunt her rest;
And, as in dreams she clasps the rose
1 pon her breast.
How strange it is we are so sure
She U not there.
Though all her precious outwardness
Is still so fair!
For

have seen her ui-1 as still
Full oft before:
But now we know those drowsy lids.
Will ope no more.
we

She is not there; and if not there,
Where must she he?
Elsewhere or Nowhere, that at least
Our t bought ran see.
Nowhere? But then—oh, shallow thought!—
She is no more.
The most has perished, but the least
Is as before.
This cannot perish; this may change
From form to form ;
lu grass and blossom reaching up.
To sun and storm.
A thousand

summers

-hall grow pale

Through all ‘he land.
And still her precious dust shall lie
In God's rigid hand

And lying there, shell take the shape
He think* t h hc*d.
But never lovelier than U now
<>n it impressed.
And shall Hu* garment tin' she
Exist so long.
And she that wot it be—as i>.
An ended song?

lie had a peculiarity
witness,
ing
about the lace which you sometimes see,
and which gives an effect singular if not
pleasant to the beholder, lie had very
liriirht. ranidlv revolvim’’ eves, under
bushy, black eyes-brows, shaggy enough
to suggest miniature crows's nests roughly piled together. He called hitnsel!
Slowed, and I judged him to lie a stranger
in those pans.
In truth, lie incautiously
made mention of the fact that he was
on
At mention
government business.
oi this. ] found .leaks lurtively and
■Pm,lily regarding him Irom the corner
of las eyes
My feelings had settled
into fixed dis'rust of ,leaks before the
e\a wing
was
iialt spent ; on the other
hand the entire company, if 1 except
.leaks, mentally pronounced the old fellow
just tlie one to while away a dull evening
A tier some quite loud I masting of corn's
age, and brave deeds by several of the

wore

ended song? Hut even that
Is sonie\\ here still;
It doth the heart with burden -wet t
< )|' uiemor. till.
not her >-omewbert be as mueb
As ihat. no more?
walk in dream-land up and down
A
obbing sh> o V

May

<

To live

deeds, for her dear -ako
Made pure and ; rue :
great aspirings ihat from her
Their being dre .v ?

Jn

in

Hut that wllieh lieHl there m) still,
In gras* and flow r
'■diull live again, nor l.
for that
Be memory's dower.
--

party, and ihi- one telling what he could
do, ami 11 i- ...!•• illirming what he would
not do under sueh and such circumstances,
a motion was made for lied.
The old fellow, with a separate good night to all,
was shown In his room first, at his own
request. ,leaks and myself going last.
The glances which this fellow cast at the
hags as I took them to my room were not
particularly reassuring, i thought at first
to speak oi my suspicions to the landlord,
ami then I telt ashamed to do so, and
went
into m\ room. Turning on the
threshold, I was unpleasantly surprised

Ami shall the mask -In- won* have thus
A twofold lit a
And she that won* it only live
Where thought is rife?
And

from Nowin re hack my heart
Returns in glee:
'■die is not there, since, having been,
She -till must be.
s(,

But, oh, how

and dim appears
That Elsewhere land,
Where -he. with others gone before,
Walk- hand-in-hand !

My thought

vast

forth to seek her there,
Hut soon returns,
hazed by that rose of light wherein
Her spirit burns.
goes

standing outside of his room,
and regarding me with a fixed gaze.
“Blundering fool!” said 1 to myself, it
in

n ave her there in peace
With her dear God,
it wanders in the earthly paths
Her feci have trod.

onteiit to

<

As

patient,

sweet I

At
!•

long time, turning this way
md that, made restless, I suspected, by
•ontinually thinking of ,leaks and his
-(range conduct, i grew angry at last
with myselt, for allowing him to keep so

'lays will be most happy till
Again we meet.

our

purple skies,

lorn

mv

Rest.

darling, the silver

star-

look down
lonely field ami meadow,, and the quiet

*>'

sleeping

town;

And the winter's -un< have drifted o’er the autumn’- gold and red.
Till the heavy vines were drooping and the amber leaves were dead.
And many winds of winter have beaten wood
and wav--,
Till the riv< r ceased to murmur and the year
was in its grave—
With years -o full ot sunshine, so full of love
and light,
Above whose wither* 1 roses mv heart keeps
watch to-night.
the heath, my darling, the starry lights
low.
And sha«low- ri-ing, tailing, like phantoms
Across

are

come

and go.

o’er the mossy woodland the fresh sweet

As

plav
Above the sleeping blos-ums
May.
breez

•>

ot many

sunny

Ami out a«Tos- the meuiiow-land our feet so oft
have pressed;
The ivy creeps above your head, no storm disturbs your rest ;
While distant bovvers, grow still and lone, tor

swallow^*m

til**

And o'er the dreary

dawning spring.

wing.

hill- appear the gentle

The tide of years, my darling, ebbs silently and
fast;
It tioweth out to meet the sea, so dark, so deep
and vast;
Its songs lulls gently on my ear across the winter’s -now ;
wakes the

And

days that

sleep for aye, the

-mmv long ago.
heart forgets the monody

Mv

memory

by saddened

sung

O’er buried fancies of a lile no longer fair and
young,
The breez*.* that wakes the snow-drop from
sleep within the wold
brings sweet pcrlum* from dowers that grew
in sunny fields of old.
The flowers that died, my darling, will raise
their ln*;uls again.
Where drifted the golden sunshine across the
Til-*

weary plain.
plea-ant dreamy days will

come

with

roses

newly blown.
and lair as those w«* knew in happy
summer- ilown.
but richer far, m\ darling, than weary land or

A'

I closed the door and locked it securely,
dumped ‘lie mail bags in the corner, and,
bring weary, immediately undressed and
I

home, eaiis’t be

new

guard.”

retired.

With such -weet try-t- as these my -oul
Can be content
I’ntil my life with hers again
In heaven is blent.
thou, iu thy

.leaks

his intentions are to rob me, he, has taken
the mode ol proceeding to put me on my

Then from 1i<t high and holy place.
Full soon I know,
Her thoughts sweep down,my thoughts to meet.
With music low.

If

see

sweet

lay for

a

lefore my vision: but this state of mind
lid not tend to sleepiness, I assure you.
IVliile 1 lay tossing about I heard one
liter another of the members of' he famly go to lied. Still that infernal Jetiks
tept before me. 1 muttered anathemas
mil turned over again.
Now comes the singular part of the
Affair. I must have fallen asleep tor a
I (lream>,il that 1 was in that
noment.
very house, in that very room anil bed—
hat I had fallen asleep and woke up with
he impression that there was some one
.mder the lied; that 1 did not know how
> ascertain the truth ol it
without causing
iie rubber and murderer to spring on me
inn wares; hill
having n boyish triek ot
Mulling mv pockets with everything, I
ell in there for a marble and found it—
uni leaning cautiously from the forward
■dge uf tiie lied dropped or rolled it
oward the backside or wall of the room,
hinkmg as 1 did so. that if there was no
me there il would roll across and strike
I
he mopboard with a sharp click.
Ireamed that the marble rolled hut a
ittle ways, struck something and stopped
—the’ I looked under the bed and found
Mmycil instead of Jeuks, with murder
vrilten upon his I'aoe. Then there was a
•imfused plan ol’ whal 1 said and did.
I came to lull consciousness from this
Ireani, or incubus state, and ahenied
ml turned over to see il i were really
iwake now. My whole body was damp,
h<‘ sweat standing in cold drops upon
ny face so great had been my suffering
It was so
n that few moment’s sleepitrange. so frightfully real, that I shitted
o the other side, ami as silently as possi
jli drew up mv pants and felt in the
pocket. My lingers touched a bullet that
wa>

lying loose amidst other rubbish.
and with

a
sensation as I
experienced before and hope never
to again. 1 prepared for the dream test,
[■teaching my hand well down toward the
Hour. I gave it a roll toward the hack of
It moved a toot or two, and
the bed.
struck something soft and stopped.
My heart stopped beating for a minute,
ind globules of lire swam before my lace,

lien

it

I

out.

the

darkness

with

horrors,

riiere was no choice but to till up the
-put-.- Mat* intervenes between thy
programme of the dream. 1 sprang from
smile and rue;
the bed before my muscles were paralyzed
No word- ot mine can wake you from rest so !
with terror, and called out:
aim and *1- ep.
No >earniiij hiv .k v•»ur -:ul repose in peaceful,
“Here, you Stowed”—I actually intenddreamless >lei*p.
ed to say Ji nks, but could not—“come
out from there, and have done with this
sort of practical joking.”
No sound
Saved by a Dream.
about the house. The stormy clouds tearsea.

The

crijc

Permit me to introduce the speaker,
Mr. Haskell, western stage driver—a man
muscular, and with an eye as keen and

unflinching

as an

eagle’s.

I drove a stage from New Sharon to
Wexford, a distance of thirty miles, in
the spring and fall when the travel was
bad, I always tarried over night at Wextord. going down, to New Sharon the next
day, but during the summer 1 returned
by night. I liked that plan better, for it
gave me some leisure to be with my

family.

The night ol which I

am

going

to tell

It had been
you was late in the autumn.
a mighty tough storm all the way up—a
northeaster, just as full of needle points
as they could stud' in.
Fine hail, you
understand, and rain Ireezing up and

ing away overhead, allowed a watery
moonlight to llood the room.
“Stowed !” I called again, “1 am in no
mood for this sort of practical joking.
1

iiave not boasted of my courage, but I
shall discharge my pistol under the bed,
hit or miss, in one moment more.”
There was a thumping and a rustling,
tiie spread was swept aside, and good
Heavens! it was Stowed. 1 could see
his white hair and beard.
Before lie had
..I

*ra

1.

dimly discern the outlines of objects, I
sprang to the door to shout for help.
1 had not turned the key when I heard
■t leap outside, and the instant that the
bolt fell hack lroiu the socket, a man
sprang into the

; a pistol hall grazed
my ear, another shot, and two forms were
room

struggling upon the lloor. 1 was but a
frosting your heard, giving one a remark- moment inactive; the next and 1 had
able if not a pleasant cast of countenance.
planted a blow with the butt of my pistol
J had but two
an old man
passengers up,

very white hair and

beard, and a
young man with a slight stoop, and no
other peculiarity, that I noticed. I took
tiiii mail bag outside with me under the
apron.
I wasn’t a particle sorry when the
village of Wexford blinked at tne with its
numerous
eyes from crevices
in the
showers of driving sleet,
Wexford was dignified by the name of
village, or South Wexford, more properly,
for there was only a meagre collection of
five or six houses, and I drove through
this place, usually putting up at the halfway house, as it was termed. Beyond
this half-way bouse was Wexford proper,
with quite a bustling business air in its
one huge smoke stack, and the rows of
stones well punctuated withjdrinking dens.
The other stage route ended here, on account of the roughness of the road—the
postman jolting the distance between the
half-way house and there, to connect the
main line.
This half-way house had a
sorry reputation, on account of the villainous class ol roughs that
frequented it, to
have a game of poker, or a bit of a ring
tight. I had watched the games scores of
times, without allowing myself to be
drawn into them or disturbed by them.
As I had said, I only tarried at Wexford during the bad weather of early
spring and late autumn. But to come
back to the night of the storm. It was
as much as might be expected.
A small
number of ruffianly fellows were in the
bar-room, but the night was rather
threatening for the mass to come out. In
fact, I brought in the stage about all the
noticable persons destined to study the
clouds through the bottom of mine host’s
glasses. There was black Dave—an appendix general to the tavern, as clumsy a
piece of clown as one would care to see;
and Powder Bill, a second class ruffian,
who had gained his cognomen by having
witli

gray head, which
stretched the villain senseless almost the
instant receiving the dash of a pistol in
the side of the head, which, had it not
providentially refused lire, must have materially interferred with my future powers ot narration.
Much contusion followed. The landlord rushed in; the landlady also. Everything was explained directly. Jenks was
Jenks, whom I had so
my rescuer.
doubted, said to me, “Look here !” and
he removed the white hair of the robber,
and exposed to our startled gaze the clean
taee and closely-cropped hair of a “sensomewhere

upon

tenced for lile

the

penitentiary

man.”

“He escaped two weeks ago fromand eluded pursuit. I got on the track of
hint at Detroit, and haye followed him,
oil and on, ever since.
He cam e up from New Sharon purposely to rob, and, if need be to murder you.
His joviality, his apparent good humor,
allayed all suspicion. 1 could read his
plans when he first went to bed. He
stowed himself- into some closet or corner ot your room to wait tor you to fall
asleep. I remained close by your door,
and should have warned you, but feared
to arouse the suspicions of the fellow, lest
he should again make off.”
Since I was really saved by a dream, I
consider it remarkable.
I distrust rcmakably jolly people now,
and take into favor sour, silent-appearing
persons.
Jenks was a detective.
Edmund Hunger, speaking ot tlic time
when he was a hoy, says it was the custom of school children as you passed the
schoolroom to make a how; but in these
later days, as you pass a schoolliou.se, you
must keep your eye peeled, or you will
gel a snow ball or a brick-hat at the side
of your head.

now

pleasure in announcing to the public that 1
have on hand the largest and best assortment ot

elegant carriages
nearly every style

ever

made

patterns

exhibited in Maine,embracing
in use,

now

only

at

ot

mv

Including

several

new

Years

us

GOODS,

to

oinos47

Arlington
only 33

invited to visit the

CAMBRICS,the latest
styles selling very cheap.

$500,000 Worth

of_Clothiii£ Destroyed.

in the best

OF ft'Bi,

Prospectus lor 1873 now ready. Address GEORGE
UPH AM, No. 9 Weybosset Street.
Providence, R. 1.

Kapidly

with Stencil

&

Key

III U ll L I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
particulars FREE. S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover
St., Boston.

ment

DIB. DlOiEHlM has opened a fine4* CIF HE'
Beacon Hill, Boston, Send for Circular.

served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
ATAL1 HOURS. A large stock of Confectionery
ol every description, Cigars and Tobacco a 1 wavs on
hand.
SCANNED FRUITS ft JKLI ,E* a specialty.

NO

HOI BI O.

By wending
cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair,
you will receive a correct picture ol your
luturc husband or wile, with name and date ol marriage. W. FOX, 1\ O. Drawer 24, FultonvilJc, N. Y.
35

’TIM HONE, or the Secret On
Moustache and Whiskers in 42 days.
This
GREAT SECRET and lOOothers. Gamblers’ Tricks,
Cardiology, Ventriloquism, all In the ORIGINAL
“BOOK OF WONDERS.”
Mailed lor 25 cents.
Address D. C. CUTLER, Carthage, Illinois.

at
:

CASH !

BE PAID IN

FULL.

THE THIRD BRAND SIFT CONCERT !
IN AID OF THE

Public Library of Ky.,
Will he given in the great hull of Library Building,
at Louisville, on Tuesday, july 8, 1873, at which
time TEN THOUSAND GIFTS, amounting to a
grand total of $500,000, all cash, will be distributed by lot to ticket-holders.
No reduction in
amount of giftslat this distribution, but each gift will
be paid IN FULL.
Office

of

Farmers’

and

Drovers’

Louisville, Ky., April 7,1873.

Bank,

/

\

This is to certify that there is in the FARMERS’
AND DROVERS’ BANK, to the credit of the
Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit of the Public Library of
FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Manthe
to
gifts In full, and will be held by the
agers
pay
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
It. S. VEECH, Cashier.
only.
(Signed.)

Ivy.,

LIST OF

One Grand Cash

One Grand Cash
One Grand Cash
One Grand Cash
One Grand Cash
24 Cash Gifts
50 Cash Gifts
80 Cash Gifts
100 Cash Gifts
150 Cash Gifts
590 Cash Gifts
9,000 Cash Gifts

$100,000
50,000
25,000

Gift,
of $1,000 each,
of

500
400

of

10,000
5,000
24,000
25,000

ot

300
200

32,000
30,00<
99,000

of
ot

100
10

59,000
90,00(1

ot

a

600

Louisville, Ky.

Broadway,

at

qualities of HOSE
prices that cannot be

on

hand

met

by

New York,

Bellas!. .M

S

T.T.

Magnolia Balm
rl.il'v.

■■

Mexican
&.»“ Sold
Stores at

N, MAKE A

Biooming Complexion.

Fancy Stores.

TABLE DAMASKS
On

v©

TLT

s

Call !

a,

hopeless

and is ihk

only

of

Hayford Block.

Church

TS

T

33
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SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
business in Belfast, offers his entire stock lor
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, Ac., Ac., including Tools, Shop and Store.
The above is well located and presents a good opportunity lor auy one wishing to carry on the stove
business in Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
Belfast, April 10, 1873.
tUO
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call and settle immediately. A. L>. FRENCH.

THE

Manufacturers ol and Wholesale Dealers in Plane

Fancy

FRUITS,

A GREAT

MEDICAL

SUGAR 4 MQLAS
CORN

Cross Sis., Belfast.

farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted lruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH,
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3‘2tf

Farm for Sale.

i ^TRUNKS UNO
Traveling Bags!
~

-AT-

HIGH ST.

LARGE and well

selected stock of the above
articles constantly
A
sale at the
hand and f
VERY LOWEST
Also Leather
on

.Sm41

Professional

ami Amateur Musicians

should examine the COMBINATION SOLO S l'OPS>
found only in GEO. WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.
Til E iEOLIN E. A most delicate, soft or breath-

HILLS

“ARCHIMEDEAN,”

THE CHAMPION

LAWN MOWER OF THE WORLD.

THE VOX HUMANA.
A baritone solo, not a
tan or tremolo
THE PIANO.
A beautifully toned piano, which
will n ver require tuning.
See advertisement in
another column.
3m48

Notice of Foreclosure.
EREAS, James Maddocks of Monroe, Waldo County, Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated the 28th day of January, A. t). 1871, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Vol.
157, page 203, conveyed to me, the undersigned, an
undivided seven-eights ot a certain parcel of real
estate situate in Searsport in said County, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit.:
Beginning at a stake and stones in the south line of land
about to be deeribed and on the west side ot the
Searsport road, so called; thence north 74 degrees

January,

GEO. WOODS & CO'S
ORGANS
ALL

LOVERS OF MUSIC
should

see

them, and hear their

Combination
w. c.
3m48

Solo

Stops

TUTTLE,
Of

lililiiey, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal, one bottle will convince the
most sceptical.
%% or in a, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are' sufficient tor the

the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICKS.
Goods sent
MONDAY'.
every
Agency at
H. F. WKI.IA Mil lint ry and fancy Goods
Store, No. 17 Main Street. Belfast Me.— lyU*

most

Would inform the public, that they continue

BELFAST has them.

I hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from 2 until 5 P. M., lor the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCHER, COLLECTOR.
Belfast, Sept. 20,—tf 13

case.

•*»!«»*: one bottle has cured the most difficult
when all other remedies failed.
\ervoiiN Difficultieft, Neuralgia, Headache,
&c., eased immediately.

Itlieuuiiitiftin Swelled Joints, and all Scro
iular Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this
invaluable medicine.

Ilroiirliiiift, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hys-

terics cured

Manuincturc

much relieved.

or

Difficult lireutliiugr, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.

Portland Kerosene Oil.
The

prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha it sell -and tinexistence of false reports in regard to the Purtla n i>
Kerosene Oil, render it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, that some notice should be taken oi these tacts.
I hercfore, we
again present an advertisment, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils, I n t. Kki in d
Petroleum, the tin- test of which i- lj:. I'm-:
Portland Kerosene, the lire test of which is ljf.
degrees Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher; also, we would say. that we an» determined
to maintain their long established reputation.

Female

Difficulties

so

American ladies, yield readily
medicine, the Quaker Bitters.

this

is

a

Sold

liy

all

Druggists and

Dealers in Medicines,

j

SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BY

I J

«

I

PEBK1H8 A C o.,

L>H.

(

» orunn.l,

II. S. FLINT & CO.,

At their fireat

Depot 195 A 197 Broad

Medical

Street, Providence, R. 1.

beautiful mower is now so well known
throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this
country alone). The only balanced Lawn Mower
with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine for small lawns, croquet
grounds, cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss of 10 years,
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; 14-inch, standard size, $26;
2W-inch, pony, $100; 32-inch, horse, for public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to
produce a machine its equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular.
This

BY THE

everybody

dead

a

to
a

swim up stream

man

keep people

from

buying

liberal advertiser. This is tbe
of every

experience
has tried it.
for this

man

who

The best medium

vicinity is

the REPUB-

LICAN JOURNAL.

COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN.
For Sale by

KBWDALIi dc WHITHEY, Portland.

Leeds, Robinson

&

MANUFACTURERS OK

B. & M. H. L. R. R. Co. Wareham

Co.,

Nail Co.'s Cut Nails.

(IAN HE

<

DR. GRAVES

HEART

REGULATOR!
WILL CURE

Any

Case of Heart Disease,

Although given

up

by the best Physicians.

We do not hesitate to say it will cure the following symptoms, though most of them have been declared incurable:

Palpitation, Enlargement, Hpaima, Onnitication or Bony Formation of the
llvart, RlieuniatlMm, General Debility.
Water about the Heart,
(linking of the
Npirits, Pain* in the Side or Chest. OiizineMM.KIuggflMh Circulation of the Blood
and Bonaentury Mtoppage of the Action
of the Heart.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you with
our circular, giving full
description of the disease,
and also a number of testimonials of cures; and if
would like further proof from the parties who
you
nave given the testimonials, write them aud see
what they
say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the II kart
Regulator, and the demand Is still increasing. We
are confident we are doing the public n benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
The price of the Heart Regulator is one dollar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent,
S. A. HOWES & CO., Druggists, Belfast.
ly7

Colony

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN' I’ATEN't'S
R. H. EDDY.

Solicitor

cor. of
tim38

JOHN, BOSTON'

Patents
1>>

>r

No. 76 State St., opposite k

\ KTKli
V wards

-ign-,

St., Boston

AN KXI KNMN
Ot thirty yt ir-,

i'KAt IP K
d
in
ntitlUi
ecu
ilsoiui.fe.it Br i.i
f ranco, and ..th -r for.. _• n dm in.
a.
at -, S;
tications, A ssigniin to -, i.d ill
*.i •. nt
pn s
executed on reas >uabi«
t in
i•
! -patch.
i;
searches made to deteraiin> r:e v.ilidit .• and ufi!i*
of Patents, ot
Invent ion
and legal and other
advice rendered in ail matt
tuiiching the same
Copies ot the claims ol an
patent furnish. 1 ! >
one
dollar.
remitting
Assignments recorded o.
J.

;

Washington.

No Agcncyintlu
nip-.! stut- p>»s-. -srrt iinin/
facility tor obtaining Pat nts
ot
invention.-.
patent ability
All necessity of a journ- > to V\ is
n
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay th r-

n..i
tin
p:
ar-

il ere saved inventors.

TESTIMONIALS.
‘*1 regard Mr. Kddy as one d the m
aj
win.a. I h..
successful practltiouer- wit
had t*.
elal intercourse.
CHAKI.f.s MASi »N,
onmisloner ot Patents."
"I have no hesitation in a
iriug m ntor- ti..they cannot employ u man iimn
o..| lent ,.i
more
c
trustworthy, and
ipaM. ot putting their .p
plications in a form to secure troin them .n
irly
aud favorable consideration at the Patent Ollier.
KDML NP Bl BK 1..
Late Commissioner ot Patent
"Mr. It. II. Ki>i'Y has made tor me over Till 1,' IN
-n
..
tal n.
tor Patent.-, having
Such unm.-: ikafh pn •>' ->t
every case.
n
to
j• >ri, leads
great talent aud ability di
» > him to
recommend am. iuventors to
pn
sure <»t having
cure their patents, us they may In
the most faithful attention b. -iow ed on them e i-<
and at very reasonable enarges.
JOHN T A(it I Alt 1.
Heston, Jan. 1, 1>M. -lyi>*>

applications
almost

..

tpply
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flNCORUOK
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44, 44 A 4U Olin-r
IIONTO^
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Boston Pure White Lead,
■try anil Ground

in

Oil.

AND GROUND /.INC, KlillAKt.l. KID
LEAD, LEAD 1*11*1, SHEET I I AD I IN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IKON El IM
& FITTINGS, PUMPS,
-v-

DRY

•: in
Onr Pure Whitt* Le.nl, both -in ami
1
> viwii
to be wtrirtly |»u r<*
that for fineness, body and durahiliD K i- not Mir
passed by any Lead in the market. *. it her foreign o;

we warrant

American.
in order

fo protect oiirselvi •. we have adopted
<1 -tar, w uh our
trade-mark an eight-p<»iut, d
litre. This is on every packcorporate seal in tin
ieail None genuine without it.
Pure
our
of
age
Iy33
as our

Belfast

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny Saved is

a

Penny

Famed."

before* the i-t of any
month,
placed upon interest every
morth, (except May and November; ami uteri-:
computed upon the same in June and Dieember.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room,
trom 9 to 12 A. M,, and 2to 1 P.M. .Saturdays from
9 to 12 A. M.
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Treas. A.SA KAI NC’K, Pied.
Belfast July 13 1H70.

DEPOSITS

made
will be

on

or

the

PaINT,

perfectly pure

WHITE LEAD!

Iron Co.’s Shovels.

75 NORTH ST.,

of

For invention-. In i. Mark

use

manufactured

DEALERS IN

SCRAP IRON.

1

1

WHEN YOU

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
Old

I872--73

*•

HJRKD.

held

Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, July
if?’
i*K3» ^ 10 °’cl°ck in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz
First. To hear the Reports of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Second, To elect nine (9) Directors for the ensuing year.
Third, To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors.
JOHN H. QU1MBY, Clerk,
Belfast, June 10, ia73,~3w49

Arrangement.

I(.

OX

6m37

IflSBABB

as

of

H.

AND A FT Kit NON 1MB KK 1-Uli. Piss.
Trains will leave Bellas! ter Port land .n
i.l
m.
Mix I
placesinterniedi.it> mi this r.,t :tr
Train at 3 P. M.
Mixed Train ter Watei .He. md i',i -->ng>
r.
tor Bangor and all stu'.i i.- I.a-i.
Trains will be du«
v. H< fast Iron
Pi
-ton
land, and all Stations intermediate at
P. M
Mixed Train 1 rum Burnliam
mi
•i../ wi'h train
from Bangor at 11:
A. M.
The New Line bet wen
will then be open giving pas-«*ugers tor Portland n.
opportunity to go eitlu r «
cars.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sui’t
Nov. 9, IS72,

Office

and

Lawn Mower Co.,

meeting will be

Winter

J H CHADWICK &

Advertising
celebrated magnetic

it draws

UMliU

maim;

PREPARED BY

!

Salvo which

his wife right up to the point.
You might as well try to make

that the annual

New Market lor Produce.

1

\o Due can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease,) alter takiugatew bottles
ol the Quaker Bitters.

Articles.”

stone;

Company,

j

invaluable

Tlie .Ig etl find in the Quaker Bitters just the
article they stand iu need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and
paves the passage down the plane inclined.

We quote from chap. 3'J R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured

is like the

at the

j

._

>•

draws customers.

“Archimedean”

..

prevalent among
to

Hilio u.ft, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many parts of our country completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

Advertising

MANUFACTURED

•-

Patents in till l/n.ted States

case

to

Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
is iiereby given, to the stookI Notice
holders in the Belfast & Moosehead Lake Rail
lload
AGENTS FOR

OTICE !

obstinate

'

Hills

The most remarkable instrument ever perfected;
capable of the most beautiful musical effects, and in
the most elegant cases.

Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

Fruitti<»im. Pimples, Blotches and all impurities
ot the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured r<adily by following the directions on the
bottle.

Garments, Coats. Pant sand \ «-sts Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready tor wear. Gent’s Garments Repairing done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,everv day.
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished in

WII

west 120 rods to a stake and stones; thence north 02
rods to the road leading from Swanville to North
Searsport; thence north 7b degrees east 44 rods to a
stake and stones; thence south 74 degrees east 80
rods to a brook; thence easterly by the middle of
said brook 22 rods to the said Searsport road; thence
northerly by said road 11 rods; thenc easterly 12
rods to the Mason road, so called; thence easterly
by the south side of said Mason road 49 tfods to a
stake and stones; thence south 104 rods to the place
ot beginning; containing 100 acres more or less
together with the buildings thereon standing; being
the same premises conveyed
me to said Maddocks
A. I).
by my deed dated the 28th day ol
1871, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds,
And the conditions of said
in Vol. 154, page 152.
mortgage having been broken, I by reason thereof,
hereby claim a toreclosure of said mortgage.
SAMUEL MOORE.
Dated this 29th day of May, A. D. 1873.—3w48

—

Lii-Mtmnle. Low
cured at once.

Restored.

Sect. 31.
Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or
burning
fluid, shall cause every disk or other v<*>-i-l thereof
to be so inspected and mark, d, by a sworn inspector.
And if any person manufacture or selH such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in thiState, or that has not been so inspected and marked
as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall
pay a
tine not exceeding live hundred dollars or he imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873.

JS.

ing stop.

by

Extract of Roots ami lierbs which most iuvaria
cure the following complaints :
lit
Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.

ably

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY

The Subscriber oilers for sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from the former place.
This Farm contains 195 acres ot land; cut last year
25 tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels ot grafted fruit ot nice quality;
has 75 acres ot young hard wood growth; has excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Price $2,200.
Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the
subscriber at West Winterport.
B. PLUMMER.
W. Winterport, April 17tb, 1m73.—tf42

ir

Shoe
COLBURN.

Findings.

W. T.

BARBIER, Proprietor.

THE PORTLAND

T. L. MACE.
A. A. HURD.

PRICES.

&. REMEDY.

Iflainc*.

This well known establishment, with its admirable
facilities, is conducted by a lirM-elass 1 UKM II
DYER. Dying and Cleansing done in a manner to
give PERFECT SA I ISKAC I l< >N.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sucquos, Velv.-t, Ribbons, Ac."
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
Lace Curtain- < 'leaused and
taking oft' trimmings.
done equal to new.
Carpels Cleansed and Color

PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

BLOCK,

DISCOVERY

3VL

or

The subscriber offers for sale his

_

Capt. Cli \s. 1.)EEiUNi
a
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, every l
and Friday Evenings, at i"
dock, tor Rockland
W'.-? flirbr,
Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, s
M
(Mt. 1 lesert,) Milibrid
port,
will
leave
Returning
Maehiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at
.dock, amoving n
Portland same evening, '•oitnectu^- with j!u pull
M.
man Night Train and
Trains
Boston.
in ot in.For further particulars
\ Sturdi
vant, 179 Comrnerjiai Mn-ct.
jem r i! Agent,
C V Rl'S S I I' Rl >1 \ AN 1
tl>.
Portland, May loth, 1 >r;.

Cent’s

Farm for Sale.

Beg leave io inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wail upon
them at short notice.
AM ORDERS BY MAIL

“^aiasiHpp5^

DYED Oil VLEAXSED!

TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING

CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

EMILE

'LEW tSTON t

>

t

m

K

The undersigned gi vi uotiee t !»at In
is running th- -ch P
M
BONN FA
between Bcltast and < n v
Hurt a
! n
carrying in ight and pa-senger.-.
schooner,w lieu in pot t may be found
Haraden’.* wharf.
a,
at the
Wool''
Capt. Burgess will
v
MATHEWS Hi BAKER, when
kind Of CnfN TRY l*t:«*i << I in
I IIo.M A
i;i K(/l>>
take it at lair prices.
1114
Belfast, Oct. d, It*7

’ertilieates to buck the above, ami a
Catarrh in a n-p ige pamphlet, sent tree
application to Littlefield & Have- druggists,
Semi narm oi. a
proprietors, Manchester, N. II.
postal card, and it will cost only a cent. Price, $1
per bottle.—3moslG

St.,

Portland, April

bliss in
time ot

on

Awarded First I’miiinui at .Haim- State Fair, tS7(t

MISS JACKSON has charge of the Dress making
and MISS DAGGETT the Millinery,
mo

&c.

comparison to being sentenced to a lifemisery, and every young or middle-aged
imin or woman is sure to receive the above sentence
who does not proiit by the warnings contained in
the new book entitled “Lectures on Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal Weakness, Impotence,
Onanism, Masturbation, or Self Abuse and all diseases of the Sexnil Organs." It Is the only work published by reliable medical authority on the above diseases, which
will save trom a premature grave thousands of our
It contains information
young men and women.
which every man or woman, married or single,
should know. Don’t fail to send for it. .Sent to any
address, in sealed envelopes, upon receipt of 10 cents",
which just covers expense ot mailing. Address THK
MASSAC-III MITTS MKL.ICAl. INSTITUTK, No.
153 Court Street, Boston.
3m4“

<t.rtain

For Sal© I

Department

Bottle, Style,

CATARRH

Reinedy.

&c.

Counted

and

HANGED!

Depot,

Cannot be cured by snuflV, washes or local applications. It is a weakness of the constitution, de\ elop
iug itself in the nasal organs first, afterward.- extending to throat and lungs, ending generally in
Consumption, it not checked by proper remedies.
Pains in head, hack, loins and weakne.-s ot kidney s
are its attendant diseases.
More people have Catarrh than any other disi a.-e.
!i is easily cured,
thousands ot cases, some ot thirty-live years’ ,-nnd-

treatise

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

Druggists

hi in i

The Steamer

cukk
fur Sciatica,
Try it, it will cure you.
Always procure large bottles for severe cases. Largobottles $1.50, small bottle.Sold bv ill
Cts,
F. W. RVDKR & SON. Proprietors.
druggists.
Send
Boston, Mass.
tamp for “llut sf.Hold
Cash Book.”
Iyr30eow

NAPKINS AND

<3-i

as

(

Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every M n.l.
Wednesday and Friday evt iiing at I o’clock.
inencing Wednesday April1.*, for Bangor,touchiac
at Rockland, umd<
I
Sandy Point. Burk-port. YVjnt* rport .nd llampd.
will
leave
Returning
Bangui «v.r> Moniiav, Wed
dock touohi;..
nesday and Friday mornings at
at the above tiaimd landing-, arriving in Portland
at 5 o’clock, 1*. M.
For furt'
; articuhw- iii'-jui'•
ol Ross &, Sturdiv tT
inmercial Street, n
CYRl’S STURD1 VAN T
a.
Agent.
CY RUS PA I FFKSON Agent for Relfu-*t.

Mustang Liniment:

"all

l;

CITY OF RICHMOND'

SENTENCED TO BE

LATEST FASHIONS !

CITY

WEEK

THE FA VO 111 I l. SlhAMl

LYON MFG. CO

BISHOP SOULE'S
physicians

by

Notice Size

DYE HOUSE!

till

L 1 N 1

<1-

THREE TRIPS PER

25c., 50c. and $1 per Bottle.

It ia Purely Vegetable, and its operation is soon
and felt at once, it dne* away wHi tho Flushed
Heat. : align,., and KxciteAppearance caused !
rnent. Heals and ren .»v«. 11 Uiotehesan
Pimples,
dark
and
dispelling
unsightly spots. Drives away
Tan, Freckles, and Sunburn, ami by its gentle but
powerful influence* mant 1. the laded cheek with

BELFAST.

comer of Mam and

-T

Do not bo imposed «pon by using any other
Liniment claiming the sain.- properties or results.
They are a cheat and a fraud. Bo suro and get
nothing but

LINIMENT

two But

CAKES,

1

h

I N S I I) i:

ALSO

Money will be Refunded.

Display iu advertising it* not my forte. But this
I will say—We have the styles, also the good*, and
know how to use them.
Just step in and we
will show the

CORN

;

of trial, with the most substantial results, and by
multitude of witnesses.
If the Liniment is not as recommended, the

competition.

LINEN TOWELS.

we

SES

M

■

c

LOWKU’

YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.

Laces,

PAPER, TWINE,

v\
'eloek !’.
Mono
k. 1'. M

3#'AU freight must he accompanied hv Bi
Fading in duplicate. Ai' freight hill- must r. p
on delivery-i good-.
;. F.»»
•.
U! 1 l.v Ac

on

few tickets remain

orTHOS. H. HAYS & CO.,

more

TOILET QUILTS,

Sack and Dress Trimmings, Fancy

$500,000

unsold, and they will b«
furnished to the first applicants at the lollowiiii
pricesWhole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters
$2.50; 11 wholes for $100; 56 for $500; 113 for $1,001
and 575 for $5,000. For t ickets and full information
THUS. K. BRAMLETTE,
apply to
Only

dozen

100

exhibition, ;it prices that will
Mrs. E. E. JOHNSON & Miss JACKSON please each and every one,

FOREIGN

Monday,

FAKE T() B( )S ro

Isa positive cure lor Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neural
gia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, &c. It has cured cases given up bv

GIFTS.

Gift,
Gift,
Gift,
Gift,

assort-

just received,

the closest

GRAND OPENING

HOW

$500,000
GIFTS TO

large

a

All

EMPORIUM!

and

%

THE MOST ABSURD AND l' NNATURAL CURES CLAIMED
But
nv New-Born and Mushroom Liniments.
we have the experience of over thirty years

LADIES'

CONFECTIONERY,

HOI

—

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.

Sold by all Druggists aud
63 Park Place, New iurk.

J&rUlVE ME A CALLJJ&

MILLINERY,

Cattle.

or

It

l.-av.

Belfast tor Boston e. r>
neaday, Thursday and saturda1.
Ueturning Will leave I'.o.-toii
Tuesday, Thursday and Frida;-

Remember, this Liiniment «1 itl not
spring up in 11 day or it year, producing

goods received, selling
17c, former price 25c.

Water! BOOTS & SHOES

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
lor Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis. Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervous Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Dr 'gists.
£3r*For a histor- of the Springs, for medical ref the water over disease, for
ports of the power
marvellous cures, an
for testimonials from disf >r pamphlets.
send
WHITNEY
tinguished men,
BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Pa.
Philadelphia,
(JlCTTVSlillKiJ SRHINO C ».

Bleacher?;

styles.

HOSIERY,

GETTYSBURG

THIS IS

ent, less

Pure

OYSTERS

on

Katalysine

i

great

of these

<£C In
>4/U lU

I,er day! Agents wanted! All
4)4 v classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

Horses. Mules

Will

Cure Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout. Lame Back.
Fait-rheum. Poisonous Bites, External Bone au
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, &c., and may bo
justly termed the panacea for aM

PARASOLS,

MACE & HURD

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY

< H|M. »l

just arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices,

and

A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

FRENCH

KAT ABB I XT

If you want your old stylo MAI'S
BONNETS made us good as now,
-ft.so pa-ss thorn right .along to the
gn of t ho STRAW WORKS, Fust Side of
the River.
*«rN. B.
Huts h it nt the Milliner'.- stores in
thi.- city, taken from and returned without vtru
.{mil
charge,
S. a. BLACK.

A FEW

and

s t t: a m 1: h

World.

It ia recommended with unbounded assurance
lnall cases of Cuts. I rmses, Burnt?, Sprains, Rheumatism, Hard Sw./lliiu'.s, Bites. Chilblains, .Stillness ot the Joints. 1 ruzen Feet
liars, .\e., <fcc.,
among all pei-nmis, and b*r Sprains, Founders,
Ring-!' me.Pi>1!-evil, Scratches, "W ind-galls.Hool-ala,
Spavins. Spring-halt. Saddle. Collar aud Harness
Galls; also discuses of the Fye und Far in

SHAWLS

tons, Fringes,

my £, KWE.VrM WASTED lor our New
Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, toW # Wgether with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,
Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $10o to $200
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY,
*'
Pub,” Concord, N. II.

Hat and Bonnet

t »i>*. .i. «•, .1011 xttos

a

I

one

Lug

BANDS OP POl lt.
and all similar organizations will he furnished, not
only with the best Instruments, but with instruction Books to learn them, Music to
play on them,
extra Strings, Reeds,
Ac., to go with them, and all
needed Materials lor their repair.
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
(Up. Die Court House.) 33 Court St., Boston.

M JL & A IS

Goods or all Kinds, K.ia Gloves

interests. Price, $2 per year.
reading. A live journal, independent of party or denomination. Sample copies
sent ire**. Address The State, Portland, Maine.

WEEK !

CAMBRIDGE

30 Tears of trial lots proved to b€
the best healing umi pain aubdl*

AfterLiniment in ttio

----

RESTAURANT.

with

1 li'KlMEffT.ll

HAIL COLUMBIA
And all other Patriotic Airs sound best on the
Superior Instruments to be purchased at the well
known store ot ,1. C. IIavnks &
Co., where
FUEL BRASS BANDS,
PULL OKfcli ES I I;AS,

A full iine of GRENADINES

CARTER'S

white pow-

our material and social
40 columns of choice

Matlft

at 20 per

Ladies want ill MILLINERY

“SUBSCRIBE FOR THE STATE.’7
The Representative Maine Newspaper. Devoted to

MAIUrV

variety selling

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parlies for manutacturing
Clothing,
are now ready to
supply our old bauds with work.
An unlimited number ol good vest makers will be
wanted after the lir.-t ol .January.
They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe.
FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of .January.
We nave a line assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we oiler at low prices.
BOTE ft QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec, 13—tf24

attest your family soap
the bottom.

PER

S T E A M E H

w-

JAPANESE SILKS in

Have just returned from Boston with everything t lie

a

TRIPS

\Ty\

i^housYkeeper
Family.Soap

if

yard

DRESS

sent

MZLLZZTER7!

see

cents per

GOODS,

the material and

And Salesmen
Bryant’s Library of Poetry and
Sony, and Miss Beecher’s New Housekeeper's Manual. Both selling fast and far. Exclusive
Territory ;
liberal terms.
J. B. FORD & CO., 11 Broinlield
St.. Boston.

by dissolving in hot water, and

DRESS

finished carraiges.

PORTLAND, ME.

1.9

is now largely adulterated with
Cheap
ground sand,and also marble dust.

FOUR

by mail.

QUADRILLE BANDS,
QUINTETTE OUCHES I RAS,

It A T ES !

You will always ;*ud everything that is usually
kept
in a first-class Saloon.
A. R. CARTER.
Belfast, Dec. 24.—Iy26

BEWARE!

New Shades and Low

Prices.

BOOKS.)

2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers

TWO STEAMERS ON THE ROUTE'

DWELLEY & CO.,

than last year.

TELEGRAPHY.

Smithfield St., Pittsburgh,
Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150.
Single Guns, $3 to
Rifles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $1
to $8.
Gun material, Fishing Tackle, &c.
Larne
discounts to dealers or clubs.
Army Guns, Revolvers, etc., bought or traded tor.
Goods sent by ex
press 0. O. D. to be examined before paid tor.

to order.
Cash orders tills <1

Another Fresh Stock of DRESS

Experience

myself and many of my workmen, enable

E O \V E S T

the mo*t beautiful in style and perfect
in tone ever maile.
The COICEITO
'♦TOP is the beet ever placed in any Or*
gran. It is produced by a third set of reeds peculiarly voiced, the EFFECT of which is
WOHT CHAliniSU and MH L-HTIU.
111*4- while its IMITATION or the 111nASVOICK is HI PEIftH.
Term* libILL USTIiA TED CA TALOG EES M l II,
eral.
ED for one strmp. A liberal discount to Ministers,
Churches,Sunday-Schools, Lodges, etc. ACH2HTH
WASTED.

Father,

1873. Arrangement tor the Season of 187a,

Parchment Paper Patterns supplied at
regular
Prices to parties doing stamping. Extra quality ot
Powder in Blue, White and Black, for sale in any
quantity. We manufacture these Patterns ol the
best quality of Parchment Paper.
Any design made

-AT THE—

are

DEPARTURE

BOSTON & LOWELL

No. 6 Gothic Block, Main St., Bangor, Me.

THE FINEST CARRIAGES

WATERS’ CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

at

George W. Burkett & Go’s.

factory.

produce

parv' j

der settles

-FOR-

(. 1*. KlfllULI,

Ag-ent* wanted. Exclusive territory given. The
book will sell itself.
Mother, Sister, Brother,
Minister, Merchant. Manufacturer, Farmer, Miner.
Mariner and Yourself all want it.
flu-re I> Money
in it.
Send for Circular.
CHESTEKMAN Sc
WEBSTER, 50 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

3mos46

■iwir*

twenty-five

A GREAT OFFFR!

Total, 10,000 Gifts, all Cash,

■

I take

•rill dispose of 1041 1» I A SO«
0114- A AH or}
lir*t-clu*x maker*, including HATEHI', a.
extremely Ion price** for «a*ti. nr
cash, and balance in *mull montltlv payment.
Sew I-Oclave tir*t-cla** R1AMOH, al
modern improx ement*. for
cash. Or
DOI RLE REEII Olt*
guns. ♦Si. »»S,
(as*, W1UU: 4 NIIII' 4111); -NTOI*'
♦ 141, and upwards.

IN

Sanford’s Independent Liu!

NICHOLS.

Searsport, March ‘^0.

STAMPING

PORTLAND, ME.

ftS^Books with cuts, descriptions and price
by mail to all desiring to purchase.

I'u mu"

AND

And

tilled

ioulsKf

DRY

-AT-

work, whether they desire to purchase or not.
All carraiges made by vie are fully warranted.
4®“lhe public are respectfully cautioned about
purchasing carraiges represented to be my make unless they have mv name-plate in full,
W*RRBER8 solifiteil «ind jM-omptly

(THE NEW

OF

DR.

WATTERS’Office will
be removed from Roulston’s Block to the late
Ari'KK
RESIDENCE OF CART. DAVID

Salerooms, Cor, Preble House, FANCY GOODS PATTERNS!
Materials for Sale.

**“A!1 persona are cordially
wart-rooms and examine our
our factory and examine

A necessary part ol ewry person's education in this
adanveed age is the art of Telegraphing. Apply to
the undersigned lor Smith’s Manual of Telegraphy,
the best work published on this subject.
Price, :to
cts. Also for every description of Telegraphic In*
sturaents and Battery; Nitro Chromic Battery for
Electroplating I>. G. T1LL0TS0N & CO., 8 Dev
St., New York.

REMOVAL!
JUNK 7th

ELEGANT CARRIAGES!

Also

never

peopling

FRESH ARRIVAL

C. P, KIMBALL’S

Omaha, Nek

to

An

To

his face somehow blown full of powder.
Besides these there were several loafers
in no wise remarkable. Of this, I was
glad, for 1 was aware that the mail bag
I knew that there
was unusually heavy.
was quite
large sums of money expected
by different persons about that time, and
I should be glad enough when the responsibility was off my shoulders.
We passed a sociable evening. The
chatting turned upon practical joking,
and lie danger oftentimes resulting therefrom.
The pei-son who participated least
in th cm versation was my passenger up.
the mn with the stoop shoulders.
I had
learned t i.at his name was.Jenks. While
(his one and that one told their tales, his
sharp, downcast eyes would in spite of
himself, turn continually toward that corner of the room where 1 had tossed my
mail bags. On the other band, the old
fellow with the long, white hair, was the
His THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.
most boisterous talker of the group.
laugh was the loudest, his puffs of smoke
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of
the most frequent, and his voice, strength- choice Government Lands open for entry under the
ened with liis rising spirits, lost most of Homestead Law, near this Great Rai'road, with
good markets and all the conveniences ot an old
the t|iiiver noticeable in oldish persons.
settled country.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Laud.
1 was both astonished at him and deSecitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new edilighted also. To find a man slipping tion of Descriptive
Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
down the shady side of life’s hill, gay and Free everywhere.
Address
disposed to make merry with his triends,
O. F. DAVIS,
is as rare an occurrence as it is exhilaratLand Commissioner' U. /*. R. R,,

by

BURGESS, POBES
m

p.

woodc o c i k

SAMUEL WARD A CO,, Propr’s, Boston

&

CO.,

Portland. !?1 «*.
Thi* lead is Wahhantku Puke, and is unsurpassed
in Body, Durability uud Fineness,
Jm3S

